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Appendix 1 

DIRECT PHOTOGRAPHY IN THE EXPLORATION OF PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES 

A. G. Wilson 

A. Information Spaces 

In the systematic . study of planetary atmospheres one primary role· of direct photography is · in 
the detect.ion and identification of the indigenous meteorological phenomena. In planetary astron
omy the detection of an object is accomplished through inter-comparison of areal "information cells" 
with respect tn their brightness, color, and variation in time. The detectable objects are those which 
emerge above the. contrast and resolving power thresholds, and are contained in the light response, 
spectral, temporal, and· angular ranges of the · instrumental system. Identification as meteorological 
phenomena must be through comparison of the detected objects with famil~ar meteorological objects 
or events jn the Earth's atmosphere. 

There exists what may be termed a "similarity threshold," on one side of which phenomena de
tected on· other planets may be identified with familiar terrestrial phenomena or recognized as extra
polations of terrestrial phenomena, but on the other side of which their identification, and even their 
reality, becomes speculative. As more detailed knowledge of other planets is collected, the . base of . 
the familiar against which comparisons are made will be broadened. It is epistemologically fortun
ate that the first planets to be. explored, Mars and Venus. are quite similar .to the Earth, allowing 
ready identification of many phenomena; The exploration of these planets should extend the base of 
the. familiar and provide experience which will create a more advantageous similarity threshold. 

Since direct photography must play a basic role in any exploration program . whose end is the 
discovery, observation, and analysis of the meteorological processes on other planets, it will be useful 
to have a measure of the relative capabilities of various. photographic systems. for planetary atmos
phere studies. 

For this purpose the process of direct photography may be considered to be a function of five 
basic parameters or "dimensions.'' These are the two linear or angular dimensions of the.region photo
graphed, the brightness dimension (which is recorded as photographic density), the spectral dimension, 
and the temporal dimension. In each of these dimensions there are bounds wh.ich define the range of 
a system and. a threshold which sets the resolving. power, as described in Table I. . . 

Although ithere is not complete symmetry in considering the parameters in this way, the view
point is usefuUn that it allows the construction ofa five-dimensional "Instrument Information Space" 
-the extension. of the space is determined by the ranges, the size of the information cells is deter
mined by the resolving powers--which provide a set of figures of merit for evaluating the capabili
ties of photographic (and other instrument) systems. 

The instrriment information space for direct photographic observations of planets is defined by 
the following four factors: 

(1) the optical and photographic parameters such as telescopic. aperture, emulsion sensitivity, 
grain, contrast, etc.; 

(2) relative motions of the instrument and field being photographed; 
(3) the location of the instrument with respect to the planet being explored; 
(4) considerations of technical and economic feasibility . 
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Dimension 

Areal 
( 2 dimensions) 

Brightness 

Sp~ctral 

Temporal 

Table I 

DIMENSIONS FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS 

Resolving Power 

Angular resolving power 
set by telescopic and 
photographic. parameters 
together with seeing and 
instrument stability · limi
tations. 

The contrast, 'A 

The filter-emulsioµ-opti
: cal component band pass. 

Exposure time and/or 
frequency · of exposure. 

Range Effective Range 

Determined by angular Field of view, modified 
field of view. by aberrations of the op:. 

tical system. 

Determined by signal- Determined by a set of 
noise ratio and emulsion exposure times. 
saturation. 

Determined by filter
emulsion combinations 
and optical and atmos
pheric transmission limits. 

Span of observations. 

Sums of bands at which 
exposures are taken. 

Determined by number of 
exposures, divided by fre
quency of exposures . 

Item ( 1) is fully discussed in many texts on photography and optics. (v., e.g., J. Strong, Pro
cedures in Experimental Physics, Prentice-Hall, 1945, or G. de Vaucouleurs, "Planetary Astronomy 
from Satellite Substitute Vehicles," Chap. II, AFMDG:..TR.:...60-6.) Item (2) refers to the .dynamic 
stability of the telescope-camera· system., periods of natural oscillations, guidance, relative motions 
caused by planetary rotations, movement of the instrument carrier, etc. Item (3) takes into account 
the limiting effects of seeing, sky brightness, and spectral transmission properties of the Earth's atmos
phere, also the effects of distance to the planet on the linear field of view and linear resolving power. 
Item (4) involves the sizes of instruments which may be practically carried in balloons, placed in 
orbit about the Earth, or carried in fly-by probes and planetary landing capsules. _It also involves the 
cost of. constraints of each system and the extent of program economically feasible with each system .. 

The information space required for the photographic study of a given phenomenon must provide 
sufficient data for determining · the size, structure, position, and movement of the phenomenon (as, 
say, a storm), the life span, rates of growth, decay, and other changes, the season and frequency of 
occurrence, and such physical quantities as brightness and color. An information space adequate for 
this purpose may:be called a description information space for the phenomenon. Since it is redundant 
to observe all parts and all features of a phenomenon to the same degree of detail, it is evident that 
the description information space for the study of the structure and behavior of a phenomenon will best 
consist of a set of instrument system information spaces. 

Two basic problems thus arise: First, the defining of the description information space for the 
phenomenon, and, second, the selection of the set of system information spaces which must economi-
c~Ily (with respect to time, energy, dollars) span the description information space. · 

To provide illustrations of these concepts and to provide an example of the data which deter
mine a description information space, and also what instrument system information spaces would best 
cover the description space, it is useful to consider the present situation of knowledge concerning the 
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planet Mars-which is by far the best observed of the planets-gathered over the past 70 years by 
visual and photographic exploration from the Earth's surface. 

In the following section, the phenomena tlrnt have been ascertained to exist on Mars are listed 
together with what is generally known quantitatively about these phenomena. 

B. Photographically Observed Phenomena on Mars 

One of the first constraints on our knowledge of Mars is the limiting resolving power to which 
the planet has been observed. 

At the most favorable oppositions, Mars' closest approach to the Earth is about 5.6 X 101 km, 
or 150 times the distance to the Moon. The angular diameter at this time is only 25 seconds of arc 
compared with 31 minutes for the Moon. Since the · average resolving power limit set by the atmos• 
pheric se(;ing is about 1 second of arc and the resolving power of the eye is of the order of 1 minute 
of arc, the amount of information on an average photograph of Mars is about the san1e as that which 
the naked eye receives from the Moon-. roughly 10 bits (log2 103

). However, there do exist a few 
photographs of Mars taken at instants of excellent seeing that contain perhaps 100 times this informa
tion. Because 'of the eye's ability. to accommodate to seeing effects, it is able to do even better than 
the photographic plate and many observed Martian phenomena, such as the canals, lie in the region of 
information space beyond the 16.5-bit (log2 1 Qa) level of the best photographs and limited by the eye's 
capability. Under best conditions there is perhaps another augmentation factor of ten or so; 

The present best linear resolution, corresponding to an angular resolving power of 0.1 second of 
arc, is. about 30 km on Mars. This is for point phenomena like oases. For linear phenomena like 
canals, provided they are long enough, the resolution may be less than 5 km. Visual observers feel that 
an additional increase in resolution by a factor of 10 would give an information "break through" with 
regard to knowledge of Martian phenomena similar to the revelation of craters and mountains on the 
Moon that can1e with the first telescopes. 

A second bound on our present knowledge of Mars is brought about by the temporal resolution 
with which the planet has been observed. The temporal range and resolving power of information 
space for Mars is more difficult to estimate. Photographic records go back to about 1890, but the 
observational coverage of Mars has been limited mostly to the few weeks before and after opposition, 
when the angular diameter is greater than about 15 seconds of arc. Unfavorable oppositions have for 
the most part been inadequately observed, partly because Mars is smaller and partly because these op· 
positions occur during the bad observing season for most observatories. The observations have had 
adequate temporal resolving power to determine the Martian seasonal changes, (for the southern hemi· 
sphere of Mars, spring is 146 Earth days, summer 160 days, autumn 199 days, and winter 182 days), 
but have been grossly inadequate for synoptic studies of the Martian atmosphere. An aggregation of 
all photographic observations might give an average temporal resolving power of one day for the 
six weeks prFceding and following the most favorable oppositions since 1909. 

Duringthe oppositions of 1954 and 1956 the International Mars Committee organized a world
wide photographic patrol. The 1954 coverage, which was the all-time best, is shown graphically by 
Table II and Table HI taken from the 1954 report of the Mars Committee. (Mitchell, R. I., The 1954 
International Mars Photographic Patrol, Mars 1954, Report of the International Mars Committee, 
Lowell Observatory, Flagstaff, 1955.) On the left of the tables are given the Earth dates, on the right 
are given the Martian seasonal dates, it being southern hemisphere spring. 

The photographic coverage· of Mars with multicolored filters or color photography has been ex· 
perimental rather than systematic. Except for the blue•yellow•red patrols of one or two observatories 
at recent oppositions no complete photographic comparative color record exists . 
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Table JI 

OBSERVATIONS OF MARS 1954 
U.T. DATE OF' LONGITUDE DISTRIBUTION or BLUE PLATES SEASONAL OAT£ 
OBSERVATION 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 100 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 SOUTH POLE 

APRIL 20 - 19 f"EBRUARY - -
30 23 

. · . 
MAY 10 - 28 

--
20 -. e MARCH 

- -. 
30 - ... ~ 

II 
- --

JUNE 9 -- 17 --
-:: 

19 - . 23 . -- . - -
°' 29 .. - 28 
~ - ,:_.::::: ·--- -

JULY 9 - - . 
3 APRIL -- - :. 

19 - -- 9 . ·- - -. ·- . . -
29 I~ 

.:: 
AUGUST 8 -- 22 

-:... 
. . 

16 . -. 26 -
= -

28 - 4 MAY 
-= -- .---

SEPTEMBER 7 II 

17 17 

SABAEUS SINUS SOLIS LACUS TRIViUM CHARONTIS SYRTIS MAJOR SABAEUS SINUS 



Table Ill 

OBSERVATIONS OF MARS 1954 
U.T. DATE OF LONGITUDE OIST~IBUTION OF RED AND YELLOW PLATES SEASONAL DATE 
OBSERVATION 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 H:10 180 200 220 240 26.0 280 300 320 340 360. SOUTH POL( 

APRIL 20 19 FEBRUARY 

··. 30 23 

MAY 10 28 

20 6 MARCH 

30 II 
..:. 

JUNE g 17 

10 23 
0--
VI 

29 
- _.- 28 

JULY g 3 APR It 

19 9 

29 ----.. - - 15 

AUGUST 8 22 

18 28 

28 4 MAY 

SEPTEMBER 7 II 

17 17 

SABAEUS SINUS SOLIS LACUS TRIVIUM CHARONTIS SYRTIS MAJOR SABAEUS SINUS 
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Faster and finer-grain emulsions have become available in recent years, and experiments with the 
contrast parameter have been made. Image tubes rather than direct photography, however, show the 
greatest promise for exploiting what can be done with contrast. 

For direct photographic information purposes, Martian phenomena can be classified with respect 
to position, size, color occurrence, duration, and rate of change (with respect to formation, dissipa
tion, size, color, position) .. The following Hst is a summary of generally available observational knowl
edge concerning Martian phenomena, omitting theoretical inferences and interpretations. (v., also, 
Chapter III on Mars.) · 

C. List of Photographically Observed Martian Phenomena. 

1. Surface • ; .. 

(a) Polar Caps. The caps appear to be fonned in the seasonal autumn while 'they are largely . 
covered with white clouds or fog. Toward the end of seasonal winter these clOuds disappear, 
and a dark fringe appears on the edge of the caps which then begin to recede in size. The 
decrease continues through the seasonal spring, the dark fringe being widest when the melt
ing rate is fastest. ( Quantitative data on melting rates consisting of the size of four cap 
areas with corresponding dates, given by Pickering, 1924.) The South Cap is centered on 
long. 40°, lat. 83 °; maximum size: to 45 ° lat.; minimum size: can disappear completely. It 
exhibits rifts in spring (Mountains of Mitchell), also occasional bright spots near edge. 
The North Cap at maximum size extends to 57° lat.; minimum size: 300 km (1 ° ..:_ 57 km). 

(b) Dark Markings .. Termed maria. For the most part, located in the southern hemisphere, 
have been carefully mapped and named. Cover about % of the surface area, are mostly 
permanent, but additional dark areas appear from time to time lasting for a few years. In 
1954 a new area "size of Texas"(-+- Pecos County) northeast of the Syrtis Major was. ob
served which had developed since the last observations in 1952. Seasonal color changes oc
cur moving from the polar caps toward the equator in seasonal spring. Rate of advance of 
the change is about 45 km/ day. The color change is regarded by most visual observers as 
from gray (or blue gray) to brown or violet. Dark areas are faint in seasonal winter. 

(c) Bright Areas. Called "deserts." Are of a general orange or ochre color. Cover about¾ of 
the surface area of Mars; are static. Observations of limb indicate that no abrupt heights 
on Mars exceed 2500 ft. (Lowell).* There are areas that become temporarily whiter from 
time to time. Hellas for example is usually whiter than the other desert areas. · 

(d} Canals. Controversial network of fine linear markings, many permanent. Some observers 
have mapped over 400, a fifth of them being double, widths under 25 km. Show color 
changes similar to dark markings. Seasonal color change moves more slowly in can,als (18 

-----
* Remark by C. W. Tombaugh: Wilson quotes Lowell's value of 2500 feet as the level of abrupt heights of 

terrain on Mars. I strongly disagree with Lowell's value. It should be remembered that at the time of greatest phase 
defect (when the best opportunity to see relief occurs) Mars is at twice its oppositional distance. Also, the termina
tor is, even then, far from the center of the disk, so that any horizontal distance of a cast shadow is foreshortened 
by a factor of about two. This means that the shortest perceptible horizontal distance in the vicinity of the termina
tor is 30 X 4 = 120 km on the basis of 0.1 arc-second of resolution. (v. Chapter I, Table 2.) I would say that 
0.15 arc-second is a more realistic limit of resolution. Then the smallest perceptible terminator resolution would be 
180 km, and the smallest perceptible height would be 4.7 km= 15,500 feet. {Assume a projection, or cliff, casting 
a shadow on a smooth plain, and the rays at the edge of the shadow tangent to the surface.) But this kind of resolu
tion comes only in fleeting glimpses. An observer would have to confine his attention to a few favored candidate 
areas on Mars with alert attention, hoping for the superb glimpse to occur before the planet's rotation carries the 
local area out of the opportune circumstance, which would occur within a few minutes. I would estimate that the 
amount of time that there is atmospheric seeing of the high quality required to attain this goal is less than one per 
cent of the time that the planet is within three hours of the observer's meridian. No good telescope of 36-inch aper
ture or greater is available to such an interested observer. Let us come back to Lowell's case. His 24-inch refrac
tor is an excellent instrument. I have looked at planetary detail with this instrument for a total of some 500 hours . 
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km/ day) than on maria. Largest of canals have been photographed. Some visual observers 
claim under best seeing conditions canals are resolved into broken linear dark markings. 

(e) Oases. Roughly circular dark markings usually at intersections of canals, diameters of the 
order of 150 km. Some 200 have been reported. 

2. Atmosphere 

(a) Clouds. Three cloud species, yellow, blue, and white, exist (White clouds may be distinct 
species or only thicker blue clouds.) White or blue clouds may be observed on any part of 
the disk but are concentrated toward the limb. Angular sizes up to 45 ° in areographic 
coordinates (about 3000 km) extending along the limb are observed .. On the morning side 
of the disk, clouds may extend almost to the noon meridian, on the afternoon side rarely 
over 45 ° from the terminator. During several periods of observation, morning. clouds were 
photographed only over maria, afternoon clouds only over deserts. Clouds were regularly 
observed on the limb but not on the terminator at 40 ° phase, indicating that observed limb 
clouds· may be an observational foreshortening appearance of atmospheric· haze rather than 

, a distinct physical phenomenon. White (or blue) clouds may form in less than 24 hours and 
last over two weeks. White clouds are most common at aphelic oppositions. A total of about 

· two dozen measurements of cloud movements available. Speeds up to 35 km/ day have been 
computed. Yellow clouds are usually associated with perihelic opposition. Major storms 
involving yeUow clouds occurred near the 1924 and 1956 periheiic oppositions, resulting in 
the· covering of the entire planet for several days with a yellow pall. After 1956 storm, 
polar cap reappeared quickly, dark markings more slowly. 

(b) Blue Haze. Thin haze covering entire planet rendering surface features invisible in photo
graphs taken in blue light CA< 4330 A). Haze dissipates from time to time particularly near 
oppositions. Haze can dissipate or form in 3 or 4 hours. Clearings may be planet-wide or 
cover as small an area as ¼ of the disk. 

3. Other Phenomena 

Large W-shaped cloud observed in 1926, 1954, and 1958 associated with oasis-canal net
work in Tharsis region (Tithonius Lacus), rotates with surface. Cloud bands parallel to 
equator on blue photographs and Y-shaped haze patterns on blue photographs from time to 
time. Short duration bright flash reported 1954 by Saheki. 

From this outline of observed phenomena on Mars, it may be assumed with a fair measure of 
confidence that all contrasting daytime Martian phenomena photographable in the A,3500 to }..6500 
range whose extents are greater than 50 km, which may be observed near opposition, and whose tem
poral durations exceed two or three days, are now known. This may be taken as the present descrip
tion information space of Mars. 

D. The Scale of Atmospheric Phenomena · 

It is also evident that the available quantitative observations with regard to sizes, rates of mo
tion, rates ofgrowth and decay and time spans of Martian atmospheric phenomena is very sparse. 
This deficiency is caused by three principal factors: (1) the low resolving power of photographs as 
limited by the. seeing, (2) lack of observations taken often enough over long enough time spans, and 
( 3) incomplete use made of the observations which do exist. This third point is attributable both to 
the fact that much data has not been published or made generally available and to the fact that a 

(Cont.) This telescope is equipped with an iris diaphragm which the observer can conveniently regulate from an 
aperture of 24 inches down to 6 inches. In my experience, I have never been able to gain in finer detail with apertures 
larger than 20 inches. The secondary chromatic aberration becomes severe enough to spoil any view the seeing might 
allow. Lowell and his associates could not possibly have seen any Martian detail smaller than 0.2 arc-second. There
fore, the smallest possible horizontal distance he could have observed in the vicinity of the terminator would be 
240 km. The smallest vertical height that could be detected would be 27,500 feet. Lowell was certainly wrong by 
a factor of l 0. Thus, this means of mapping relief is beyond ground-based capabilities. 
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great many photographs have not been completely reduced. The present situation is such that the 
data required for synoptic studies of the Martian atmosphere are not available. This means that 
much of the analytical work which has been done so far has necessarily been top heavy with assump
tions and overinterpretations of the available data. 

What then is a description information space adequate for synoptic studies of a planetary atmos
phere? In order to answer this question it is necessary to know the linear and temporal resolutions 
necessary to describe meteorological phenomena. 

On the Earth the smallest atmospheric phenomena of meteorological significance are perhaps 
tornadoes and thunderstorms. These have a spatial extent of the order of from two to five km. From 
atmospheric . events of this scale, sizes range up to planet-wide circulation patterns~ What spans . of 
observations and temporal revolving power. should be used in order to observe adequately these atmos
pheric phenomena of various sizes? The answer depends on the lifetime of the pllenomena and their 
rates of evolution. · ·· ' · 

Figure 1 shows a relation between average sizes and lifetimes of four types of terrestrial atmos
pheric phenomena: .tornadoes (A);thunderstorm cells (B); hurricanes (C); and cyclonic storms (D). 
The approximate average size in kilometers is plotted as the ordinate and one-tenth the average life
time as abscissa. It is. assumed that a generally useful interval between observations of such phenom
ena is about one-tenth their lifetime. Thus, a tomado should be photographed. every. three minutes, a 
hurricane observed every 12 hours, etc . 

u -co .. 
ID -u 
C, .. 
_g ,0 
u 

.I 
Characteristic time (hours) 

Figure 1 
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It is thus seen that the frequency with which a phenomenon must be observed to obtain an ade
quate description information space depends on the spatial extent of the phenomenon, Fig. 1 giving the 
relation between extents and frequencies for terrestrial atmospheric phenomena. The time span for the 
observations should be about ten times the plotted characteristic time. 

It is reasonable to assume that in the atmosphere of Mars (and other planets) a similar relation 
of the type 

S=at0 

holds between a characteristic size s and a characteristic time t for several classes of atmospheric phe
nomena. There is no a priori reason for assuming, however, that the coefficients a and b in the equa
tion are the same as for the Earth, though this may prove to be the case. But as a starting point for 
the determination of the suitable instrument information spaces for Mars, the relations of Fig. 1 can 
be used to give the temporal resolutions and spans required to describe the meteorological phenomena 
of various sizes. 

An interesting exception to relations of the type illustrated in Fig. 1 is given by (E), the plotted 
position of the characteristic size and time of a thunderstorm complex. Such a complex consists of a 
great many. th,understorm cells and may be considered as an aggregate phenomenon rather than a sim
ple phenomenon. 

In the exploration of another planet, exceptions to characteristic time vs. characteristic size re
lationships may indicate the presence of such· aggregate phenomena and suggest areas of investigation 
which call for observations with higher resolutions. This concept also indicates how, when certain basic 
relationships have been· determined, the epistemological resolving power of the exploration may be ex
tended beyond the actual resolving power of the observational instruments. 

To aid in detennining the set of instrument information spaces that· would optimally span a de
scription information space for synoptic· studies of the Martian atmosphere, comparative instrument 
information spaces are given in Table IV for a 60-inch telescope located on the Ea_rth's surface, a 20-
inch telescope in a balloon at 30,000 meters, and a 5-inch telescope in a fly-by probe 40,000 km and 
1,000,000 km from Mars. 

In Table IV the characterizing parameters are listed on the left column; the other columns show 
their relative ranges. 

The exposure time is limited on the short end by signal-to-noise ratio and on the Jong end by 
emulsion saturation, atmospheric turbulence, sky brightness and the relative motions of the object 
and camera. 

The matter of economics of ballon flights is complex. Flights for isolated purposes such as ob
taining physical data in spectral ranges inaccessible on the surface of the Earth, ot taking photographs 
with a finer resolving power than can be. made from the surface, can be readily justified'. But the rela
tive cost . of using balloons for patrol purposes, such as the monitoring of atmospheric changes, as com
pared with surf8:ce observations, must be questioned. The atmosphere does not present a filter against 
detection of changes in phenomena that are already observable from the Earth's surface. 

E. Conclusions 

About all that can be learned without great effort and expense from the Earth's surface concern
ing static phenomena on the nearer planets has been learned. It would be fruitless, for example, to try 
to continue to make marginal gains in resolving power against the obstacles of seeing when telescopes 
above the atmosphere can give orders of magnitude improvements. 

Many plates of planets taken at various observatories over the past half century have not been 
reduced quantitatively to obtain the physical data which they contain. In view of the obvious supe
riority for planetary studies of observations or physical measurements made from outside the Earth's 
atmosphere, it would not be worthwhile to reduce most of this plate material. 
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Table IV 

COMPARATIVE SYSTEMS INFORMATION SPACES FOR PHOTOGRAPHY OF MARS 

Angular Field 

Angular 
Resolving Power 

Spectral Range 

Exposure Time 

Frequency of Exposures 

Number of Exposures 

Span of Observations 

For Mars at Most Favorable Opposition: 
Distance 56 X 10° km 

(A) 60-inch telescope at (B) 20-inch telescope, 
Earth's surface balloon-mounted, ele

vation 30,000 meters 

5-inch Telescope in 5-inch Telescope in 
Fly-By Probe at 106 Fly-By Probe at 40,000 
km from Mars km from Mars 

Entire planet = 25 
seconds of arc. 

Entire planet .:._. · 25 Entire planet = 20 Entire planet _ 1 0 ° 

Theoretical optical, 25 
km; seeing limited, 140 
to 560 km. 

Signal : Noise limit to 
seeing and emulsion sat
uration limits. Rotation 
of Mars limit, 0.01 sec 
to 2 min. 

Any frequency up to 
reciprocal of exposure 
time. 

seconds of arc. minutes of arc. of arc. 

Theoretical optical, 7 5 
km; guidance limited, 
3 km. 

5 km. 0.2 km. 

0.29µ to limit of emul- Limited only by Martian atmosphere and emul-
sion. sion. 

Signal : Noise limit to 
emulsion saturation. 
Rotation limit, guid
ance limits, 0.01 sec to 
2 min. 

Same as surface except 
for uneconomical fre
quency intervals. 

Limited by the velocity of the probe relative to 
the surface of Mars, guidance limits. 

Up to reciprocal of exposure time. 

Limited by economic Limited by economic Limited primarily by data storage and transmis
and data processing factors governing num- sion capability; and possibly by frequency of ex• 
factors: · her of flights. posures and allo\Vable -~p.:m of observations. 

Limited by planetary Daytime observations Determined by' orbital parameters of probe. 
configurations and sky possible up to 5 ° from 
brightness. Possible up Sun. 
to 45 ° from Sun. 
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Nonetheless, a large and important role remains for surface observations. (v. Chapter V. C.) 
Essentially no quantitative work has been done on the changes in planetary phenomena. Dynamic 
planetary phenomena (atmospheric phenomena for the most part) have not been observed frequently 
enough or over long enough time spans to afford any but the most vague ideas of their properties. 

This situation indicates that intensified uniform observations from the surface of the Earth with 
good instruments, geographically spaced to give a complete coverage of Mars and complemented with 
an efficient data distribution and reduction facility, is absolutely essential to fill the present gap in our 
knowledge of planetary atmospheres. It would also be most important to re-examine and reduce ac
cording to a standard procedure those existing photographic observations which are suitable for studies 
of changes. Particularly, this is important for studies of secular changes, for which they are our only 

· source of data. 
The following programs for direct photography can be recommended: 

l. From the Earth's Surface. 

(a) Study of existing plate material for data on secular changes. 
(b) Study of existing plate material for quantitative data on atmospheric· dynamics. 
(c) Continuing program of observations for data on the dynamics of atmosphere, motions of 

clouds, storms, the formation and decay of phenomena. These observations should include 
thne4apse photographs, taken with various colors and polarizations, which can be differential!} 
superimposed to study various aspects of changing phenomena. 

2. From Balloons 
(a) High-resolution direct photographs. 
(b) Short-term time-lapse photographs in color, for observing spans up to 12 hours. 

3. From Probes 

(a) Reserved for detection of phenomena beyond present resolutions . 
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A.G. Wilson 6/19/68 

PULSARS -- A SUMMARY 

A new large radio telescope operating at 81.5 MH3 was 

put into use by the Mullard Radio Astronomy Observatory of the 

University of Cambridge in July of 1967. The aerial consists 

of a rectangular array containing 2048 full wave dipoles 

arranged in 16 rows of 128 elements. The array is 470 meters 

(E-W) by 45 meters (N-S). This telescope was built to 

investigate the angular structure of compact radio sources 

using the scintillation caused by the interplanetary medium. 

A weekly survey of the sky between the declination zones -08° 

and +44° using this new telescope resulted in the detection 

of four very weak pulsating signals at fixed declinations and 

right ascensions. Systematic investigations of these signals 

were started in November of 1967 and the first publication of 

discovery appeared in Nature, vol. 217, p. 709, February 24, 

1968. The observed properties of these sources -- now called 

"Pulsars" -- are summarized in the table. 

No distances have been determined, but the observing 

of a doppler shift reflecting the earth's orbital motion 

places the pulsars definitely outside of the solar system. 

From frequency dependence of signal retardation and the value 

of interstellar electron density,the pulsars are estimated to 

be over 150 light years distant. 

The precise periods afford many applications -

determination of the A. v., galactic rotation and magnetic 

field, time service, space navigation, etc • 
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PULSARS 

Designation Position Galactic 
Coordinates 1 Pulse Period Pulse Duration 

Mean Flux 
Density 

CP.0834 

CP.0950 

CP.1133 

CP.1919 

a(l950.0) 
cS(l950.0) 

08h 34m 07s 
+ 07° 00' 

09h 50m 29s 
+ 08° 10' 

llh 33m 32s 
+ 17° 00' 

19h 19m 37s 
+ 21° 47' 

11 II 
b II 

220° 

240° 
70° 

seconds 

1.273 764 200 
+ 300 

i 0.253 065 000 
l + 100 
I 
I 

1.187 909 280 
+ 150 

1.337 301 092 
+ 2 

NOTES: -26 -2 
a) Mean flux density in units 10 watts m H3 -1 

milliseconds 

'\., 35 + 4 

'\., 15 + 4 

'\., 35 + 4 

'\., 37 + 4 

b) The pulsars have been observed at frequencies from 75.3 to 2700 MH 3 

@ 81.5MH 3 

0.3 

0.8 

0.3 

0.4 

c) The fine structure of the pulses follows in general the pattern: single pip 
(CP.0950), double pip (CP.0834 and CP.1133), and triple pip (CP.1919). 

d) The pulse duration, d, seems approximately to follow the law d 2 = AT where 
Tis the pulse period and A is about one millisecond. 
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AN EMPIRICAL RELATION IN PULSAR PERIODS 

Pulse periods of the four known pulsars have been 

determined to an accuracy of the order of one part in 10 7 

(Ref. 1, 2). The pulse durations cannot be nearly so accurately 

measured, but the mean pulse durations of sets of superimposed 

pulses can be estimated to within three or four milliseconds 

(Ref. 3, 4). To within the accuracies of these estimates a 

single simple empirical relation appears to hold between the 

pulse periods, T, and the mean pulse durations, <d>, for each 

of the four observed pulsars, 

(1) AT= <d> 2 , where A= 10-3 seconds. 

A comparison of values is shown in the table where <d > is the 
0 

approximate observed mean duration and de is the value given by 

Eq. (1). All values are in seconds. 

OBJECT 

CP. 0834 

CP. 0950 

CP. 1133 

CP. 1919 

T 

1. 273764 

0.253065 

1.187909 

1. 337301 

<d > 
0 

0.035 

0.015 

0.035 

0.037 

de 

0.0357 

0.0159 

0.0345 

0.0366 

The parameter A with the dimensionality of time defines a 

nearly constant characteristic time for objects of the pulsar 

class • 



• The correct identification of the observed periods 

with limiting periods (l3TI/GP) for various classes of bodies 

is critical for formulation of the right pulsar model. The 

pulse period itself is too short for white dwarfs. The periods 

d and A are both consistent with the limiting period of neutron 

stars. 
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A Dynamic Parallax of M 31 

Albert G. Wilson 

Mt. Wilson and Palomar Observatories 
California Institute of Technology 
Carnegie Institution of Washington 

Abstract 

A dynamical method, ,ihich is entirely free of any luminosity 

criteria, can be employed for determining the distance to the spiral 

galaxy M 31. It is assumed that spirals like our own galaxy and M 31 

can be adequately represented in their first order dynamic features by 

Oort's model of a set of concentric spheroids • .An equiligrium condi

tion ~~thin the rotating spheroids gives a relation between the 

distance to the system; the velocity of rotation at a given angular 

distance from the center, the degree of flattening of the spheroids, 

and the density of the spheroids. On the assumption that the densi

ties in the solidly rotating spheroids are of the sa,ne order in M 31 

and our galaxy, a distance of 430 kiloparsecs (1,400,000 light years) 

is derived. This value is in good agreement with the latest photo

metric moduli, which double the earlier values of the distance • 
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A Dynamic Parallax of M 31 

Albert G. Wilson 

Mt. Wilson and Palomar Observatories 
California Institute of Technology 
Carnegie Institution of Washington 

The conoaten&ted set of distance criteria required for the law of 

red shifts is calibrated initially against the distances to nearby 

galaxies. It is, therefore, important to estimate these distances by 

as many different methods as possible. The most reliable methods have 

proved to be those based on photometric moduli of suitable types of 

variable and high lu.~inosity stars. But methods depending on luminosity 

measurements are subject to uncertainties arising from unknown absorp;;. , 

tions and uncertainties in the absolute magnitudes. Consequently, a 

method of approx~nating the distance to an external galaxy which is 

independent of luminosity considerations would be of interest • 

Oepik (Ap. J. vol. 55, p. 406, 1922) has proposed a method which 

is based on dynamical features of a galaxy but which still involves 

the use of certain luminosity assumptions •. However, by use of.data 

now available, it is possible to estimate the distance of M 31 without 

recourse to the luminosity features. 

Oort (B.A.N. vol IX, no. 338., p. 193, 19 and Ap. J. vol. 116, 

p. 233, 1952) has found that the salient dyn~~ical properties of our 

galro..-y are exhibited by a model which consists of a set of superimposed 

concentric spheroids, each possessing a uniform density throughout. 

The principal part of the galaxy, the part containing most of the mass, 

is adequately represented by two spheroids: Ai·nucl.ear high density 

spheroid of law eccentricity and a flatter spheroid of lower density 

tmich extends almost to the neighborhood of the sun. To a first order 

of approximation these spheroids appear to rotate as solid bodies. 
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This configuration is stable and a simple equilibrium. condition holds 

vr.ithin the spheroids. Let Ve represent the circular velocity at a dis

tance r from the axis of rotation. Let e1 , f'i' a1, and e 2, p.2 , a
2 

be the eccentricity, density, and semi-~ajor a...~is of the inner and outer 

spheroids respectively. Then on the equatorial plane, for a1 ~ r ~ a2 

(1) 

where J(x) = Vi-x2 and S (x) = sin-1x - x V l-x2 

r' 
and G is the gravitational constant. 

If rand a1 subtend angles~ and a1 respectively when viewed from 

a distance D, then equation (1) can be revlI"itten 

(2) D = 1260 V0 
-:-:-;:::::=~:=~=..=---
«. V f, :r, s( ~e,J ~fi :Ti sce1.) 

where the units are Din kiloparsecs, V0 in kilometers/second, a and a1 

in seconds of arc, and f in solar masses per cubic parsec. Equation 

(2), thus gives the distance, D, to a galaxy of the type described, in 

terms of observables and the densities f, and f-a. of the two spheroids. 

The researches of Baade and Mayall (Pub. Obs. Univ. of Mich., vol.X, 

1951) indicate that our ovm galaxy and M 31 are quite similar. Both are 

Sb type spirals and have similar rotational properties. The dynamical 

features of M 31 can also be adequately represented by an(,_Qort type 

model., and equation ( 2) may therefore be used for estimating its 

distance. 

Babcock (L.O.B., 498, 1939) and Mayall (loc.cit.) have studied the 

motions of M 31 spectroscopically. The nuclear spheroid appears to 
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extend only 4 or 5 minutes of arc from the axis. The second spheroid, 

as shown by a radially increasing approximately linear law of rotation, 

extends about 68 minutes ftom..::·the axis. The measures in the outer 

spheroid are made en emission nebulosities. Since these objects are 

confined to the equatorial plane and rotate in nearly circular orbits, 

the measured velocities may be used for V
0 

in equation (2) with no 

further corrections than those for the relative motion of M 31 as a 

whole and for the inclination of the equatorial plane to the line of 

sight. 

The ratio of the sizes of the two spheroids in M 31 is such that 

the function s(a~ e9 is negligible except for a few minutes of arc 

immediately beyond its boundary. Therefore if V
0 

is taken as the maxi

mum rotational velocity, which occurs at 68 minutes of arc, the first 

term in the radical can be dropped. This value is 331 km/sec when 

corrected for tilt. 

The eccentricity of the second spheroid, e2, can be derived from 

isophotal contours made by Hiltner and Williams (Pub. Obs. Univ. Of 

Mich., vol. VIII, no.7, 1941). When corrected for a tilt of 15°, e2 

has a mean value of 0.957. This leaves as the only unknown in the 

right member, the density A which is unobservable. On the basis of 

the other similarities between M 31 and our galaxy, a reasonable first 

value to assume for the density would be that ras:c:ribed by Oort to the 

second spheroid in our ovm galaxy, a value about 2.15 times the density 

in the solar neighborhoor or 0.172 solar masses per cubic parsec. 

With the above values, the distance, to M 31 comes out about 430 kiloparsecs. 

Oort and his co-workers (M.N. vol. 106, p. 159, 1946) have shown 

that the gas densities conducive to the formation of dust particles and 
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leading to absorption coefficients of the same magnitude as those 

observed, lie in a critical range centered about the value 0.13 solar 

masses per cubic parsec. Dust does not appear in the central regions 

of galaxies, but as manifested by the presence of spiral arms, first 

occurs in the second spheroids in both li 31 and our galaxy. This fa.ct 

makes it again reasonable to assume that the gas densities in the second 

spheroids of both galaxies have had the same values - in the critical 

range - during their histories. Although there is no a priori reason 

for requiring the star densities (and hence the total densities) to be 

equal if the gas densities are equal, the hypothesis that galaxies 

acqumed their present dynamical structures when still gaseous, (as 

applied to ellipticals by Belzer, Gamow and Keller (Ap.J. vol. 113, 

p. 166, 1951)), would be consistent with equal total densities in zones 

of equal gas densities • 

The above value of 430 kpc is in good agreement with the latest 

photometrically determined distances to M 31. Baade announced at the 

recent I.A.U. meeting in Rome that the zero point of the Cepheid 

Period-Luminosity Law should be made 1.5 magnitudes brighter. This 

doubles the old distance of 230 kpc. (Baade, Ap. J. vol. '100, p. 137, 

1944). Ueasurements of Thackery in the Small Magellanic Cloud bear out 

this correction. 

The hypothetical character of the dynamical method of estimating 

the parallax vitiates assigning a probable error to the result. The 

agreement ~~th photometric results should not be taken as a confirma

tion of a:ny of the individual assumptions embodied in the method, but 

rather as a suggestion that a dynamic method for estimating parallaxes 

of galaxies might be further explored uith profit as the observational 

data becomes available. 
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Albert Q., Wilson · 
Lowell Observatory 

'•, ·. ' __ '·', '• .· . . , . 

Because of. the mnny 1.lncertainties .present in ... the. cieterm:iril3.ti6n of the. 

(iis~ance~ ~fi e;{tra-g~lactic: nebult1~ from photometric eritaria/ it is de

\ .si;able that inde'l½ndcn.t methods< of dista;-ice d~terminat~on be devel9ped~ · .. 

·.•·P.ecently ·a, cori-ection of the value.of the absolute magnitudes ·of the•·class;;. 

. ical···.c~pheids .• l~d····t~,a .. change •inthe .... valu~ ·.of· .. ·t~~• <l.i~tanoe··•·tq··•M.·.31. by·•a 

. · fact~r .ofaa;p~it1.at~iy.two. •. Thie new.d5.stanc~\r 31 ·arid th~ .distance 

any· cthJ/.:g~axy·in which t.he, •magnitudes of ce~1~i4s• cin· be.maas~red will· 

•ProbablY< ~O~.be/free h.traost ~rrors;.'exaept pos~i~ly .unkno~m absorption . 
. , ....... ,,. . ' .. , ·. 

• But\11_Jti~~es to gai~ies i~.t~~~~ .the ~gnilllC!e~ ()f cepheids · 

·6~ot be !!le,~u~d wili rei11ain tme~rta:tn·\u.Ylt:i.l ~cor.dar1 photor.r1etric crit,ez~ ... 
. ia s~ch as thos~· oi' novae,· bright.est stars; arid total magnitudes. of the gal,.;. 

~des themselves c~ be aedurat~ly icmJ.fbra'te~t ... 'TAis ()alib~at~on proceSa. is·.· 

a;·iengtl'ly.one arid it'.will probably be se~reraj..ye~rs.hefore a definitive 
,·.,'_ . · .. ·,,,. :;- .·:· .. ,. , _,,.\.',."\i,•. ,, · . .-,._.·,, ..... ·, .,,. ·.' -: ,.;"., .• :>-, ',' ;:.•·_ ... · . .-. _ _. ··,:,',.,, '. '>-< ,' )' ', ·,.' .: • ., 

photomet:ric m~du:tus or the \Tirgo Clust.ar;, which is :uriporlant 2~ti .the base . 
. ,• . . ·' . . . ' ' . ·.' ··- .· ., . . . ·, . . . ' 

. . : . . - . . . 

meth6d 'ot ·d~t~rni.L½ing di~t1nfes:\-.rhich-fs•independent of lw.Jnosity. crit,e~;i.a 

. cmd w!~ich Call.be ~sed ~TPmed~ately for distances out to the i/irgo:>c1uster, · 
. . 

is adequately ju.s~ified • . Such a method is outl.-1.ned in the following: 

It will be assumed that certain galaxies such. as ~~a I s and Sb I s, ea.11 

be approximated by a set of'. concentric homogeneous spheroids., Oort ho.s 

sho,m [1] that the salient dynamic features of. our own gala;;.cy- can be w--ell 

represented by a set . of. seven such spheroids, with the principal part of 

the gala.v adequately represented by the two innermost spheroids. To a. 

first approximation these spheroids appear to rotate as s·olid bodies; and 
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though assmuptions of ~if~rm density> {ind soµd. bridy rotation are ;not 

thei aie go,od' approximations and a~ dyn(IDUC&.lly :.consi~tent. 'It can be ' . ' '. 

'sh.mm. that;,at distances from' the·._.center ?f about t,dce:the semimajor·axis' 
. of. tpe in11e~ ellip~oid, its'.e.ffeet ,may be ~eglected a~d the :dynamic 

. festatibns in the'outer·part~ of ._tl1e s~~nd_ sphe;oid reseznble tc6se Qr'.t,he .·. 

s~co~d sihir·oid taken alone •. : ~h~r. '.t~~ .effect bf the 'out~r ;$ph~roid 011 
· the prope~ties 6fihe .inner can, for present pur~sea,t>e • allowed for bi a · 

modific~'ti~n 6f: the d~~~ity~ '<1:litisf eit~~~- the i~iier q; ~uter sp~~r,Pid: m~y·· . 

. •·. ·• ~mploye~-•-• ~kith~ •. follc~ng\ qcns1derati6ns: 
1 

':· ':~ eq~ii!kr:tu~{~6~dit:lori be~4~~ri '.\n.{::~cq~11t~icitj ~ ,.·e; al1~illa, 
,·, ' ... ,;:~n\'deri~itr,·:;:.;Jr~y .• ·.b~tderived' f:pr/~o!!logen~oti~·: 

;;·:·,:·,i; \',, •;,' 

· ~is:{!Jnai'.ti6tif ·d~e::ttJ~a~iaJii.n; .. ii:· . 
: ··~' :;,. :' 'i: ' 

:ke:·•·· 

•, '. ; .. ·:·, - . '. ·,: 

. ..... ·•·• <~an der:Fie fpr the distance, .. ·•··••.·. 
' •,• . . 

D' -.·, ·21.. ~-'.·-:-• ....,.,, 

. is iri niegapa.reecsi .v •··in• kiloci~~ers/ second;.·... in seconds 

of arc, :and in solar r~sses per cubic.parsec • 
• • < • ' • • • • • • • 

Tiie _quantities in· the right mamber of eq~ation. 2) are ob_servables ex".'" ·. 

cept the density, ·• The nearly linear relation between v _and m&"lifestod 
: . ·.: . . . 

. . . . . . 

by the spectra of most galaxies allows these quantities to be replaced in 
. . ' 

many cases by the observed ii1clination . of the spectral lines. . .E--,.ren in the 

case· of rotation.al data derived from :measured velocities o! individual emmis

sion objects., it is only necessary to have kno·wledge of the spectra, o•,rer an 



: '. ' , ·,:. ' 

.int~·rva1 suffiei~nt·t; establish a Lleffil sl~pe 

. ·:: The elliptj.cities' or:gaii,~ies· ars.~~-st 'ob~erved iso~otornet~r.··.·· . 
.. is_ iiell knoim that··~lliptic~ies vary:with the :sizeiot tie ;sophot~, and there.· .. · 

. ,.is•· e,rihjili:~hange to.v~t·{Jie_ '[hi· e.~tire. ·mitilod,•• ~xcept.•.thy1t 

···. •·:·is 'Je€,··insensitiv{j ti'e .. Iriifact", ·r_or ... the~ntire•range <>f;~illpt:.tcities .• 
.. ' . . . ' ; . ' ' ·. -: ' ·, . '( . . ' . '.,' ' ,·.' -·:. \ . . . . - ' ' ): ~; - ' - . ' ' ... , . , ' : . -~, , ·; ' .. - ' . ,· ' '· ' ~ " .. ' .. ' ' -.... -. .. - ,· . . . ' . ' 

.:b~ina~ilyenc~Mtered ·[ i<'(~): \farie'~ ·BY.Ii;s'thati four 'p~1/~~At.. 
• ,'. •.• C I, , ·, '. "., ,.' . r f ':.', ,.", .• :. ",• .. • ~. , • " • • " ' " • •'· ' , •• •·, • ':., : ,,". ,i , •., .·. : ., ,;> • '. • , • .._. :~ • , • • • - ·, 

... •.·. ·The matt~r(pf the' density :is mo~e d:i,:fficiq.t. ':Sine~ "i't•1s/µot. an 

·ahl!s, :. a:ndc.' si~ce : at pi-ese~t. th,ere>is hot ;nough: data ~o expl()re ·' pd~sible $Uppl~;.;. . 
..,:_ ,.,,, .. .,, ·,·_ / 

-···mentaey.· ~~iatlon~hips'. :~1ri:tcii' ~0µ10.···•l,'ea.ppri:~d~. a.s··•i~- tt~·•• inas;J',i:~inositi.k*'••··: 
·:: , : :. · :· .. ·_ . > '. ... <?- :·- ·\ ::j/t>': \:{.~i:·:;.\•:·<-<-. './t···:-.:: 1::<?. :,. ,,<.-:·_.~,.·,:_::·_.,.:_,-< ._,:~-·:/ · ... ·::: · ·· .. :. --":'_. : .. · : .. :-·:·.·,_:.:.,_.r_:·• .. -:?.:· ; ·.: <>:: :<:>--,· ·,:,<-.:-:.-.\, .. ;. -: :-· .>< ', · · _'/_.-, ........ <·_:.·. - {-· .. :•;·<··.·,' 

··•·•£or-. d~i<;.·para.llaxe~ j:>f ·· doupl~ istar~i it?i;s .. 11eeese~.rit.<> .irit,rbdiiqea· ftitit)'lerr 
; <.; . - . . .,., - . ' ':,. \ ~.:< ' • ·~. ; • • ' '· .. ~ 

'~ssump~16ii,thE1t .'··1#¢1.:> f3_ .:tb.e pre·setit: applic~tlon· :o.t;;th~.Smt3.thcicl. . io: .. g.iant·'.Gi'anc:i \ ... 
i~:-~7st:~; ·;i~. the, ~e:siti~;: '.of a~~ch ·s;~tems are t~e sa~e as in our ~¼~ ~ ... ·. 

/ '.' ' ,_ 

.. gfilaijr. ,.1.:.1:he.~t:rik£~'.resu.lt-'.wqic11:.··'·emer~a.~: .•• ft PIIl.·.•thlJ·•·••a~su.va~{io~;·•·is•}that••·Jh~~~ .. · 
;·; gi~nt.· ... sf~~e~s·.·.••··<•·•··· sµch•.·•••a~--'·M.· .. .3;,.· ••. ;,i.·. ai,··•··•·Nric•;·.~59l~~•c.•·~to.:)··•· a1i•••'.pos'.se:s~······rie~ly ;·th~, •. · .. 

?:.:~fun~ ab$fJliite magnit~~; (~b?ii~,)~19, 1) •• '.,Qr corjve;r~ely, t?e(a~~Ulllption '.of:· 

•. : equal d~~k:1.ties Js :v: .. ·.a. lid., if tl1e b:f~ght~.sf .. ta]axies. are ·b~~ci~d:b~. 'I1i•rrlt.: 
.,. .. ,-- ·•. - ,. 

lumino~ityl · · · · · ·. ·· · •· · · · •· · · ·. 

It:is J.nte;;..sti~ {h ~o~pare ~ .. alue. ror,tlie d~.i~.;. ,;f g~~i 
· .. metric :distances .. 

. As .the first example, corisider)•l 31 :itself. Using the ~ut'er sph~~id: 
. . ·. ' . ,• . ' . '.' ' ' : . . . . . ~: ' ' . . . . . 

·., ' • • •-,'_:- •• ':. • .,: __ : •• _' '> -': ..... • :· • • ; ·:.·: : ; '···:, 

delineate.a· by Babcock's 20 curve showing a linear rotation bast:Jd on the 

spectra· emissi~'n objects, the~ is _a ~elocity of 328 . kin/sec at 68 rr.inutes 

of arc from the center {cor;ected for. a 15° tilth . From Hiltner. and Williams 
. . . . ' . . . . . . . . . -

·· isophotal data [3] ,_ the. ellipticity· of th~ .. principal' spheroid, is· about 1 :3. 

Finallj~ assuming the density in this spheroid to be the same a~ in Oort•sE)J 



. ', . , .. ' 

.·· ' .. \·.< · .. ' _:_·. -'i _,,'· ; . ~•-' '.,- -~· ' ·_: 

. second spheroid in our.galaxy, :~re have = 0.218 solar mas~~s/cubic parsec. 

~ese y~uetlgi;e D = 487. kil~parsees·,•. correspqnding t6 a value .of 23.4·· 

i;,:'~he ~istane~ modulus. . _Baade' Pil ~ow gi;es 23.5 pr 50l)~ilopa,rs~cs . as.·. 
the b~;t photometric ~listance, to M·Ji. .:. ( This incl~des .• his' :ri~rr~dti~ri: o~ : . 

. • · 0.4 ma~nitudeJ;or._absor}1tion i~ §ur o~ .system):· . ~e d.iffereri~~i~f,.~-~•si: 
perhaps much too satisfactoii coBsidering the uncerta.in~i~s inyolved~ . 

Tne, ~va:tiabie rdtat:t.onal. 'rid, fsoph9tal dat,a /is 1:united, but Sliphir• 

•unpublished..specttadf NGC 4594ai'f9rds us.the opportunity to derive 
··liminkry distimce•••·to ··•.•~e.•.Virgo ci,uiter. . Thia: i;.• b~~~ idone ,h,.".g,tt.ing: the'· 

.· distance ofN:QC 4594:~lati~\oM ,l~/ In v:Lew of'trie>ab~-ve cons:i.de;t1ti9n$. 
,";,,,''', 

. . . 

·~-~ctrae1Ffuore• cli.;tant· ~al~ics •. show··~rii; 'th~ ,•, ..... . 

'' "'' 

the nuci~ar regio~1~ f~om .inclinations; c._f a.bAorption• lines, the·. '~ must ~ 
comp~red with \he ·~ot~tionai coriditiorisatthe nuclE3uS'ot}rJ1;··· .Pease<.f.5J' · 

and Ba?CC>Ck f2J both< fi~d •. near the . certte:b' of JI ··31 Jrp1h th~ absorpt,ioh 

a value for · M 31 oi o.467~ krn(sec per second of are •. 

Slipher• 6 value of fe>r NGG4594 is 5.0 km/sec Per second a1~c, leading 

to a di~tan~e of about 5.2 ilegap~rsecs, or a Value of 28.6 for the mod~lus • 

. Baade Is ·. tcntati ve. cor;~ction .. fol'" galmdes beyond the. local grqup, AS, reported 

by Sandage at the. last J;,..AS meeting, is -:'.2.l magnitudes., Correcting Hubble's 

, old modulus cf 26.7: i"orthe Virgo Glust~~, 1:.1; .. get 28.e. Again .the agreement 

is · not unsatisf?,ctor-.,r. · 'lbcse' r-csults suggest· th~t the. d;u?ling of distances 

found necessary in the local group.is inadequate fornore remote objects. 



·. 

, . The. ~~&n \ralu.e cif the red .... shi.ft for the Virgo Cluate .· ... 

. \ ;ne/cle;i~ed. ;alue· of, ;Hubb1¢ Is c,ons~a11i from the above distance is 211 , · .. 

:km/s~c/nieg~parsec, co1~re~poncl~ng to. 4.6 .x l09 years (Huboie•s 'original .. 

>v~ue i,,as 525'km/se~/meg~p~~ec) •. ThifJ new:value ~5~d ·Onthe dyva~; . 

·'/lies iri·thEl''interval 'J.25.t~,:;,6 km/s~•i1m~~a'.par~6d':gi~n by filin~age·as the •. 
• A• ' • • • ,'' • •• • ,' • • ' • • • ~ •, ,, e •• •, • • •' -_:' ' • A 

.··'. prolJahle boµnis. forH.u~~l~~;~,:·•construif,'b.ased on pfe~enf:~11~~metr;e .. •data • 

. ·. •.··.· .. •·•·>•.aow~v-er't~~4ttve;/,.any of·.thes(};t'3stD.t.s/may\ba, ~t.,tl~~i.,pre~~nttime, • , 
i · . : >< - : : '.'., , > ·/' . · t 7 }' ' ... ·· .. '' \} · : , /, .. :>, ·-tp.e.dynamic :m~thod•·: 

tha~'.'is cert$.in1Y ',e~co{u•agen1;;t f'~m' the a~r~~rJ~~t,>of re8'llta\i~cl/nd.ght be,. ,. .· .. , 

pro'ritablyrefiried as':,mori: observa:tiona1··•c1ata becomes .avrailable~ .. Bu:t.Jifot • " , , •. / .<· :: . : : ·: ,: .•or: . . . . .. . ... · ...... ·• ··•· ... ·•. . . .. · ... 
. · ·•·oiusfis the d.},~~c 1.&eEh.~d/y~l,'Lt~ iil':t~~t it;f:iff~ro.s:<tin .~de~~dent check .•... , 

.photqf~t:d.~ .. ~$t,ani~\;'but:·•··it allows .. 'p~~·t3i6le~ study?,f tl,ie.: r~l~ti,~e .dis~<· 
;,,,. ,., .· .. ;·'. .. ', 

.•· .. t~ces of unz,esol~d~ ~i~dea' lfsilich .coµld ,iever ~~~t~:d i;{ tll~ 

. \ , 
· · (2lBaooock,, ·:fao.a., 4~s, 1.939. 
·.·•: r:tJHiltner and> Willi~,tPub.Obs. 

~.- •,. ·,·.·. ·_. . .,_ . ,,_··: .: .' 
•.· . . ·. . ,• 

···t4J&ade, Sympc,slu.tu·o11Aatrophysica, u •. ,ofMich.,·p.17.;1953, 
. ,' .- :· 

(;J Pease, P.N.A.s~, v. 4, P• 21fff 1918 



·· IrpiP-m:i e Pa:r~es ot)!J·rtJ:>a~Oolactie JiJeb,ilPe 

· A1oort •a.·· .. iiiiso~ 
: Loweµ t:)hservato:cy- ·. 

, . ·: ; '' ' .. ~ •, ,• " 

Because of the ~ U."leertainti~s :p~sent lii the 'de~rinination •of the ·.· . 
·.. . ... . ,:,_ : :·. . ' . . ' . . .•· ,. .:· '. . "'·, ' .... : . : .· :_·::·. .\' . . 

• · di$t~noe~. of ext:ra--galacitlc ne~$ :t~m • photometric .criteria, Jt is> de- .. 

ind~~rtdent ~thod.a: '¢.f di~~n~ date mi.nation .•.. be· .. dev~lop~d •. 

' P..e~entJra oorneticm·.·.·i,,r .•• theval:ue, of ~e ••a'b~ol,ute ·.~gnitudos .• of the ...• (}lass~ 

· <>teal ceplle1ds led.ta.,a .. ch~ga:.ir{th~ valua of' t,h\;il dist~rice .to M 3l.b7•·•.~ 
"; . 

••::•••c:,:•,:,••,.•:~ :•.,:• .. .", • ,;•.:,; ... ,•••,•,•:.•••.•:•,,,•)::,i>.\:.\,.,::, :~>'.•::,:,:;:• ••,,,,•••:~?•:,-.•,•,: .. •::.::: /---, ,,'-':'':t, .. ,•,:,•,/>,,-./•'::• '• ••: ,.•,•• ::.,,~ •• ,'••• (,: ' •, 
<f.aeto~ of' app~tfslyi t,:o. · ,: 'ihlif nett.r di~tanca ·. or M: 31 ;~d ;the : diati.ui,ca 9f. · 

•·, · ,&.'T/f cthef gal~ 1n•~:teh ,:tho .• gnitudGS or·•. cepheids ·• can b~ · ,meaSUl'ed · i11:u ·· 
• ··•• probably n-0tir:.be .!re~ ,;9t 11io~t .. ,~;rrp~, e~~~pt p~ssibl;r uril-motm : absorption . . . 

··---...... ·::•,---•::,..:,.:.:~,-.,:/::.'\:, ... -.. · ... <:> .. ,•:::•>.\:~\·,_.<.~·i·: .. \.,·?\):,; .. ~:-,.,\\'.::<;,\··.,:,:;'.-':"'.,;r:\:\<;:<:.··>· < ' . ·, ::, :·., , ... ·"' . - ·: .',. 
'' effects., . But di~c~s:~t& gala~de,s in '11>1hicll ihe i..~gnitudes, o:f Cepheid.a . ' 

,.: . '-_: ".', ..... : ':-:·:.: "."'·. :_· :: ·,, . . . ... ·, "_. .. ', '.--. :· ' . . . ,,· ' ' <· .. .,,_ . . :- :. • .. ' ... ,·. '· ·:,·:.- ... ' 

me'a.sumdldll.· remain uncertail:1 until 6$Condiey_·pbotometric: ~rlter-
,. , . '' '. . .· . ';~ ;, ' ". . " . ··• . . . . ' ' . . . ' ·, .. . . . .. . 

'.'. ' ·./ _::_ ·,:."· '·_. :-,; >. i 

e:; .tr1~mselve . 

photlt)met:r-:te l'!l.odulu~ , o~ tl1e Vit•go tau~ter, which: is impol'tant · as ,-the bas~ 

fro~ which<·moJ ~istl\!lt ~t~d~s must be made, ml.:l be av~lable. . Hence a . 
< • •• • ,· :· •• • ' ••• ' • ' :-: :. • •• ••• ,: • • .: .,·.·,... • ••• - •• ••• '. •• • ' ., • 

. ' ., .. -. . 

,, is adequate;ty j~~ifiado Such a method is outlined in th~ following: 

.It.will be assumed that certain gala:r.ies Such:..as.sa•s and Sb's, can 
. . . .. ' .. '•,_ .. · .·. . ·,. - .. - . . 

ba appronr.iated by a set of concentric homogeneous spheroids. Oort has 
. . ' . . . . . 

sho,m [l]. that the salient ~ynar..ic features of our own galaxy. cnn be. well 
' ' 

19eprasented by a set of. seven such opheroids, with the principal part of 

the galaxy adequately represented by the two innermost spheroids. To a 

first approyimation thooo spheroids appcn:r to rotate as solid bodies; and 



2 •• 

th(?U~ asslllript;o~. ot ~i:f'orm density.an~ s,olid body rotati9ll a:t;e not exact a .. , 

tbeya:ro .. good·ipprbximations and aredyna.ucally ~onsistent,. It. eanca· 

shown that,. at: distanoos from .the eent(!Jr of a.bout twice the sami,~jor axis 

or the inner. ellipsoid~ ·its efftJct rr.ij' ·be negleete~ aria the ~,de reani- . 

.. f¢s~a.tions· .• 1n·th~ .. outer. pat-ts of. the. second·. s;liero~d resem~le :thrise·. of· the 

' !Second< spheroid taken: alone/ Fu,.~ijerJ the effect of, t.he outer $phe?>Oid on.·· ' 

,··,· tne\Prope~i~s·Jr· the ~nar can; ... !~r ~~sent ... purposes,: 11a allotred .• forby··.a·····.·, .. , 

>fflod:tficati6ri or the density ... · Thua$ either th~ inn~r e>r outel'.' spl'l.eroid zr~y 
.. , ·,. : ' > ":.,;_,.,·:··•,·.· ', . •,·• s _,.- .:.:'/ :·::/· ,.· 

employed ···:tn. the ··following :oonsideraticne: 

:a,.~ eq_ui'.librium condition between the .eccentrla~ty~ eJ ansilla . 

:and densityi' l .. may be' derived: for hooiogenuotIB solidly rotating 

:.1:11~:f,!: condition~· 

e· 

.. the :~racit;tional· ·~nstant •. 

. . ,·' . ' 

• of a.re, and in ;olar ~eses psr cubi.c pa~~c~ 

Tho quantities in the right member of eq~tiori 2) are observables ex-

eept the density., ' . The nearly linear relation bet~~en v · a..~d :manifested 
' ,, 

by the spectra of most galaxies allcnre these quantities· to be repl~ed in 

Inacy ca.sas by the obsorved inclination cf the spectral lines. Even in the 
' ' ' 

case of rotational data derived f~m measured velocities of individual e"'.l'171i s-

sion objects, it is only necessa.:cy to have knowledge of the spectra O\rer ~'l 



• 

I 

I 

. . in~~rval. sufficient to establi!$ a; maa.."l €)lope G 

. '!be elliptioities of galaxies e.:re: .bfmt .ohse:rvecl by ·an isop.'iotorwte:r. . . . . . : .. ··.· . . ~-· ' ' . '. ·. ' .. : .. · :, -·~· :> .. ' • .. 

is well known that ellipticities vacy wit,b the siz~ of thrJ isopb6te~ and thero. . 
. ' . . ·;•· . ,. . ',.' ·, . . . ·· .. ·;, . 

•.. is·. enough c.,ang~ to ·Vitiate'(~ ~~ti~m,~thods;,excepl'•tilat th~•·ru.~etitin)F(e) 
·-- ... : ,. . ,.-· ·.· ·· .. ' ,-"'.,_.:,·:-:·, .. · : .. · -< .. \.:·'" -;,:·-~- ,·::_·· _,:,,\"" ., .. _,;,:_·.,::f::.>/> : :~··:.'.:, 

is v~cy insensitive to e... In tact, .for the entire ral1ge o.f, ellipticitie's 

a.hi.a, :'"1nd sin6$. &t ;te~e11t•··.tbere 
'.· .. '. . ' ·, . " 

>.ma~i~rr rel.~tiox1shi:ps'·wni~ could be·· ap~lied,· ~s)~ ;£~~~~~:1u..iiri9si;)"laW 
/or>ctynrurdc paralfuee ot.idoubla. stars, it is: nece~aicy to . .introduee·a:further 

•', .·.,·-: ... ,.' ...... · ,:·:· .· . .-::·. " _'. :_.:,• .. "•.·'.:.• . .' :.;·· _:,, .... ;' __ ,.1·,·.:·.•.:,,<"," •;:·· .. c,, .. ;," . -: . :,, __ .·. . ···: ,·>· '..'. '· 

assuiiption::t11at l:l~ita tb# pr-e,sent ~ppll~t;q~;~f: th; mat~d.te> gJ.~;t, 

sys~e~; viz .. the den~i.ties ~f ·such eystems>aro tl1e l~.m,s.ae :tn 

re,i>UJ.t, ·-~~icn·:•efuerg~~.•··tt>o~·•··tbis·.·.•••··~;~tio~··•·•i;•·· 
. ii, .. ,;;;.;,,., sy,~tems f shct1 as )i 31, ·• M ei, iiCle 4594,: etc~) all pQ$SSS$ : .t· ws1rJ;y 

. ·same·••~s~ut~i'.~gnj.t~~;(acout ... ~19.11 
'·,. ;. . ...... ., ' .. ·, 

,·. equ~l d~tluitieri is ~~lid; 11' ~!le br~~te~t g~la:ieS tll$.,bqund~d 
illg.·luminoQity .. 

. . . . ' _, ' 

It la interastL'"lg to .~ompare the "J'~UGS :for the distan~es of g~:tm4ea 

derived u.11der the :foregoing asm.mptions from eqUAtion 2fwi.th the new pliot0:. . 

. . ,, 

As the first example,. consider I-i 31 itself,. Using the ·outer spheroid 

delineated by Babcock t O 2 cun-e oh owing a linear rotati~n based on the. 

· s~ctra emission objects, tharo is a velocity ofJ28 knl/soc at 6$ J.dnutos · 
. . 

o.f arc from tbe centez- ( corrected for a. 15° tilt).. From. Hiltner ar.d Willi;,ns 

isop."lotal data [3]; the ellipticity of the principal spheroid. is abot..rt l:3. 

Finall.y ar.H.1:ur.1L"lg the. d~ns.ity .in thia t>pheroid to be the same as in Oort's [?..J 



~ : . ·, , . 

~'-

.• ... . . .· ,.:·.·.·•·· . ·•:,.. . . . : : ·:· 

secon<l apf.eroid 1n our galm:yll: Wiii have·. :: 0.218 eolar masses/~~bie parsec., 

.1hesa vaii~s gtve·1l.•~··.487kilop~;s~e~~ corresponding tot~·1ralue ·ir23.~ 
't~r :the: dis~c~ ?t~~ulus/ /~~~·.c0: n~i/g~ves :~·.5 >c,~::;Ql!,tll;pariees is·. 
the best p}1oiiomstr:i.c dlstan~~ Jo M'Jl ... • (This includ;s. hie :e~~otion o, ····• 

·rerh;ps•••.lntt~.-•'tof>·:~tiaf a;~bry·•co~s~d~r~~-• .ith·~ .. :•.uncertiir.tifls··•·fnvolvJd•.,• . 
. .,.•··~o.i1i¥liible .. ,rotation~:.8?1~/i~opbot~:rd~t.a>··1s·11..,uteci, •. but,· .... slipher':a : 

::unpublished ;~otni of}me••4594 ·e.fforct~;u.$. the. ·o~p9rtunit~ .. •.t() · .. d~riv:e·~ ··.P~ ... · .. ·· 

:t¥lctuf.rY.4i#~ee•·to :J!1~·:t1f~Q:c1u~t.ef .. ••· :'!bf~ ~s ·.bes,!, doue'..~figett1~ thf ·.• 
"dist:anSa .. o.r·tmc 4594: ~lativs ..• to M 3la: · .. In view of th~: ahbire· cohiide1~t:tons 

: .· wi.~h. l'egartt·.·;tc>. tha•eiupticitiee ·and_.den$1.tifliftor eian~ ;epire.l~~ •·their.\ 

'l\ihfiv~·~i;~ce·~ ifil.l·bo. in ~l'O~!'ti~n .. 't:.o the :incliftati6i/~ftheir:·~isec~ 

.;·='.::,: •,'". 

·o a 
. ..·:: ·. > ",•: .· ·.~ ', 

meg~~rsec; .. 

'·',;_ .·.-:; 

ti:;JectJi of ~r~ d:te½,n~ sa+a.xi.ps ~ho)f (}nlj-.:.~~~,;:~~t~tion of 
·.~ ,. ·.•\. ····•··.··.····· ....... :·,-,.;. .. ····.•.··.•···· ... ; . 

· .. the nucle;.r,.~~ib~~ ix-ctn ~cllriatidrti/cff ~bsofpttonliri~i{th~'. .. 
•' ', . . .. ". •. .. : '• .· .. . : , . ' -.. ._ . ,' ," •- ," '• ' .·. ' ' ' ,' , '· ; : .~ . . . ' .. ·. : ·:~ - ·.' 

~OmpaI'ed j,!ith .. the·· rotat:tohai CQ~ditions'af:the 'nup+eus ii Ji;, Peas~. · 

:fJ.nd Babed<?k:Do ~otJ1. iinp. .n~a~ .t~e c,~;er,otJ\.31:.(,~m.t,lif u~~orpt;ion spectra .. 

· a vn1ue . to/ }{31 "i· 0'~4?1·• km!~ee. per se_eonct · ~(arc •. 

. • to a distance of .a.bout 5.,2 megapareecs, or a value of 28.6 i'or the.modulus~ 

.. Baade Is tentative c~rrection for gaia;d.es 'be;ond ~e local group·,· as reponed: 
. . . . . '., . . ' , ' 

,.: .. , .. ' _. '. ,. .· . ". 

old modulus .cf 26~7 fol'.' the Virgo cluster$ ,~ get 28 .. So · Again ~he agre9m~mt. 

is not UJ1satisfactor.1 •. These results ·sugga::;t ·that the· doubling of distances 

found necessary in the local group is· inadequate i'oroore ~mote objects. 
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! 
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I 

T'ne . factor may be closer to two aml one-:-ha 1 f ~ . 
. ' -· ' . 

· The mean value o! the i--ed~shift for t,he Virgo Clustar ie 1100 km/sec. 

The derived value of Hubble ls const~nt from the above: distance 1a 21~ . : ' . •,. '. .. ' . ' . ,·· ' '. ' ' . ·, .. . 

.. k!P/sa~/mege.parsec; corresponding to 4]6<?' 109 y~d,rs (Hubble·•s orig~sJ. • ·· 

. <va.ltte l,\iaS 525 hr/eec/mogaparse~). · •'!'his~. new value · based on th{~ dynanii c :n'.ethoo . 

lies :in the iriter"{al 12fLto 276 ~sec/m.eg~parsec gi \'"ell by Sandige as·, th~,· 
,. . ' ... 

; pre>bable bounds fo.r H~bble' s const,ant ba$ed on present pbot6metrlo data. 
Ho~-!ive:r tente.ti V'3, ~- ot tbe~ results may be i~t ~he present. ~Wi .· 

.. . .. ···... ·.··•·•··· .. • ··. .·· .. . . ·. · ... ··•·· . .·· .. • • .. ··• • . <. . . .· •· · the•dyne,m:i.e mithod 
there is eeru:.inly encoilrag~men~<f:roin.the ag:re_ememt of t'tH~~ta and/might, be• 

. ~" ' 

'pror1.tabl.v re tined ·.·~s :more. obse:Jit:rima~· ·a~-t:~ b~cg;n~~' ~fatiabi~ ~< .. But• not. 
. .. . . . . . . o!· ·.··· .. ·· .·•··. ·•< < . ··.•.. . . •. '. , · .. · ·••· ... ·•· 

is the dynamic;method/value),ir(that,/it affords an; 5.ndtipendent check 

.· on photomc"t.rie d:L~ta.~es~ :q1.d:\ +t.3a11~~~ P,9Seible git,ucly. ql' •. 'tl.ie ~lritiv~ 

tsnees ~f. \ml'$S~lwd g~axi$8 ~h:foh ·could' ne,ief be :tfe~f~d 'by thei'oi~s;fea; 

Hiltner and Williams, 'Pub. Obs. u. o.ri1ich .. , v,. 8, wb .. '7, 
. ~ . ' ' 

C.4] Baade., · S~miposium. on Astrophysics, U,. of Mich.,, p., 17, 1953 

4, p.21fi', 1918 



. Dynamic ParPll axes. ot mra-0-:..~eM.c. f{ebulaa 

· Aloort ci~. i;u;cn 
Lo~iell .. Observatory 

sirable that in®p$11dentm~thod~ of dietanil~·detendnu.tion~ developed ... 

lleeently a eorre~tion of the value ot the: ab'3olute ~t~ea ol the . claa~~ 
'. ··., ' 

.. ieal ij~pheJ.ds 1~4 'to 
ta~tot of approx~tely ti'~~.. 'fhio newJ di~tanee Qf' 'M :;l an~ .th$. d:i~ce. 

any·.othor JEt)la1W in~hicn·'.the mgru.tude$ 
. . .· . ' ,. . .' . : ·. • ... -·.·· ' .·. . . . 

.· .... pro\?ahiy now. be .· 
• ' <c ,•, •' 

,.,,.. ..... ..,..,,., ··fi~1"'1"0t•s~ e'11:Ccpt, possibly ·.u.~li'.rioi'll 

~tfects • gt:iJ.eJC1ea in .¾tlich the magnit~~s· c ·1.1·ca1!'h~~1.cta 

. cannot be .• mensur~d will t>aruain \ineerta1n .• ~'1til G®<.londaey •· photomet:rie 

·.·. a such' as those of 11~~,:bi~ghtest s~ra; and tot.ai ~gr~tud~s of the gu~ 
. ·.··· ... ·a1des···£hont~~i{0$ • cm'.bo/J 8.Celll"~teljr. oalibratod •. •.Thia calibr~ti.Qn proc;eas 1$ 

photo~tric n:;dulusof'.the Virgo·•ci~ter, J1hich. ii import.ant as. the .baw 

f~m ~~ich more dista~t .~ttl(ii~a mustb~ made, ~ill ba available.. Hence a 

.... method of deterJJining distances which ls ~ndepentlcnt of J.uclflos1t:, · crtte~ 
., , , 

and ithich ca.11 ~ us~d immadieitely for·(iistnancas ou~. tt) tl1e Virgo .Cluster$ 

is adequately justified~:. Such n method•. is outlined in thEl followi.'1g; 
. . ' 

' . 

It td.ll ba assumed that certain galru:zies such us Se.•s and Sb's$ ean 

be ·epprc,rirr:nted by a so.t of .. coneent:ric homogeneous sph~roidso Cort huo 

shoi-.n[l] that the salient. ~.ic features of our own gala:.cy con be t,~ll 

:reprosanted by a set of s~n,•en such spheroids:; \·Ji.th the principal part of 

the &:;alm:y G.dequately l"eprescmtcd by the two inner-&ost opheroidso To a 

first appror..imation these sph€71-oids a.ppecr to rotate as solid bodies 5 and 



• 

t 

,. ' ,·. ·, . . ..· .· . . ·, .' .· 

:though assu...~ions of unifornidensity and e~lid body rotation ara not exact, 
. ' : '. . ·: . : · .. : :'· . . ·. . 

they are · good · approximation~ and ~re· dynamically consi~taht.., . · · It ea.,i he 

shoim that~ ilt distances from, the center ot. about tines the ::;emi.m~Jor arls 

pf ti}~ irmer-ellipsoid,,itseffe~t,mey b~ neglected Mdt.h~dynamie .. mani
·.·. festat1ons in .the outer parts'.of the s~eond ~pheroid resemble thoSc~ of th~ 

. '.: ... ·, , . ,.: . ', ' 

seconc{ sphnroid.·_ta.~en·~16nee. Furt.hci'J;: ~l;;·. ei'fe~t· of··.~e·· .outer .·spheroid·•on · . 

. . the ;ropertids .of th~•.f~ner <:ari1, :to;:p~sent .. :.~poses~··•·.ha• allo~d ror:by .a 

: ·. mocliri.~~tion of .~h~:densityo ·: Th~s, ~~ther<th~: :inne; ~r outer ·sp;~l'Q~d may.•.··•···•·. 
• ' ' ,• • • ,_• • • • ••• ', ,•, '.'' • ,' , ., •. • • I ' 

.. be empj.9yed :bl the jtoiiowing 6oniside~tions: .... 
. .. 

An:. Sq~Mt~~!~~ ~oydit,1:~ri -~~~,r~i11 ;'t~t eccent.rlci~J.t SJ angular. ~~io. 
' . . . . ,. ' 

. and> denstty; '.'i: lM.Y'.'tie d~?':i'fG~ ,fQt" homogeneous solidi, rota ting &Jpher- . 
. . .·.· . .. •. . .... ~u~ t,~:'~cia~n,·is;. . . · ...... ··.. . .. .. 

the. gracitational 'eonstant.i. 
1.··· ' . ' .. ,. ' ... ·.:',, ' • 

. . · ·:"" "-,. ,, . . . 

... · .. Fronl e~uation l), . airice ·,•:: V:: .. _, 
., '·> ·•• ' ! .. 

· is th~ linear veioa1ty 0£ · 
<!) . 

a dista'nce ··• from itie cente.r$ we .· C~"l deri~ . !or the distance j 

. ' .·._' ,·'. · ... , .. _.-. ·.·.· . - ,._::::· 

. · Where Dis · .. in megapars~cs.,• · in ldlom.ate:rs/second., ·• in seconds 

· of arc, . and · . in solar ~ssea per cubic ·parsec~ 

'll1ci .4uantities. in the•· light member of equation. 2) are observables ex-

cept the density. .. ~10 nor.rly linear relation bet~cen v and ma..--rl.f e sted 

by the spectra of most galaxies allows these quantities to be replaced in 

many cases by the observed inclination · · of the spectral lines. Even in tho 
. . . 

case of rotational data derived from m3asured velocities 0£ individual eRmde-
. . . . . . . 

sion objects, it is only neceaoa.cy to have knowledge of the spectra over an 



interval sufficient .to establish a m-etm .. slope. 

T'21E;;:_ e"ll iptieitiea of:·gilaxj,®s are best observed b;{ ar1 i"sophoto~eter .. 
:a•'• • •:. 

-.~~ll:le~wn that ellipticiti:o; ·1n.n.'}?'._-iJith _the aiza ·oithe _ieoptiote~-- anrl 

' ... . ··:_·.,··.·,, .. '.•.•.· 

. :ts .;e; 1n~nait1.ve t:o 
. . ',, .. . ·, ... 

' ()i-Jiriarnl; enCOl4~~ered . 

~tric distances.·· · < .. _ •·· _ ._. __ · ··. . . . . 
,\s the first example,, consider M 31 :~t.self~ ·. {!sing the· oti{~r. sphe·~~ d' :· 

_· dellne~te;d by. Babcock'~ . 2 •curve. ab owing ._ a 1.inear rotation based on .the 

spE;ctraemissicn objects, thero 1s a velocity of 328 km/sec &t 68 mimit~s 

of arc mm. the cc~ter (ccrrected for a 15° t.ilt). From Hiltner and Will.inns 
' . . . . ' ' . . . . ,'' : . ' . : ·. 

isophotal data [3], the ellipticity of the principal Spheroid is about l.~J. 

Fint.J.2.y assu.11il1& the density in this ~~i.eroid to bo the smne i!S in Cort 1 s [1] 

\ 



second spheroid in our galro:y, we have :: 0.218 aola.r :masses/cubic J)al'SQC. 

Thase valuss gb·e D = 487 kiloparsecs 6 correspondi~g to a value of 23.4 

for _the distance modulus; .Baade [4] no~ gives 23.5· OX' ?01 kiloparsecs ~s 

· the best photometric dis~ance: to 31. ('l"nis includes his correction or 
. . 

0.4 magnitude £or absorption. in our own syst~m) Q '!he difte:ronce of 2~&% 

is perhaps rmich)oo s~tisfacto:cy considering the imeert.a.inties invol"ved .. 

T:~e available· rotational anp. isophotal. data is lirrJ.ted-9 but Sllpb~~-~ 
' ' ' .,.-, . ' ,,. ·. . _.·,. :·' ' ·,. '•.·. ·. ·'' 

,mpttblished speetrii. of Jtric 4594 affords us the opporllli~ity to deri;e a •pr~-

liminaey distance to .th~ Virgo ~luster~ This is .best done by gettir.g :the 

·. with regard to the ellipticiti~~ and den~i,ties: !or:~iant ~pir/i¾ls; theil" ·• 

.rel.ative_•dis~an®S wil] ~ ~n Pro~rl.i~n· ~°: the 

ral lines. 

D4594 f:: . · Q,.487 ' 4594 
M·3f· 

,,' ',, .: . ..,. .:.:, - .:_ -~-,,-· _, 

Since the .sr,ect:ra ot more di$tant gale.r-:3-es 

the _nuclear :regio~is from inclinations ·of ~bsorption line~, thei , 1 s.must be· 

compared ~th th~ rotational conditions at the nuel~us of ~i:31. Naoo [,) 
, ·. ' . ' 

and Babcock [2] .both find near the center of.'H 31 from-the absorption spectra 

a value for M 31 of 0.467 km/sec par s:ncon_d of arc. 

· Slipher•s value of for NGC 4594 is 5.0 kn-/sec per second arc., leading 

to a distance ~f about ;.2 megaparsecs, or a value o! 28.6 for the modulus. 

Baade: s tentative correction for galaxies beyond the local group, --~- reported 

by So.nc.age at the., lo.st Ai\.S maetir,.g 9 is -2.l L.1D.gnitudes. Correcting Hl1bbl.c I s 

old modulus of 26~7 for the Virgo Cluster., -..~~ get 28.8. Aga.in the agreement 

. is not unsatisfacto:cy. T'nese results suggest that the doubling of distances 

found necessary in the local group is inadequate for more remote objects. 
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OLBERS'PARADOX AND COSMOLOGICAL MODELS 
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Dr. Watson used to say that nothing provided his friend Sherlock 

Holmes with more satisfaction than the challenge of determining a 

stranger's business, background, habits, and history from only a few 

seconds of observation. There is an intriguing example of a similar 

challenge in astronomy -- a challenge which I am sure would have 

delighted Holmes had he encountered it. I refer to the possibility 

of deducing the nature of the entire universe, including that it 

is expanding, from an observation which consists of no more 

than looking up at the sky at night and noting that it is dark. 

Watson might refer to this startling set of deduc~ions as the case 

of the Paradox of the German Physician. The year was 1826, the place 

was Hamburg. In a rather obscure journal called Bede's Jahrbuch, a 

local physician and amateur astronomer named Heinrich Olbers published 

an account of how he could use the brightness of the night sky alone 

as a fundamental clue from which he could derive the nature of the 

universe. 

Although what has become known as "Olbers' Paradox" is somewhat 

dated, it is still of primary relevance to cosmology, and I introduce 

it not only to review it as an important contribution to modern 

cosmology, but also in order to make use of it for a generic classi

fication of cosmological models. 

* Any views expressed in this paper are those of the author. 
They should not be interpreted as reflecting the views of The RAND 
Corporation or the official opinion or policy of any of its govern
mental or private research sponsors. Papers are reproduced by The 
RAND Corporation as a courtesy to members of its staff. 

This paper was an invited lecture presented to the Los Angeles 
Astronomical Society at the Griffith Observatory, June 14, 1965. 



Olbers' deductions provide an ideal example of the application of the 

scientific method. First, a hypothesis is assumed. It is then tested 

by a simple observation, and if necessary, rejected. Alternatives are 

then formulated, and the possibilities consistent with observation are 

narrowed down. Finally, additional observations for determining the 

validity of the remaining hypotheses are designed. Olbers did not 

succeed in carrying ~through __ the entire argument, but in hindsight we 

can see how he could have constructed the argument -- or rather perhaps 

how Holmes might have constructed it. 

What was this piece of cosmological detective work done by Olbers? 
-

In brief, if the stars are more or less of the same intrinsic brightness 

and are distributed more or less uniformly, we would expect two things: 

First, that their apparent luminosities would vary inversely with the 

square of their distances (l/d2) and second, since the volume of a 
2 - . 

spherical shell is proportional to 4nd, that th~ number ~£_stars in 

a_given distance interval would vary directly with the square of the 

distance. Hence the contribution to the brightness of the sky of all 

the stars in a shell at a.given distance is essentially a constaµt, 

independent of distance (d2 in numerator cancels d2 in denomi-nator). 

The total brightness of the sky is then given by the sum of the contri

butions of each shell. If .2, is the contribution of brightness per 

square degree from one shell, the brightness from n shells will be, nb. 

Hence for a uniform universe, n __ i_s very large and the sky brightness 

should be infinite. More precisely, because some of the stars,will 

intercept and block.off the light from more ftistant: stars, the sky 

should be as bright as an average star or near in brightness to the 

disk of the sun. But a brief glimpse at the night sky shows it to 

be _dar~, no~ bright l~ke __ the sun. Hence, Olbers concluded there is 

a paradox. We assume the simplest thing about the universe -- namely, 

that it is everywhere the same as it is locally. We reach a conclusion 

in contradiction with the simplest observation -- namely, that the sky 

is dark. The assumption then must, in some way, be wrong. 

In order to determine the reason or reasons for this paradox, let 

us examine in more detail the assumptions -- both overt and tacit -

that Olbers rea½l~ made. 



l. 

Olbers, in effect, made five basic assumptions that are summarized 

as follows: 

(1) The phy~ical laws derived_from terrestrial experience 

apply throughout the universe. 

,(2) ,---the universe is homogeneous when viewed on a large scale. 

(3) The universe is unchanging in time when viewed on a 

large scale. 

(4) There are no major systematic motions in the universe. 

(5) There is no interstellar fog absorbing starlight. 

The first assumption is quite reasonable, and there is much evidence to 

substantiate it. Spectral investigations of stars, nearby and remote, 

show that their chemistry and physics is the same as the chemistry and 

physics we are familiar with locally. Stars are composed of the same 

atoms possessing the same energy levels as terrestrial atoms. This is 

not only true of stars in our galaxy but is also ~rue of stars in other 

_galaxies. In fact, the same resonance line of hydrogen seen in the 

ultraviolet spectrum of the sun has recently been detected in the most 

remote object known in the universe -- the Lyman a line in the quasar 

3C9 whose redshift is greater than 2.(l) Furthermore, investigations 

of binary stars show the same radiation laws and gravitational laws 

that apply in the solar system are valid outside the solar system. 
~ ·-. - ----·-- -

The_?niversality_of local physical laws is also confirmed by ,observa-

tions ·of radio astronomy. ~:-1 "-, 
Olbers' second assumption means that the types of stars, their 

luminosities, and their average separations are, on the whole, the 

same everywhere. Today in discussing cosmological models we prefer 

to take galaxy as the basic cosmic unLt rather than~, but the 

.concept of homogeneity is the.same. 

Olbers' third assumption was not explicit. We know that because 

of the finite velocity of light, we see the more distant parts of the 

universe as they were in earlier times. Olbers' homogeneity assumption 

that the distant parts of the universe are the same as the nearby parts 

· thus. has implicit in it .the concept of invariance of stellar luminosities 

in time. 



__ ____..,____ .. 

Olbers' fourth assumption is implicit in the static nature of his 

analysis. No stars move between his shells of different distance. 

Finally Olbers assumed there was no absorbing material present that 

would reduce the light received from the stars, whatever their dis

tance. 

On the basis of these five assumptions'~- Olbers readily derived 

by the line of reasoning of adding the contributions of all shells, 

that the brightness of the sky should be something of the order of 

the brightness of the solar disk. Since this violently contradicts 

the observational facts, one or more of the five basic assumptions 

must be wrong. (Arguments might be made that a non-Euclidean geometry 

would account for the paradox. But the modifications of replacing 

the d2 of Euclidean models with some other function of d also cancel 

from numerator and denominator and-result in contributions from 

each shell that are again independ~nt'. of distance~) Olbers concluded' 

that it was -the fifth assumpfion:that mtist be in error. There prob

ably existed unobservable interstellar material which diminished 

the flux of radiation and cut the sky brightness down to the value 

observed. Olbers was happy with this explanation and dropped the 

question, taking up the astronomical fad of the times -- comet 

chasing. Consequently, as Bondi points out,(2) Olbers missed the 

opportunity to have made the prediction of the age -- the expanding 

universe. Let us imagine how Sherlock Holmes would have persisted 

to a correct solution. 

Actually, if the first four assumptions are valid, then the 

fifth assumption can have nothing to do with the paradox. If absorb

ing matter were present during the very long time allowed in the 

_third assumption, this matter would have reached thermal equilibrium 

and would reradiate as much as it absorbed so that all absorbing 

matter would become as bright as the stars. The resolution of the 

paradoxmust accordingly depend on the error of one or more of the 

first four assumptions. Let us next -investigate assumption number 

(4): There are no major systematic motions in the universe. 

If we are·to retain the first three assumptions, the question 

arises: What systematic-motions are compatible with homogeneity and 
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the preservation of homogeneity in time? The only motions possible 

which preserve homogeneity are those along the lines connecting all 

pairs of bodies that are also proportional to the ·separation of the 
- ' 

bodies. This is more clearly seen when we consider that motion which 

preserves homogeneity must preserve the ratios of the distances between 

every pair of bodies.* Motions between two bodies proportional to 

their separation and along the line joining them results in either 

a uniform contraction or a uniform expansion of the system. The rate 

of expansion or contraction_is given by the ratio of relative velocity 

to distance of separation and is the same for all pairs of bodies. 

Under assumptions one and two this rate may vary in time, but if 

assumption three is valid, this rate must be constant.* 

Given then, that the only motions compatible with homogeneity 

and the preservation of homogeneity are a uniform expansion or con

traction, we must determine whether either of these motions can 

resolve Olbers' Paradox. 

If an emitting source of light is moving away from the observer, 

the total number of photons received per unit time is reduced in 

comparison with the number received from the same source when it is 

relatively stationary. That is to say, the to;al,intensity of the 

,cont ri~ution _to -the sky brightness of an expanding she 11 of stars 

is less than the contribution from a stationary shell by a factor 

depending on the velocity of recession of the shell, viz. (1 + z)-2 

where z is the redshift 6A/A. Since the more distant shells will be 

*Motions induced by gravity are pr~portional to 1/.Jctand thus 
generate inhomogeneity; centrifugal force results in velocities pro
portional to center distance, but these motions are not along lines 
joining all pairs of bodies and the result is a flattening of the 
system. 

* A uniform contraction or expansion will, of necessity, increase 
or decrease the mean density of matter and will, therefore, be contrary 
to assumption number (3). Thus in order to preserve the validity of 
number (3), some additional assumption such as annihilation or crea
tion ot' matter must be introduced. A weaker assumption than number (3), 
which we might call (3a), would require only that homogeneity be pre
served in time. Assumptions (1), (2), and (3a) are sufficient condi
tions for uniform expansion or contraction. 



receding faster, their contribution is more greatly reduced. Accord

ingly, when we sum the contributions from each shell, we find that 

instead of n times b, we have b1 + b2 + b3 + •.• bi, with each successive 

b ... smaller than the preceding. In the language of mathematics the 

series converges. It is no longer infinite ·but'has a bounded sum. 

The sum should equal the observed value of the sky brightness, which 

would have different values depending on the details of the models. 

If, on the other hand, the universe were contracting, ·each successively 

more distant shell would contribute greater light than in the static 

universe,and the· paradox would-be still unresolved. 
_t,_ • -- • 

. We may then conclude, if assumptions (1) and (2) are valid, and 

if (3) is valid in either its stringent form or as '.assumption (3a), 

the universe must be expanding. In other words, if the universe is 

everywhere the same as we know it "locally," and if the sky is "dark," 

the universe must be expanding. This argument has here been presented 

as a qualitative argument only. The conclusions depend, of course, on 

. [8uant~~ative~ justification. 

Today we know.the universe is expanding. The observational work 

of Slipher, Hubble, and Humason established this during the third 

decade of this century. The expansion, however, was not theoretically 

predicted, except contemporarily with its observational discovery, and 

this through the relativistic model of de Sitter and not on the basis 

of Olbers' Paradox. Thus exactly 100 years later (in 1926), the 

magnitude--redshift relation observationally refuted assumption number 

(4), and the paradox found a possible explanation. 

It is a temptation now to con~lude that the culprit is assumption 

number (4) and that the remaining three assumptions are valid. But 

even if assumption number (4) quantitatively can account for the 

darkening, the logic of the paradox does not permit this conclusion. 

Any of the first three assumptions, singly or in combination, may be 

wrong. Holmes would say that number (4) may have had an accomplice 

in darkening the sky. 

Let us then look at the other assumptions and see what the impli

cations of their validity might be. Bondi, Gold, and Hoyle, the creators 

of continuous creation, or the steady-state model as it is usually called, 



have given prestigious names to assumptions (2) and (3). Number (2), 

the assumption that the universe is homogeneous when viewed on a large 

scale, is called the Cosmological Principle. It is the result of a 

metaphysical flight from geocentricity and anthropocentricity. It may 

be paraphrased to state that the universe would appear the same to all 

observers no matter where they are located. With this assurance, we 

may assume that our view of the universe is typical and extrapolate 

with impunity. To number (3), the assumption that the universe is un

changing in time when viewed on a large scale, they give the name 

Perfect Cosmological Principle. This may be paraphrased to state that 

the universe would appear the same to all observers no matter where 

they observe or~ they make their observation. If one assumes (1), 

(2), and (3) to be valid, together with the expansion of the universe, 

the cosmological model one comes up with is inevitably the _s~eady

state model. Holmes would conclude, if number (4) had no accomplices, 

the universe conforms to the steady-state model.· In this model the 

decreasing d~nsity caused by expansion is compensated for by the crea

tion of new matter'~-" Hence all properties, including density, remain 

constant in time. 

If number (3) happens to be an accomplice to number (4), we could 

·not be living in an unchanging universe such as that described by the 

steady-state model. For instance, if by looking back in time, the 

stars are systematically fainter, then evolutionary effects would also 

be contributing to the altered value of brightness of the night sky. 

This combination of (1) and (2) true and (3) false leads to a family 

of so-called evolutionary relativistic models, popularly referred to 
-· . 

as "Big Bang Models." Unlike the unique steady-state model, there are 

a great many possible evolutionary models; some with positive curvature 

closed like a sphere ; others with negative curvature infinite and open 

like a saddle. This is not the occasion to describe the detailed prop-

erties of these models. We are only trying to point out broad generic 

differences in the models. 

In the models which assume the validity of number (2), the homo

geneity is interpreted in such a way as to all™ the actual distribution 

of matter in the universe to be approximated by a uniform perfect fluid. 

·1 



This approximation affords a _math.ematical simplification of the relativ

istic field equations that are otherwise nearly intractable. Later we 

shall return to the question of homogeneity and uniform perfect fluids, 

but let us now conclude the classification of models which may be derived 

from the Olbers' assumptions. 

What about assumption number (1), the universality of the laws of 

physics, as we observe them here and now? There have been cosmological 
---·-· .. -- - - . 

models which infer the variation of basic physical parameters, such as 

the gravitational constant, G. Examples are the models of Dirac and 

Jordan which would be classified as holding assumption (1) as false. 

It was pointed out earlier that the laws of chemistry and physics 

seem to be invariant in space and time. But observation has also_shown 

us that the laws of physics may not be extrapolatable in scale, e.g., 

classical mechanics is not valid on atomic scales. It should not be 

surprising that classical mechanics may fail on a cosmic scale. One 

rationale for applying relativistic mechanics to· cosmology: rests ,on 

this question; however, we must remember that the scales over which 

·. relativistic mechanics is valid also have not yet been established. 

The three. Schwarz_schild tests apply to scales on the order of stellar 

diameters and planetary orbits. The proper mechanics valid for cosmic 

·distances and times is still open to exploration. 

We can summarize the eight possible canbinations of the three 

remaining assumptions in the following classification scheme. 

GENERIC CLASSIFICATION OF EXPANDING COSMOLOGICAL MODELS 

1. Universality of physical laws 
2. Cosmological principle 
3. Perfect cosmological principle 

True False Model 

1,2,3 
1,2 
1,3 
2,3 

1 
2 
3 

3 
2 
1 

2,3 
·. !_,3 
, 1,2 _ 
~1,2;3 

.Steady-State 
Evolutionary 
inconsistent* 
inconsistent* 
Lambert-Char lier 
Dirac-Jordan · 
inconsistent 

? 

*If (3) is valid, _ the validity of {l) and (2) are implied. 



The validity of the Perfect Cosmological Principle implies the validity 

of the Cosmological Principle since all instants of time, including 

the present, are governed by number (3). The validity of number (3) 

also rules out secular changes of the laws of physics. Hence, number 

(3) being valid implies that number (1) and number (2) are both valid. 

We are accordingly left with five cosmological possibilities in an 

expanding universe. ·of these, if (1), (2), and (3) are all false, 

then scientific cosmology becomes excessively speculative and uncer

tain. This leaves, in addition to the systems already described, the 

combination: (1).true; (2) and (3) false. 

Considering this case, we ask what kind of universe would result 

if assumption (1) is valid, and yet every observer at every time would 

not necessarily observe the same thing (e.g., assumptions (2) and (3) 

false). One answer is found in the work of C. V. L. Charlier, a Swedish 

mathematician and astronomer. Char lier, in 1921~ (3) pr~posed. a. solution 

to Olbers' Paradox not necessarily involving expansion, but rather that 

the matter of the universe was distributed into aggregates and clusters 

of aggregates. We said earlier that if we were to repeat _Olbers' '. analy

sis today, instead of taking a star as our fundamental unit, we would 

take a galaxy but that the Olbers' argument would go through in the 

same way. This is true with one modification: Namely, if we use 

galaxies instead of stars as the fundamental building blocks of the 

univer_se, then Olbers' arguments lead to a brightness of the night sky 

equal not_to the surface brightness of the sun but to the surface 

brightness of the Milky Way, or an average galaxy. Now this is quite 

a drop in surface brightness something like a factor of 1/1013• In 

other words, if instead of assuming, as Olbers did, that the stars 

are uniformly distributed, we clump the stars together into galaxies 

and then assume the galaxies to be uniformly distributed in the same 

manner as were the stars in the original analysis, we find that,.in 

effect, we have reduced the brightness of the sky from about -28 mag

nitudes per square degree to +6 magnitudes per square degree. When we 

look at the night sky we see this order of brightness only in the 

direction of the Milky Way. Elsewhere it is much darker. It occurred 

to Cha:rlier that if the clustering process of stars into galaxies 



----

effected this reduction in sky brightness; then if the clustering 

process were continued, that is, that the galaxies were aggregated into 

clusters, that there would be an even further reduction in the bright

ness of the sky. In fact, if we replace galaxies by clusters of 

galaxies (such as the Coma cluster) as the basic building blocks of 

the universe, we can reduce the brightness of the sky still further by 

a factor of about 1/100. In other words, we can make the sky as dark 

as we please and yet continue to have an infinitely large number of 

stars, galaxies, clusters, etc., provided that instead of distributing 

the elements uniformly, we distribute them in an hierarchy of aggregates. 

Thus we have an alternative way of resolving Olbers' paradox. Further, 

it should be remarked that a universe in which matter is distributed 

in aggregates and clusters of aggregates would be classified as assump

tions (2) and (3) false. The _co_s!llo.logical principle could be general

ized as valid "in the large, 11 provided the sequence of aggregates . 

terminates. Alternatively a cosmological principle of the form: 

r· . .··.··::.Js~::;~~~:~~t:•:::r ,}.\·- ..:..</ _- --- th . ;. 

::-. All observers located at the centers of n · 

•
1 

Qrder clusters would view the universe the sam~ 

could be introduced. 

This type of universe was first proposed in 1750 by Johann Heinrich 

Lambert, an Alsatian physicist noted for his work in diffusion of light. 

Lambert reasoned simply by analogy. He noticed that the satellites of 

Jupiter and Saturn formed miniature solar systems, with the planets 

playing the role of the sun. He then considered that the sun with the 

planets revolving about it, _might behave in an analogous way to the 

satellite systems. He speculated that the sun might be in a planet-

like orbit revolving around some distant center of gravitational 

attraction. Further, this center in turn would be in a planet-like 

orbit revolving around some even more remote center, etc. Lambert 

designed a canplete universe of the hierarchal type on the basis of 

this analogy. This is reminiscent of the hierarchy of epicycles used 

in the Ptolemaic system, which may explain, in part, why hierarchal 

models have not been seriously considered in modern cosmological thinking. 



We have seen that Olbers' paradox may be explained on the basis 

of the expansion of the universe or the evolution of the universe. A 

hierarchal universe is not needed to resolve the paradox. -Expansion 

being an observationally established fact confirmed by the law of red

shifts, most cosmologists have felt that it is unnecessary to postulate 

a Lambert-Charlier type of cosmology, especially since the explanation 

of sky darkening by expansion or evolution is far simpler than the 

concept of a hierarchal universe. As a consequence, we find the main

stream of cosmological thought centered on the various types of cosmo

logical models involving expansion which may be classified in the manner 

we have described. 

Recently .. Har;is·o~ (4) (S} has questi~n-ed the magnitude·-~f- ~h~ 
effect of expansion on sky brightness and concluded that expansion 

accounts for only a small portion of the light_ ~ttenua,tion needed to 

resolve Olbers' Paradox. If, as Harrison claims, assumption number (4) 

cannot quantitatively remove the difficulties, then the darkness of 

the sky must .be explained as due to either an evolutionary effect or 

hierarchal structure or both. This is necessary whether.the universe 

be expanding or static. Evolutionary models may be hierarchically 

structured, although the aging of stars alone can resolve Olbers' 

Paradox. Steady-state models, in which new stars are continually 

replacing old ones, cannot appeal to aging. If expansion alone is 

insufficient to account for darkening, then steady-state models !!!!!il 

be hierarchically structured. 

The question we wish to consider in the remaining part of this 

lecture is whether or not a hierarchal type of universe is consistent 

with present physical and astronomical observations. In his books, 

Flights from Chaos and Of Stars and Men, the American astr:onomer,_ Harlow 

Shapley, describes the hierarchal way in which the matt.er of the universe 

is organized. Shapley's classification of material systems is shown 

below. If one begins with the fundamental particles of physics, 

electrons, protons, etc., the first order aggregates of these particles 

are the atoms. The atoms in turn are the ouilding blocks of the mole

cules (the next higher order of aggregate in the hierarchy). The list 

shows the different orders in Shapley's system: atoms; molecules; 
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SHAPLEY CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIAL SYSTEMS 

-5 ••••• 

-4 Corpuscles {Fundamental Particles) 

.:.3 Atoms 
-·· 

-2 Molecules 

~1 Molecular Systems 

+l Meteoritic Associations 

+2 Satellitic Systems 

+3 Stars and Star Families 

+4 Stellar Clusters 

+5 Galaxies 

+6 Galaxy Aggregations 

+7 The Metagalaxy 

+8 The Universe: Space-Time Complex 

+9 ••••• 

molecular systems, including crystals and colloidal systems; meteoritic 

associations, built up from molecular systems; satellite systems; stars; 

star,c\usters; galaxies; clusters of galaxies; the metagalaxy; and the 

-~ni~~rse: ea~h)evel being an aggregate or set whose _el~mer1ts are in 
. - - - - - - -·- .. ~ 

turn the aggregates of order one ~~ss._ This classification shows us 

that in the scale interval of the universe with ~hich we are familiar, 

the scale-wise structure is definitely hierarchal. We have no reason 

to assume that the largest aggregate that we now know is the largest 

which exists (saving the term universe for the last). Although argu

mnts from analogy,are often persuasive, arguments based solely on 

analogy cannot definitively establish whether the hierarchy continues 

to larger and larger aggregates, and there is probably no way to 

establish whether or not the universe is hierarchal_!£ infinitum.. 

Proper questions for scientific investigation seem to be: Are there 

observational tests which we may apply to determine whether or not 

there exist higher orders of aggregates than ~he largest we now univer

sally recognize, viz., clusters of galaxies? Do the various aggregates 

have properties in comnon, and is there some quantitative relationship 

between the aggregates? 

First let us ask how does the concept of hierarchal distribution 

of matter differ from the uniform distribution of matter assumed in 

current cosmological models? We may illustrate the differences by 

considering a large crowd of people standing in a field. Assume the 

crowd is scattered in a more or less uniform manner over the entire 

field. This wou.ld -;;~an that if we establish a net or reseau of squares 

over the field, each -~-q_~re being, initially, -100 feet on a side -- then, 



if we counted the number of people· in each square we would find that, 

except for minor fluctuations, the number would be the same in each 

square. If we took a small square, 10 feet on a side, and ·counted the 

number of people in each square, we would find much larger-fluctuations. 

On the other hand, if the square were larger than 100 feet, we would 

expect to find smaller fluctuations and a smoother distribution in the 

number of people in each square. The degree of homogeneity thus depends 

on the fineness of the net. The larger the squares or the lower the -- . -----· -* --
"resolving power," the more homogeneous the counts. 

Now let us consider a second case. Instead of our field being 

occupied by a crowd, let us assume that a regiment of soldiers is 

drawn up for review on the field. The_soldiers_are assembled in 

platoons; the platoons in canpanies; the companies in battalions, etc. 

These are all lined up in an orderly array; however, the spacings 

between soldiers in a platoon and the spacing of the platoons within 

_·j:4_~ _companies, and the companies in the battalions,~ et~._,-
0 
are not the 

same. We see in this situation that the results of counts may be quite 

different from the case of the crowd. If we take a set of 100-foot 

squares we may find that some squares contain no soldiers at all, 

because some squares are located between platoons or companies, where

as other squares contain a high density of soldiers. This distribution 

would be quite inhomogeneous according to the original definition. On 

the other hand, it may be possible in the regimental case, but not in 

the crowd case, to pick a size of square which gives no fluctuations; 

but if the reseau were translated a distance of half the side of the 

square, large fluctuations would occur. It is also possible to obtain 

no fluctuations for several different sizes of squares and yet to have 

fluctuations for intermediate sizes. Furthermore, there is a homoge

neity not only of soldiers but also of platoons and companies. This 

hierarchal type of homogeneity is thus seen to have several properties 

different from the homogeneity of random distributions. One of the most 

* The description given here is highly simplified. In practice, 
the numbers counted in each square are not compared with some average 
number, but with a most probable distribution, such as a Poisson dis
tribution. 
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most important differences is that fluctuations depend not only on the 

size of squares but also on the positions (and orientations) of the 

squares. Another difference : As the size of the square is increased, 

we might find the fluctuations becoming small and then large and then 

small again; whereas in the random type of homogeneity, we would find 

that as we increased the size of the squares, the relative fluctuations 

would always decrease. We shall refer to the first type of homogeneity 

as random homogeneity and the second type as hierarchal homogeneity. 

Before ,tur.ning, to whether or not a hierarchal homogeneous distri

bution of matter is consistent with current cosmological observations, 

it is of value to be aware of some of the differences between random 

and hierarchal homogeneity in the evaluation of various cosmological 

quanti~~es._ , These include estimates for (1) density of matter in the 

universe, (2) distance moduli such as the Hubble parameter, (3) statis

tical counts of galaxies and clusters of galaxies, and (4) estimates 

of the size of the visible universe. 

In the computation of the density of matter in the universe, if 

one assumes the universe is made up of clusters as the ultimate element 

and these are distributed in a random homogeneous matter, we estimate 

-as an upper limit(6) the value of 6 x.lo-28 gms per cm3.- -

However, if the universe is continuingly hierarchal, it is possible to 

show that the mean density may have a value considerably smaller than 

this •. This may be seen readily from the regimental parade field 

analogy. If we estimate the density of soldiers by counting the number 

per tinit area inside a platoon, we will have obtained too high a value, 

for we did not allow for the empty spacing between platoons. Thus our 

value for soldiers per square foot, while valid in the platoon, is not 

valid for the density of soldiers in a company and still less valid 

for the density of soldiers in a battalion, etc. Abe11<6) has esti-
-29 3 mated an upper limit to the matter density of 10 gm.s/cm on the 

basis of second order clusters. If hierarchization continues, the 

upper limit must be lower still. 

In the evaluation of the Hubble parruneter (i.e., the ratio of red

shift to distance), it is necessary to use galaxies whose distances 

can be determined from primary methods as by the Cepheid.variables. 



If it should occur that all the galaxies for which we can get a useful 

estimate of distance by such a primary method instead of being distrib

uted in a random homogeneous manner, suffer from some systematic motion 

because they all belong to a gravitationally contracting or rotating 

system such as a local cluster, then the value of the Hubble parameter 

determined within such an aggregate might be in error. That something 

of this sort may actually be true has been' suggE:_~-~idby de Vaucouleurs (7) 

who has noticed a difference between the redshift-magnitude law in the 

southern sky and in the northern sky. This anisotropy suggests that 

the nearby galaxies are participating in some peculiar motion, such 

as rotation or some mixture of expansion and differential rotation 

that has introduced an error into the estimate of the Hubble parameter. 

A third disparity in assuming random or hierarchal homogeneity. 

arises in counts of galaxies and other extragalactic bodies. For 

example, the assumption of random homogeneity for the distribution of 

radio sources runs into inconsistencies in interpreting counts of the 

numbers of radio sources of various apparent powers. This anomaly might 

be due to hierarchal effects in the distributions. 

A fourth disparity of the assumptions of randcm homogeneity with 

hierarchal homogeneity can be illustrated by Fig. 1. Figure 1 shows 

schematically two possible universes with the horizon of the visible 

universe enclosed by the black circles. On the right side, the visible 

sample is a small percentage of the total universe. In this case if 

we replace the actual clumped distribution of matter with a fluid of 

uniform density, the relative error will be small. On the other hand, 

if the visible sample is a large percentage of the total universe (as 

represented on the left side of Fig. 1), the approximation of the rela

tively much larger clumps by a uniform fluid introduces relatively 

large error. We do not know~ priori the ratio of the visible universe 

to the total universe, nor whether smoothing is justifiable. 

Let us now return to the observational evidence for hierarchies. 

We mentioned earlier, in describing statistical tests which are used 

in astronomical counts, that when the size of the cells in a reseau is 

increasing, the relative fluctuations in the number of objects contained 

in any one cell in the case the distribution is purely random become 



Fig. 1 

t ... 
°' . I 
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smaller and smaller -- crowd case. On the other hand, if the distribu

tion is nonrandom, the fluctuations in the number of objects contained 

in any one cell may go through maxima and minima as the reseau size is 

varied, maximum fluctuations occurring at certain critical sizes. 

Before it was established in the 1930's that clusters of galaxies 

existed as physical systems, they were considered to be statistical 

fluctuations in the distribution of galaxies. Tests of cell counts 

established the nonrandom nature of clustering. 

The next question is what is the evidence that clusters of clusters 

or second-order clusters exist as physical systems and are not merely 

statistical fluctuations in the distribution of clusters. The principal 

investigators of this problem have been Drs. G. o. Abell of the University 

of California at Los Angeles and F. Zwicky of California Institute of 

Technology. When the National Geographic Society--Palomar Sky Survey 

was begun in 1949, it was discovered that most high latitude fields 

show large numbers of clusters concentrated in small areas. Were these 

concentrations evidence of second-order clustering or optical illusions? 

Zwicky concluded that the existence of clustering of clusters is illu

sory. He argues that if clusters of clusters constituted physical 

systems acting under the law of gravity, then the dispersions in the 

mean velocities of the constituent clusters should be large. He finds 

no such relative motions -- only the velocities at~ributable to expan

sion •. His statistical analysis shows that the clusters are randomly 

distributed and noninteracting. Furthermore, Zwicky asserts that 

Newton's inverse square law of gravity breaks down at distances 

exceeding fo7 light years so that superclusters larger than this would 

be impossible. In addition, capture and accretion processes necessary 

·to account for the formation of second-order clusters, require times 

far in excess of the currently accepted time scale. 

Abell's studies on the other hand lead him to the conclusion that, 

even though some superclustering may be optical due to fortuitous 

alignments of clusters in the line of sight, second-order clusters do 

exist as physical systems. He points out that the observed scatter in 
. II . 3 

the magnitude:--redshift" relation alone can account for the 10 km/sec 

to 3 x 10
3 

km/sec dispersions predicted for second-order clustering. 
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His statistical investigations using reseaus of different sizes result 

in counts consistent with random distributions for small and large cells, 

but for cells of the size 5 x 107 parsecs he finds nonrandom distribu

tions. Abell also has recently reported confirmation of this conclusion 
.. "'- ·---

using Zwicky's own data from the_ Zwicky-Herzog-Wild/catalogues. In 

addition to Abe 11' s evidence, de, ~Va~-~;~leur;• ~ reported properties_ of 

the local supercluster substantiate the physical reality of-a large 

organization containing several clusters as subunits. 

What may be concluded from these seemingly contradictory findings? 

One intriguing speculative possibility comes to mind. Let us assume 

that both Zwicky and Abell are_correct;_ that is, the distributions of 

clusters appear both entirely random, and the distributions are random 

except for a particular cell size. Is there necessarily an intrinsic 

contradiction? Recall that in the case of hierarchal homogeneity the 

detection of a nonrandom distribution depends not only on the~ of 

.the reseau but also on the position of the reseau. It is conceivable 

that Zwicky may have selected a set-of reseaus of various cell sizes 

but_.with an_origin that resulted in counts consistent with random dis

tributions. Abell may have used the same set of cell sizes, but trans

lated the whole net to an origin which permitted him to catch clusters 

·of clusters when he tested with the right size cell. If this could be 

the case, then the apparent contradiction of results is itself;confir

mation of the existence of hierarchal homogeneity. We may then.con

fidently conclude that hierarchization continues at least to the level 

of clusters of clusters of galaxies. 

There are types of arrangements other_ than clustering into which 

matter is organized. Shapley's description of the various levels of 

-organization of matter showed that sometimes regularized, spatial 

organization occurs, as. for example, in molecules and crystals. Thus 

aggregates may be clusters of matter which are clumped together-without 

any particular regularity such as a swarm of bees or they may possess 

regularized organization such as is exhibited in crystals. Keeping 

this in mind, in investigating higher orders of aggregates, we must 

not only look ·for clustering of aggregates as evidence of. h-ierarchiza

tion but also for the possible existence of regularized arrangement. 



Evidence for the possible existence of regularized structure on 
(8) -

a cosmic scale was found by Wilson. This was an observed regu-

larity in the mean redshifts of clusters of galaxies which seemed un

likely for randomly distributed clusters, and suggests that hierarchal 

homogeneity is consistent with observations that reach to one billion 

light years. 

In summary, we have reviewed Olbers' Paradox and noted how the 

assumptions he postulated in 1826 can be used to classify generically 

our current cosmological models. We have examined hierarchal homo

geneity, which was first proposed by Lambert_and Charlier, and find it 

could serve as a valid basis; for new types of cosmological models. 

Whether or not the expansion of the universe can resolve Olbers' Para-_ 

dox, the assumption of hierarchal distribution of matter for both 

expanding and static universes can account for the observed night-sky 

brightness. Although many of the questions raised here cannot be 

resolved until more data are available, we can no longer ignore the 

difficulties which have arisen from assumption of random homogeneity. 
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Hierarchical Structure in the Cosmos 

Albert Wilson* 

The primary focus of cosmological thought in the present 
century has been on interpreting the observations of the sample 
of the universe available to our telescopes in terms of a set of 
models based on various theories of gravitation; especially the 
General Theory of Relativity. The problem of the stmcture of 
the tiniverse is customarily divorced from the problem of the 
structure in the universe. Theoretical cosmologists usually 

-clloose to explain the strncture and behavior - past and -
_future - of the universe with models that smooth out the 
distribution of matter in the· universe, replacing the observed 
structured distribution of matter with a uniform homogeneous 
perfect fluid whose density varies in time, but not in space. 
However, the structure contained in the universe becomes 
difficult to relate to models constructed around smoothing 
postubtes. This has resulted in separate theoretical approaches 
to the origin of the various stmctures in the universe. While 
most of these approaches have met with some success, they are 
inadequately rel_ated to one another and to cosmological 
theories. 

The arbitrary separation of the structure and behavior of the 
universe from the structure and behavior of its contents may be 
expedient from the point of view of mathematical 
simplification, but it cannot be accepted as more. than an 
exploratory strategy. The observational tests for discriminating 
between various cosmolog.i.cal models are difficult and marginal. 
Since several smoothed models are candidates for best fit to the 
observations, it is unfortunate that the large amount of 

_information contained in the sub-strnctures of the universe 
cannot be used in testing these models. But. unt~ models that 
relate the properties of the sub-structures to the properties of 
the whole are employed, much information of potential . 
cosmological value in sub-strncture astronomical observations is 
not cosrnologically useful. 

----·--·-- --- -
• Douglas Adranced Research Labore tori es, Huntington B_eac~,_ <;_C!liforyzia,_ 9 2_64 7. 

from Hierarchical Structures, eds. L.L. Whyte, A. Wilson 
and D. Wilson, pp 113-134. · New York: .American Elsevier (1969) 

paper read at Symposium on Hierarchical S,tructures in Nature 
a_nd Artifact, November 1968. 

,,. 
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So long as the cosmological problem has been approached 
through smoothing out the_ sub-strnctures, it is not surprising 
that little attention has been paid to the regularities that exist 
among the sub-structures. There are many features of the visible 
sample of the u11iverse that suggest that the regularities in 
sub-structures which range over 40 orders of magnitude in size 
and 80 orders of magnitude in mass, are of centr~l significance 
to the order and operation of the universe. The fact that these 
regularities may not be readily explainable in terms of existing 
physical theories, should not deter their examination. The 
object of this paper is to present an overview of the known 
structural regularities that link the properties of physical bodies 
across a hierarchy of levels from the atomic to the cosmic. 

MODULAR HIERARCHIES 

Because of the confusion created by the many uses of the 
term "hierarchy" some amplification concerning the 'sense in. 
which hierarchy is used in astronomy and cosmology is needed. 
Astronomical usage, in general, employs "hierarchy" to mean a 
set of related lerels where the levels may be distinguished by a_ 
size or mass parameter. Examples from the past inclu<le the 
hierarchy of spheres associated in ancient cosmographies with 
the various heavenly bodies beginning with the moon and 
continuing to the sphere of fixed stars, and the hierarchy of 
epicycles used by P·tolemy to account for observed planetary 
motions. Modern concepts of hierarchy in the cosmos began 
with the speculations of Lambert (1761) who extrapolated to 
higher order systems the analogy between a satellite system 
such as that of Jupiter and its moons and the solar system of 
the sun and its planets. Lambert speculated on a hierarchy 
consisting of a distant center about which the sun orbited as a 
satellite and an even more distant center about which the first 
center orbited, and on to more and more distant centers 
comprising larger and larger systems. To explain Olbers' and 
Seeliger's Paradox; Charlier (1908, 1922) posited a universe 
built up of a hierarchy of "galaxies." The first order galaxies 
were the familiar ones composed of stars, second order g::llaxies · 

.. 
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were aggregates of first order galaxies, third order of second 
order, and so on. Shapley (1930) pointed to the set of levels 
into which all matter appears to be organized extending from 
the sub-atomic particles to the ~'metagalaxies." Shapley's 
organization, like Charlier's, constrncted the material bodies on 
any level from the bodies on the level next below. A hierarchy 
of this type which is of fundamental importance in astronomy 

' we designate a modular hierarchy. 

The central idea in a modular hierarchy is the module which 
is a stmcture or a system that may be regarded both as a whole, 
decomposible into sub-modules identified with a lo\ver level, 
and as a part combinable into super-modules identified with a 
higher level. In astronomy, even though the modules on any 
level are not identical, the levels may be readily distinguished on 
the basis of the nature of the principal sub-modules out of 
which entities arc directly composed. Thus, for organization in 
a modular hierarchy, open and globular star clusters and 
galaxies would be assigned the same level, all being aggregates of 
stars. Stars, planets, and moons, all built from atoms, would 
share the next lower level, while clusters of galaxies would be 
assigned the next levei above. There are several other ways than 

_that of a modubr hierarchy for organizing cosmic-bodies into 
levels. Some of these will be discussed later. 

The term "module" being used here in this general sense need 
not be precisely defined, however, we may ascribe two 

- fundamental properties to modules. First, a module possesses 
some sort of closure or partial closure (Wilson 1969). This 
closure may be topological, temporal, or defined by some 

. operational rule as in group theory. Second, modules possess a 
degree of semi-autonomy with respect to other modules and to 
their context. These two properties appear to be common in all 
modular hierarchies. 

In considering the ongm of a modular hierarchy we may 
inquire at any level as to whether the size, the complexity, and 
the limits to the module are determined (1) totally by the 

.. 
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properties of its sub-structures, (2) by its environment,- or (3)' 
by a combination of both module contents and context. And to 

· these logical possibilities we must add a fourth: that the levels, 
and modules in a hierarchical structure are determined by some 
principle or process that operates independently of all levels of 
the hierarchy. In this fourth case the levels of the modular 
hierarchy themselves become the modules on a single. level of a 
meta-hierarchy. The various levels in the meta-hierarchy are an 
observable level, an energy or force level and a meta-relational 
level. As an example, we may think of the lines in the spectrum 

· of an atom as an ordinary hierarchy (but not a modular 
hierarchy). The levels of the meta-hierarchy would be the 
spectral lines, the energy levels, and the mathematical law -
such as the Balmer formula - that defines the sequence. It may 
be objected that this is but a representational hierarchy. But the 
essential point is that the levels are neither determined by the 
sub-levels nor the super levels, but by a set of eigen values that 
act as a causal meta-relation. 

COSMIC-ATOMIC NUMERICAL RELATIONS 

Let us now return to our specific example of a modular 
hierarchy: the levels of cosmic strncture. Instead of assuming a 
two level model of the cosmos - the level of a homogeneous 
perfect fluid and the level of the universe as a whole - we shall 
attenipt a multi-level view retaining the atomic, stellar, galactic, 
galaxy cluster and universe levels. Further, in view . of the 
lacunae in our knowledge of physical processes governing 
"vertical" relations between levels, it is appropriate to work 
from observation toward theory. In doing this the steps we 
must take are somewhat analogous to those taken by Kepler 
and his successors in the investigation of planetary orbits. From 
the arithmetic ratios of various powers of the sizes and periods 
of planetary orbits, Kepler'discovered his kinematical relations 
and from these later came Newton's formulation of the physical 
laws governing planetary motions. Thus while our ultimate goal 
is the. formulation of the physical laws and processes governing 
the relations between the levels in the cosmic hierarchy, our 

r 
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immediate goal is much more modest. It is simply to display 
whatever quantitative regularities may exist between the 
fundamental measurements made on bodies at each cosmic 
level. 

The properties of the arithmetic rela.tions between 
fundamental atomic and cosmic constants is not new ground. It 
has received the attention of many leading physicists and 
astronomers. Eddington (1923, 1931 a,b); Haas (1930a,b, 1932, 
1938a,b,c); Stewart (1931 ); Dfrac (1937, I 938); Chandrasekhar 

-(1937); Jordan (1937, 1947); Schrodinger (1938); Kothari 
(1938); Bondi (1952); Pegg (1968); Gamow (1968); and Alpher 
(1968) all have developed the subject. 

The central theme in the numerical approach to 
atomic-cosmic relations has been to identify quantitative 
equivalences between various dimensionless combinations of 
fundamental constants and whenever possible give_ them 
physical interpretations. The epistemological weakness in this 
approach is the shadow of chance coincidence that cannot be 
removed by any of the common tests of statistical significance. 
Confidence in the validity of the numerically indicated relations 

-~can only follow from successful predictions or the development 
of a consistent theoretical constmct linked to well established 
physics. 

The basic ingredients in. the relational approach are the 
micro-constants, e, me, mp, and h (the charge and mass of the 
electron, the mass of the proton, and Planck's constant) the 
mesa-constants, c and G (the velocity of light and the 
gravitational coupling constant), and the macroparameters H 
and Pu _(the Hubble parameter and the mean density of the 
universe). Recently determined valves of these constants are 
given in Table I. From these fundamental quantities several 
important dimensionless ratios may be formed. The values of 
the dimensionless quantities µ. = mp /me i=_== 1_?36.12); a = 
2ne2 /hc (= 1/137.0378);andS=e2 /Gmpme (= 1039•356 ) may 
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Table I. 

Values of Fundamental Physical and Cosmic Constants 
- . . . 

Constant Value (c.g.s.) Iog10 (value) Reference 

e 4.80298 X 10-lO -9.318489 1 

me 9.10908 X 10-2S -27.040526 1 

mp 1.67252 x 10 -24 -23.776629 1 

h 6.62559 X 10-2? -26.178776 1 

C 2.997925 X 1010 10.476821 1 

G 6.670 X 10-S -7.176 1 

H-1 13 x 109 years 17.613 seconds 2 

Pu 10-23 -28 3 

ao 5.29167 X 10-9 -8.276407 1 

re 2.81777 X 10-lJ -12.550095 1 

Ct'.-1 137.0388 2.136844 1 

s 2.265 X · 1038 J9.356 

µ 1836.12 3.263901 

From top: charge on electron, rn:iss of electron, mass of proton, Planck's constant, 
velocity of light, ~cwton's gr:i.-it:ition:il consiant, in.-crse Hubb1-: par:imeter, mean 
density of ,i,il:le m:itter in universe, Behr r.1dius, radius of electron, inverse fine 
structure constant, ratio of Coulomb to gravitational forces, r.1tio of proton to 
electron m:iss. 

1. Cohen and Du\fond (1965), 2. SancL!ge (1938), and 3. Alien (1963) p. 261. 

r 
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be established in the laboratory. These are respectively, the 
ratio of proton to electron mass, the Sommerfeld fine strncture 
constant, and the ratio of Coulomb to gravitational forces. 1 

When the two macro-parameters .H and Pu are introduced, 
three additional dimensionless quantities may be formed. The 
first of these is the "scale parameter" of the universe (the 
product of the velocity of light, c, and the Hubble time I-r1 ), 

divided by the electron radius, c/Hre. The second is the "mass 
of the universe" expressed in units of baryon mass (where the 
scale parameter is taken as the radius of the universe), 
Pu c3 /H3 mp. The third is the dimensionless gravitational 
potential of the universe Gli1ufc2 Ru = GpufH2. Using 75 
krn/sec/rnpc as the present value of the Hubble parameter 
(Sandage 1968), and 10-23 g/cm 3 for the mean density of 
matter in the universe (Allen 1963), we obtain: 

c/Hr = 1040.64 = 21r2 S 
e 

Gp /H2 = 100.os = 1. 
u 

p c3 /JI3m = 1079 
.!.. 2S2 

u p -

It is thus seen that to within small factors ( whose exact value 
cannot be determined with the present precisions of p11 ,111d H), 
the dimensionless cosmic quantities representing the potentital, 
size, and mass of the universe are closely equal to S1-', where v = 
0, 1, and 2 respectively. The significant matter here is not the 
fact that the values differ from integral powers of S by factors 

1 It has been recognized that S and a appear to be logarithmically related. As an 
example of an arithmetic equivaience presently lacking theoretical confirmation, \Ve 
have 8rr2S = 2 1/c, to within experL-nental uncertainties. If this equivalence is not a 
coincidence, it has several important implications. Bahcall and Schwjdt (1967) have 
shown on the basis of O III emission pairs in the spectra of several radio galaxies \\ith 
redshifts up to o A/A= 0.2 that c, appears to have been constant for at least 2 x 109 
years. The above equivalence, if non-coincidental, would imply that S has a1so been 
constant over this period. Hence if G has been changing \\1th time, e2 and/or mp and 
me have also been changing, and if e2 has been changing, so also hash 2nd/or c. The 
gravitation:tl constant m:iy, indeed, be expressed in terms of other basic constants by 
the relation, G = Srr2e2/mp_me2 lla (Wilson 1966). 
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as large _ as 2 or 21r2
, but the fact that laboratory and 

observatory measurements of quite diverse phenomena when 
expressed in dimensionles~ form appear to approximate so 
closely some small power of the ratio of electric to gravitational 
forces. It is also_ interesting to note that the gravitational 
potential of the universe is near the Schwarzschild Limit, the 
theoretical maximum value for potential. These quantitative 
equivalences indicate that there probably exist basic causal 
qualitative relations between the structure of the universe and 
the properties of the atom and its nucleus (the question of the 
direction of causality being open). 

So far the .two levels represented by the atom and the 
universe as a whole have been shown to be derivable from · 
integral powers ·of the basic dimensionless ratio S. Numerical 
relations of a similar type involving fractional powers of S were 
pointed out by Chandrasekhar (1937) to be related to other 
cosmic levels. Chandrasekhar formed the din\ensional 
combination 

M = (he) \n 1-211 
ll G p 

(1) 

having the dimensions of mass. He pointed out the case v = 3/2 
occurring in the theory of stellar inte1:iors, leads to Jl,f 312 = 5. 76 
x 10 34 grams, the observed order of stellar masses. This is also 
the upper limit to the mass of completely degenerate 
configurations. 

But the Chandrasekhar relation (l) also gives the observed 
order of mass for other cosmic levels in addition to the stellar 
level although this is not justifiable theoretically. If values of v 
of the form (2 - 1/n) where n is an even integer 2, 4, 6, 
8, ... are selected, then the Chandrasekhar relation predicts a 
sequence of masses given in Table II that corresponds to those 

r 
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observed for the stellar, galactic, cluster, second order 
cluster, ... .levels of cosmic bodies. 2 

Table II. Masses for Levels of Cosmic Bodies from the Chandrasekhar Reli!tion 

log10 ~Iv log10 M., 
· Level n V (grams) (rumensionless) 

stellar 2 3/2 34.766 58.543 

galactic 4 7/4 44.523 68.299. 

cluster 6 11/6 47.775 71.552 

2° cluster 8 15/8 49.401 73.178 

3° cluster 10 19/10 50.377 74.153 

Universe 2 54.280 78.056 

Using well known relations between fundamental constants, 
equation (I) may be rewritten in the form: 

(2) 

where A = 0.4689. Hence the masses of the bodies on various 
cosmic levels defined by l' = 1 ½ , 1 ¾ , 1 ¾ , l l , ... , 2, are seen 
to be nearly equal to these respective powers of S times the 
proton mass. 

2. If equation (1) is valid for all v of this sequence, then clusters of higher orders 
could exist untn the ratio of consecutive cluster masses becomes less than two. The 
first pair for which this happens is v = 31/16 and v = 35/18, ie., 6° and 7° clusters. 
Observationally, althoug,11 3 ° order clustering has been suspected (Wilson 196 7), not 
e.·en the existence of 2° ord~r clustering has been satisfactorily estabfohed. \\11ile 
even values of_n give masses hi good agreement with cosmic levels, the odd values do 
not appear to correspond to any long lived objects. Nonetheless, if there exist two 
species of body, \\ith masses 1 os 0 and 1013 0 , such bodies would correspond 
ton= 3 and 5 respectively. 
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There are additional relations between the measurements of 
cosmic physics and microphysics. The largest gravitational 
potentials that have been observed for each of four species of 
cosmic bodies (stars, galaxies, clusters and 2° order clusters) are 
given in Table III. The potentials for each species are derived in 
physically distinct ways. For stars, from eclipsing binary 
observations; for galaxies, from rotational dynamics; for 
clusters, from the virial theorem; and for second order clusters, 
from angular diameters, distances and galaxy counts. It is 
interesting and somewhat surprising that the maximum in each 
case is nearly the same, a quantity of the order of l 023 

gr;ms/cm. If, instead of c.g.s. units, masses are expressed in 
baryon mass units and radii in Bohr radius units, the 
dimensionless ratio, M/R --=- m /a

0
, is in each case closely equal 

to 1039 • Thus, the upper boun~ for the gravitational potential of 
these species of cosmic bodies seems to be aS where a is a 
factor of the order of unity not determinable from the present 
precision of the observational data. 

1 

Table 111. Maximum Values of Potentials 

log10 [M/RJ log10 [M/R] 
System (c.g.s.) (dimensionless) 

Stars 23.27 38.8 

Galaxies 23.6 39.1 

Quste"rs 23.5 39.0 

Second-Order . 23.2 38.7 
Ousters 

From M/R ¾ aSmp/a 0 , substituting e2 /Gm;me for S and 
e2 f mecx.2 c2 for a0 , we obtain ·· 

GM 2 c2 R ¾ acx. 

,,. 
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In other words, the dimensionless gravitational potential for 
these four species of cosmic bodies is bounded, not by the 
Schwarzschild limit, but by a bound a 2 times smaller. We thus 
see that not only the dimensionless microphysical quantity, S, 
but also the fine structure constant, a, emerges from cosmic 
measurement. (Another occurrence of c/ in cosmic measure
ments derives from cluster redshifts (Wilson 1964).) 

These results may be displayed graphically. Figure _1 is a small 
scale representation showing quantitative mass and size relations 
between atomic and cosmic bodies. The axes are logarithmic. 
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· The abscissa represents the physical radius; the ordinate, the 
gravitational radius (GM/c.2.). _ The upper 45 degree line is the 
Schwarzchild potential limit, · 

the theoretical boundary separating the excluded region (upper 
left) from the allowable region for self-gravitating bodies. Such 
bodies as neutron stars, and presumably the universe itself lie 
on this limit. The lower 45 degree line is the observed or 
modular potential limit, 

GM_ 2 
c2 R -a' 

marking the locations of the various cosmic bodies having the 
maximum observed potentials. All other stars, galaxies,,clusters, 
etc., lie belo\y this limit. The relation of the nucleus of the atom 
and the atom to the degenerate neutron star and the normal star 
is shown by the dotted lines of constant density (slope 3). Thus 
a neutron star has the largest mass with nuclear density allowed 
by the Schwarzschild limit. A normal main sequence star 'is seen 
to be limited to the same mass but is non-degenerate, lying on 
the line representing "atomic density." Thus, given the 
properties of the atom and the Schwarzschild limit, it is possible 
to derive the observed maximum mass for a star, but as with the 
Chandrasekhar relation, it is difficult to account for the 
locations on the diagram of the bodies of lower density 
(clusters, galaxies, etc.) a·nd the fact that they are also bounded 
by the a:2 potential limit. 

The parallel lines of equal density (slope 3) through the 
atom, planets and normal stars, the star clusters and galaxies, 
the clusters, etc., represent the levels of a modular hierarchy as 
previously described. These levels are thus definable by a 
discrete density parameter. Further, in consequence of the 
universal relation for gravitating systems, ,c:.p-112 , relating a . 
characteristic time to the density, the levels in the cosmic 

.. 
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modular hierarchy are also definable in terms of a discrete time 
or frequency parameter. We shall return to this concept later. 

MASS BOUNDS 

In order to display the cosmic or· upper portion of Figure 1 
with more detail and to make comparisons with observations, 
the logarithms of observed masses (M) and potentials (M/R) of 
planets, stars, globular star clusters, galaxies, and clusters of 
galaxies have been plotted in Figure 2. The masses and 
potentials (Allen 1963) include maximum and minimum 
observed values and other representative values selected to show 
the domains occupied by the respective cosmic species. 

Figure 2. Mass Bcunds of Cosmi.: Bedias 

r 
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However, because of observational bias toward brightest and 
largest objects, the minimum observed values are not as 
representative of actual minimum values as the maximum 
observed values are of actual maximum values. Figure 2 is 
related to Figure 1 by an affine transformation (Figure 1 has 
not only been dialated, but has also been subjected to shear, 
reflection and rotation transformations). In Figure 2, the lines of 
constant density are shown horizontally so as to display the 
levels into which cosmic bodies fall when viewed as a modular 
hierarchy. 

The supergiant stars lying above the mean stellar.density 
level are shown as open circles, while the white dwarfs lying 
below the level near the modular potential limit are shown as 
dashes. The Schwarzschild Limit, M/R = c2 /2G and the modular 
( or 'observed) limit, M/ R = SmP /a0 have a slope of 2/3 with 
respect to the horizontal equi-density lines. The short-dashed 
and long-dashed lines perpendicular to the Schwarzschild and 
modular limits are lines of constant mass. . The set of 
short-dashed lines, extending only to the modular limit 
represent the sequence of masses }vf = svm , showing vali.1es of 

V p 
v = 11/8, 12/8, 13/8, 14/8, and 11 /6. The set of long-dashed 
mass lines, extending to the Schwarzsch..ild Limit are located so 
as to pass through a sequence of points on the Schwarzschild 
Limit that have the same gravitational energy as the 
inte"rsections of the svnzP mass lines with modular limit. The 
pairs of intersections marked 14, 13,. 12, .. .lie on lines of 
constant gravitational energy, GM2 /R = SVm (ac)2

• For 
identification, corresponding upper and Ici\ver bound 
intersections with the modular and the Schwarzschild Limits are 
marked with th_c numerators of the exponent v. That is, 14 on 
the Schwarzschild Limit marks the lower bound of galaxies and 
corresponds to the upper bound S1418 mp intersection with the 
modular limit. · 

The values of mass given .by the Chandrasekhar relation (1) in 
Table II are the correct order_ of magnitude for the masses of 
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stars, galaxies, and clusters. In Figure 2 it can be seen from the 
set of short-dashed lines of constant mass that the sequence of 
masses svm are close in value to least upper bounds of the 
masses of tianets, stars, globular star clusters, galaxies, and 
clusters of galaxies. Numerical comparisons of maxima are given 
in Table IV. In addition, the set of long-dashed lines are seen to 
be lower bounds, while probably not greatest lower bounds 
nonetheless close to the actual observed minimum values of the 
masses of the respective species of cosmic bodies. _Numerical 
comparisons of minima are also given in Table IV where the 
lower bounds are the upper bounds dirninish~d by 193·9 mp. It 
·can be shown that this value of maximum-minimum mass 
differential may be derived from "v sequences" of maximum 

Table IV. Observed and Calculated Mass Limits 

Mass Globular Galaxy 
Limit Planets Stars Ousters Galaxies Clusters 

MAXIMUM 
_Local Sup.er 

Jupiter WCepheiA M22 M31 Cluster 

Observed 30.279 35.225 40.14 44.8 48.3 

Model 30.338 35.258 40.176 45.096 48.376 

svm 
p v=ll/8 v= 12/8 v= 13/8 v= 14/8 v= 11/6 

MINIMUM 

Mercury RCMaB M5 NGC6822 

Observed 26.509 32.340 37.3 41.9 

Model 26.4 31.4 36.3 41.2 

All masses are given in 1 og 10· (grams), Upper bounds are given by svnz~, 
lower bounds by sv10-3•9m;. 

,?.~ 
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masses and gravitational energies, with the minimum mass being 
the least allowed by the Schwarzschild Limit for a given 
gravitational energy. 

THE COSMIC DIAGRAM 

The good agreement between the observed values for the 
masses and sizes of various species of cosmic bodies and the 
values given by sequences involving simple expressions 
containing fundamental physical constants indicates the 
probable validity of the gross features of the sequences. 
However, systematic errors and incompleteness in the 
observational data and the uncertainties intrinsic in establishing 
observationally least upper bounds and greatest lower bounds 
render it impossible, in the absence of a rigorous physical 
theory, to predict the exact form of the expressions and the 
values of the small factors (such as the 211's, etc.) that should be 
included. We might, as an analogy, think of our discerning 
Kepler's Third Law in the form: periods squared are 
proportional· to orbital diameters cubed without kno>ving the 
imrortant constant of proportionality, G(1vf 1 + M 2 ). 

In the spirit of focusing on the major patterns that ~merge 
from the present body of observations that are not likely to be 
seriously altered · by refinements in observation, or even by 
discovery of new bodies, we represent the gross features of the 
structure in the universe in Figure 3. In this stylized 
representation, the cosmos is mapped on a rectangle · whose 
length is the logarithm of the mass, S1'm , and whose hieght is 
the logarithm of the extension, snq

0
• The masses arid radii of 

various sub-components are related to values of v and fl. The 
hydrogen atom, mass nzp and radius a , is located at the orif:in 

' 0 ~ 

at H with v = 0, 77 = 0. The mass and ra~dius of the universe are 
represented by the values v = 2, T/ = 1 at U. The modular and 
Schwarzschild potential limits are the upper and lower 45° lines 
respectively. The remaining observed bodies in the universe lie 
roughly within the three hatched bands, \Vhose slope is that of 
constant density terminating at the modular limit. The bodies 

'i-
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on the lowest and longest band have· density of the order of one 
g/cm3 and include asteroids, satellites, planets, and stars. This 
band terminates on the modular limit at v = 3/2,ri = 1/2. With 

'little mass overlap of the first sequence, the next sequence of 
bodies (star clusters and ga1axies) begins near v = 3/2 and falls 
along an equi-density band reaching the modular limit at v = 
7/4, 77 = 3/4. Aboye this point the observational uncertainties 

' do not permit a definitive picture. It is not clear whether there 
exist two ( or more) sequences of clusters of galaxies or only 
one. 

A cluster sequence terminating at v = 11/6, 77 = 5/6 together 
with a second sequence of higher order clusters terminating at 
v = 15/8, 77 = 7 /8 (as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2) may fit 
observations better than the single sequence extending to v = 
15/8, 77 = 7 /8 shown in Figure 3. The resolution of this. 
structure as well as whether still higher levels of clustering exist 
must be decided on the basis of future observations. 

From the point of view of hierarchies, the levels occupied by 
cosmic bodies may be described either as modular le~·els (in the 
sense defined earlier), or as levels defined by a density 

v= 0 1/2 

log Mass 
(Mass= svmp) 

Figure 3. Cosmic Diagram 

3/2 7/4 15/8 2 U 
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parameter, or its equivalent frequency parameter. In addition 
the structure may be "sliceq" differently and the cosmic bodies 
may be allotted to distinct levels defined by a mass parameter. 
These levels are broad but on the scale of Figure 2 appear to be 
distinct. 

INTERPRETATIONS 

An intrinsic difficulty in relating empirical results (such as 
those displayed in Figures 2 and 3) to current physical theories 
is that numbers of the magnitude of Sare not contained in any 
classical equations of physics. This difficulty has been 
expounded. by· Dirac (1938), Jordan (1947) and others. 
Eddington (1931) made attempts to derive the fundamental 
dimensionless constants from first principles, not, however, 
with complete success in reproducing the observed values. A 
theoretical understanding of the various observed .relations 
between the different levels of cosmic strncture - atoms, stars, 
galaxies, ... the universe - is thus likely to come only after new 
theories of such concepts as time, degeneracy,· and 
informational content of structure are available. At the present 
stage only some speculatii'e suggestions can be made. 

For example, the existence of two potential limits, the 
Schwarzschild and the· modular, implying that the same 
extension ratio ( th~ Cl'.2 ratio of atomic to nuclear dimensions) 
holds between non-degenerate and collapsed configurations at 
stellar, galactic and cluster levels, -suggests that through a 
generalization of the concept of degeneracy, the theorectical 
validity of equation (1) for all levels might be established. One 
might speculate that configurations at every level possess a 
collapsed or close packed state, and an extended state a-2 times 
larger. An alternate approach may be that the reflection of the 
a2 ratio into higher levels of cosmic-structure is a cosrnogonic 
vestige from a universe in a highly collapsed state. But whatever 
the cause of the modular limit, it must be regarded as an 
important observational feature to be accounted . for by 
cosmological theories. 

.. 
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A second speculative suggestion is that in the sequence of 
powers of S that map observed mass configurations, we are 
encountering a resonance phenomenon. However, the 
fundamental and the O\'ertones are exponentially related instead 
of being related in the manner of Pythagorean harmonics. This 
suggest~ kinship to the logarithmic time derived by Milne 
(:1935) 'fo his kinematic relativity. If we take as the basic 
gravitational frequency, the inverse Schuster period, fo == 

1/2/ 3/2 (Gm ) 2na
0 

, then the overtones are given by 
p -

(3) 

where v == 3/2, 7 /4, 15/8, .... 

Numerically, / 3/2 == f0 , the frequency associated with the 
hydrogen-stellar line of Figure 3, corresponds to a period of 
about two hours; f?14 , the galactic line corresponds to 106 

years; f 15,,8 , the cluster line corresponds to 85 x 109 years; and 
/ 2 corresponds to 1015 years. The cluster value is close to the 
period derived by Sandage for an oscillating universe. Viewed as 
a Hubble time, it corresponds to a value of H == 74.13 
km/sec/mpc, in close agreement with the observed value of H == 

75.3 km/sec/mpc derived from cluster distances (Sandage 
1968). 

If we take this equivalence between the v == 15/8 cluster 
gravitational time and the observed cluster Hubble time, as 
additional corroboration of the valid representation of the 
cosmic diagram, then we infer that the visible sample of the 
universe, the "realm of the galaxies and clusters" is not the v == 

2 universe. The observations at the limits of our telescopes are 
describing the v = 15/8 sub-stmcture and not the universe. 
Characteristic tiraes of the order of 101 0 years are those 
associated with the cluster level sub-structure. The characteristic 
gravitational time of the v == 2 universe, on the other hand, is of 
the order of 101 5 years. The appearance of a time of this 
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magnitude brings to mind the controversy that waged in 
cosmology following the publication of James J cans (1929) 
es ti.mate of the dynamic age of the galaxy at 1013 years. The 
adherents of the "short time-scale," held the age of the universe 
to be but a few eons while those who subscribed to the "long 
time-scale," required an age of the order of 1013 years or 
greater. Since the galaxy could not be older than the universe, 
the issue was settled against Jeans. But if the few eons refers not 
to the universe but to the cluster level sub-structure; there is no 
a priori reason why the galaxy cannot be older than the cluster 
level sub-strncture. 

If the c_osmic diagram suggests some form of resonance as the 
process of morphogenesis, then as sand collects at the nodes on 
a vibrating drum head, matter concentrates at nodes 
corresponding to the set of frequencies S312 -v f0 • This raises 
many physical questions. r.lost importantly, what is Jt that is 
pulsating or vibrating at these frequencies - some substratum, 
matter itself, or what? Analogies to familiar equations suggest. 
that from the cosmic diagram, we have a set of eigen values 
rep·resenting mass levels, energy levels, or frequencies that are 
solutions to some "cosmic wave equation." Perhaps the first 
step toward a physical theory would be to derive such an 
equation. 

' • 1 
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On Super-Organization Among Clusters of 
Galaxies. A. G. WILSON, The Rand Corporation.
The mean redshifts of clusters of galaxies do not 
appear to be distributed randomly. The small sample 
of available mean redshifts is consistent with the 
hypothesis that the clusters are located on a set of 
concentric shells which possess a definite relation 
between successive radii (Wilson, A. G., Proc. Nat. 
Acad. Sci., 52, 1964). If this distribution is real, the 
cosmological principle requires that apparent cluster 
distribution should be on concentric shells for all 
equivalent observers (i.e., observers located in or 
near a cluster). The actual spatial locations of clusters 
must then he at the intersections of the several sets 
of cluster-centered concentric shells. This requires 
structure in the angular distribution of cluster centers 
as seen by equivalent observers. 

The investigation of regular structure in the dis
tribution of clusters may he investigated further by 
combining the angular positions of clusters with the 

mean redshifts to generate additional "quasi-red
shifts" by triangulation. If a linear redshift-distance 
relation and Euclidean space are assumed, the quasi
redshifts may he derived by the ordinary law of 
cosines. If these assumptions are valid and · if the 
spatial distribution of clusters is regular the frequency 
distribution of quasi-redshifts should he a · set of 
discrete peaks or resonances which represent the 
allowable separations between clusters. 

The frequency histograms of the quasi-redshifts 
show a set of peaks distributed among a "noise" 
background. Statistical tests show that over fifteen 
of these resonances are not likely to be random 
fluctuations, ( observed occurrence minus expected 
occurrence>3u). It may he inferred that at least a 
subset of clusters manifests structured distribution. 
The noise may be due to breakdown of the Euclidean 
and linear-redshift approximations, to the coexistence 
of two or more independent organizations, and/or .to 
actual random distributions. 

It is further found that the ratios of the values at 
which some of the resonances occur are 3½, 2, 5½, 
8½, 13½, suggesting the distance ratios which obtain 
for closely packed spheres. 

The unlikelihood of the occurrence of these peaks 
and ratios in distances between clusters distributed in 
a random uniform manner suggests either that some 
form of super-organization exists among the clusters 
or that we are observing the vestiges of a structure 
whose angular and linear ratios have been preserved 
under a uniform and isotropic expansion from a time' 
when the universe was in a highly compact stage. 
The latter hypothesis if physically consistent, would 
he corroborative of an oscillatory or other evolu
tionary model. 

Alternatives to the vestige-hypothesis must account 
for an organization extended over 109 parsecs, the 
value bounding the separations of the clusters in
volved. It is difficult to explain such an extended 
organization without the introduction of physical 
communication processes not at present recognized. 
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Structural Parallels -in N ondegenerate Cosmic 
Bodies. ALBERT G. WILSON, Douglas Advanced Re
search Laboratories.-Schwarzschild's exact solution 
of the Einstein field equations leads to the prediction 
of a bound to the ratio of the gravitational radius 
to the linear radius for all gravitating systems, 
namely, 

It is observed that this ratio for each of four species 
of nondegenerate cosmic body-main sequence stars, 
galaxies, clusters of galaxies, second-order clusters
is bounded and that the bound is closely the same for 
each species: 2GM/c2R~l0-u. (M/R=l023

·
5 g/cm 

or 1039 with respect to the mass and radius of the 
hydrogen atom.) The ratio of the observed bound for 
nondegenerate bodies to the Schwarzschild bound is 
of the order of the ratio of atomic to nuclear dimen
sions. 

Assuming the Schwarzschild bound governs totally 
degenerate matter, the upper limit to observed 
masses of stars may be explained as the result of 
the Schwarzschild limit forbidding a mass of greater 
than about 1034 g for a dense neutron fluid under 
initial conditions similar to those postulated in evo
lutionary cosmological models. 

The 10-4
•3 bound appears to play the limiting role 

for nondegenerate matter. The latter bound limits 
stellar matter under maximum nondegenerate density 

-conditions to masses of about 1034 g, consistent with 
observed main sequence stellar masses. 

A basic question is raised by the existence of the 
10-4•3 bound for aggregates other than stars. Some 
_generalized form of degeneracy for larger aggre
gates may be implied. 

NUMBER 6 /; 1/iil_ 
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A Hierarchal Cosmological Model. ALBERT 
WILSON, Douglas Advanced Research Laboratories.-

. The observation of equal maximum values of gravi
tation~! potential fo~ stci.rs; galaxi~s, and cluster~· 
of galaxies (Wilson, A.G., Astron. J. 71,402, 1966) 
suggests the existence of a universal potential bound 
governing gravitational stability. The assumption 
that systems whose potentials lie in the zone be
tween the observed maximum value and the 

, Schwarzschild limit (10-4 <2GM/c2R<1), are un
stable, whatever their densities or total energies, 
prohibits the stable existence of uniformly distribu
ted matter of indefinite extent. Large masses in 
order to form stable systems must be structured 
hierarchically. 

The existence of banded structures in the dis
tributions of the redshifts of rich clusters of gal'.. 
axies and radio sources (Wilson, A.G., Proceedings 
of the 14th International Astrophysical Symposium, 
Liege, 1966, to be published) indicates the existence 
of one or more possible additional members of a 
hierarchal structure which would be expected as a 
consequence of the assumed universal stability 
bound. Estimates of the potentials of these indi
cated super systems place them within the insta
bility zone, consistent with, and possibly causally 
related 'to, the observed general expansion. 
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF, LMGE REDSRIFTS 

If we focus our attention on the values of redshifts which 

have been obtained from various cosmic objects that lie in 

the range of .015 or greater, we find that the distribution 

values show some rather remarkable clumpings. In fact it 

is readily shown that the distributions of redshifts are 

not random but tend to display bands and gaps. If one makes 

a division of the redshifts into two classes, those obtained 

for radio sources, and those obtained for clusters of the 

galaxies, one finds a rather remarkable relationship 

between the corresponding bands and gaps.which occur in the 

two classes of redshifts, as shown in Figure 1. It is 

well known that at least half the radio sources lie in 

clusters of galaxies, and usually a large central galaxy 

of a cluster is itself a radio source. If we are to 

interpret the distributions shown in Figure 1 strictly on 

the basis that the redshift is a measure of distance in 

accordance with the Hubbell=relationship, then we find 

that there exist gaps in space in which little or no cosmic 

matter exists. These gaps alternate with bands in whic4 

high densities of cosmic matter exist. That this inter- ·~:{.,_,\. :; .' -· 

pretation is likely is substantiated in the case of the" 

cluster distribution of redshifts by the fact- thatjhe · 

richest clusters are found to lie in the center of ''the , < -

bands and the less rich clusters toward the edges. If.thus 

we have a material distribution of this nature, we 

immediately see because of the fact _that radio sources must· 

be distributed cosmically the same way as cluster galaxies, 

that we cannot interpret the redshifts as adhering strictly_ 

to Hubbell's law, for the actual distances to the various 

radio sources and the actual distances to the various 

clusters lie in the same bands. There exists a systematic 

displacement in the redshifts of one species of object with 

respect to another. In other words, part of the redshift 

; :{- , 
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in one or both species must be attributable to other. than a 

Hubbell redshift, Because of the possibility of studying 

the differential effects between the radio sources and the 

clusters, let us assume initially that the cluster redshift 

consist exclusively of a Hubbell redshift; that all other 

aspects, Einstein shift, proper motions, etc., are 

negligible; and let us consider that the excess displacement 

which appears in the redshifts of the radio sources is due 

to some other cause than the basic Hubbell or cosmic redshift. 

Schmidt has shown that the appearance of emission lines 

in galaxies is correlated to the larger masses or smaller 

radii of galaxies. It seems reasonable, therefore, to 

conclude that the excess redshift may be attributable to an 

Einstein shift and that the radio sources displaying emission 

lines are more massive than the cluster galaxies, and having 

the same or smaller radii, are, therefore, likely to display 

an Einstein shift which is proportional to~- If we 

measure the amount of the displacement, assuming that the 
) 

bands correspondingly labeled in Figure 1 are actually at 

the same distances, we find that AZ, the displacement .in 

redshift between the radio sources and the clusters, increases 

as the cluster redshift to the 3/2 power. This AZ may be 

equated to GM where Mis the mass of the radio galaxy 
c 2R 

and R is its radius. This may be solved for Rand we find 

that the radius of the galaxy is changing with time. If the 

Einstein shift of the non-radio galaxies is negligible, we 

find not only that the radio sources are expanding with time 

but that the rate of expansion is decelerating. The 3/2 

law suggests a possible alternative interpretation of the 

excess redshift, namely, that it may be due to a transverse 

Doppler effect and that we are observing a rotating system 

which is rotating in accord with a Keplarian 3/2 law • 
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.J:"- JC/t/On the basis of~sample of11 redshifts»in the Virgo Cluster, 

Holmberg (1) suggested that there exist~ a systematic difference in 
N,"'I? 

the redshifts derived £ran absorption lines andAfrom emission lines. 

A thorough analysis of Holmberg's sample together with additional 

redshifts by A. and G. de Vaucouleurs (2) concluded that the effect was 

not real and that Holmberg's result was due to the capriciousness of a 

small sample. This note reports further evidence of ~imdci systematic 

differences in redshifts based on emission spectra and absorption 

spectra. The redshift samples discussed here - although again smaller 

than desirable - indicate a systematic discrepancy larger than 

attributable to observational errors. 

The mean redshifts of clusters of galaxies are distributed in a 

manner more suggestive of some form of super-clustering than of uniform 

random distribution. Although the sample is small, the bands and gaps in 

the redshift distribution seem to reflect a real phenomenon (3,4). The 

distribution of cluster richness within a band, with the richest clusters 

tending to be centralized (Fig. 1), indicates that the bands are regims 

of high matter density and not just high cluster density. It is, 

therefore, not entirely surprising to observe that the redshifts of 

the radio sources show the same type of banded distribution. When the 

redshifts of clusters (Fig. 2) bands and gaps corresponding to those 

of the cluster distribution are noted. However, the radio source 

bands are systematically displaced to the red. 

If we assume that there do exist large scale departures from 

homogeneity and that there are alternate high and low density regions with 
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sizes of the order of mpc (H = 100 km/sec/mpc), we may expect the 

corresponding bands in Fig. 2 to arise £ran matter - whether in clusters 

of galaxies or in radio sources - in the~ spatial neighborhood. On 

the basis of this assumption the redshifts from radio sources are 

systematically greatar than the redshifts from cluste:s at the same 

distance. Assuming :!di: that the inner and outer band limits are not 

badly delineated by the present samples, the displacements (z -z 
radio cluster) 

of corresponding limits may be determined as a function of zcluster or 

z d .. " The log (displacement) - log (z 1 t ) ±H relation is shown ra io c us er 

in Fig. 3. This relation is well approximated by the expression 

z - z r C 
= 0.5 z 

C 

3/2 

The line C-D in Fig. 2 shows the cluster redshifts as individually 

d;splaced by this relation. The correspondence with radio redshifts 

is remarkably close. 

The correspondence of two samples not subject to the same 

selectivity factors, suggests that the effects of the capriciousness 

of small samplew are sizeably reduced. If fillere exists a Holmberg 

displacement, the reality of the bands is statistically strengthened. 

If the bands are real, there is good evidence for a Holmberg 

displacement. 
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R,OUGR DM.FT 

a. 
There is~ phenomenon which su9gests that there may 

exist differential expansion between galaxies which are 

radio sources and those which are not. rt is observed 

that the distribution of the mean redshifts of clusters 

of galaxies is not random. Rather, they appear to be 

bunched, exhibiting a series of bands and gaps. On the 

basis of random null functions with uniform density and 

density proportional to the distance squared distributions, 
cc/I the observed gaps are highly improbable (1:10- 6). The 

distribution of the redshifts of radio sources shows a 

similar bunching into bands and gaps with an even more 

improbable (1:l0- 81 origin from random fluctuations. 

(Slide 11 

/) f/c1l--,,.f/·-,1Ji4 

l¼!c c,v,,,,r, i I? .I, 
/,,,_ C !v<Iff-<-o 

J-J II 7,.-v,lJ1r. 
f),q ijj}•t,.,✓,bo-, 

There is no obvious selectivity factor operating in the 

choice of either clusters or radio sources which were in 

the observed samples which could account for these band~gap 

distributions. Furthermore, the fact that the clusters 

whose mean redshifts lie in the center portions of the bands 

are the richer clusters, su9gests that we are probably 

looking at an actual band-gap distribution in cosmic matter • 
. ' 

That is to say that the radiating matter in our part of the 

universe seems to be distributed in a series of shells or 

density waves. 

If we assume the reality of these shells or waves delineating 

the distributions of matter and assume further that galaxies -

whether radio sources or not - are similarly distributed, 

there appears to be a systematic displacement of the observed 

band patterns in the redshifts of the radio sources with 

respect to the band patterns in the mean redshifts of the 

clusters. If, as Dr. Arp has demonstrated, the radio sources 

are expanding, then there is an immediate explanation for 

this displacement bringing all the bands into a remarkable 
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coincidence, and presenting strong confirmatory evidence _ 

for the hypothesis of the existence of a band.-gap or density 

wave distribution in cosmic matter. (Or conversely, if we 

assume the density wave hypothesis as explaining the 

observed band-gap distributions in the redshifts, we have 

corraborative evidence for the differential expansion of 

the radio sources.I 

Observed redshifts may contain three components: (1) a cosmic 

or Hubble component representing the general expansion, 

(2} a doppler component representing the local peculiar 

motion, and (31 an Einstein shift. 

Neglecting the second component as being relatively small 

and likely to be similar for radio and non-radio galaxies, 

we may attribute the observed band pattern displacements 

in the total redshifts to a difference in the Einstein 

shifts of the two species of galaxies • 

Assuming corresponding band centers and edges to have 

identical Hubble shifts (a .factor arising from the limited 

size of the sample causes some uncertainties in the values 

of the band edges), for each of these abscisses, 

Z radio - Z cluster= AZ= the Einstein shift. 

These displacements are found to vary in a systematic mono

tone fashion increasing with the Hubble shift. (Slide 2) 

z If ::: °l:/f H f z~~-

ic ::, "5 f icp -cH 

~k - 2-c A.t. -:::. = 2::1'/£ - 2:c 1,.~ 
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But Zc ~ (distancel. H/C ~ To - T 

where Tis the epoch at which the light left the source and 

To is the present epoch - i.e, the larger Zc, the younger y . 
the object observed. 

Also 

If there is no mass change and no change in the values 

of the fundamental physical constants, G and c, then since 

6Z in decreasing with age, R must be increasing with age. 

It will be recalled that Holmberg pointed out a systematic 

difference between the redshifts based on omission lines 

and those based on absorption lines for galaxies in the 

Virgo cluster, the emission objects being greater. This 

was explained by deVarcouleurs on the basis of the two 

Virgo clusters. The spiral (emission) cluster being 

further that the elliptical. Since luminosity criteria 

cannot be invoked to give independent estimates of the 

relative distances (there is no way of calibrating mean 

magnitudes of ellipticals except by assuming one Virgo cluster). 
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- against which the redshift of the radio source could be checked 

for a displacement. Baum [ J ] has estimated a mean redshift 

for the cluster containing 3C295 from photometric measures of 

several galaxies in the cluster (not including the radio source). 

He finds z = 0.44 as against z = 0.461 for 3C295 measured 

spectroscopically. The displacement of 0.02 is consistent with 

the hypothesis but quantitative verification must await 

spectral redshifts. 

Because cluster galaxy expansion is unknown, it is not 

possible to assign an absolute rate to the radio source 

expansion. If the cluster redshifts be taken as entirely cosmic 

in origin, then on the basis of the observed three-halves 

- relation where the constant is approximately 1/1.8, it is 

deduced that in the redshift range 0. 05, to • 2, 

" 
:: = 2.2 (::) 2/3 H 

where Rs is the gravitational radius of the radio source and H 

is Hubble's parameter. 

The expansion,of course, reduces the electron density and the 

radio power of the source. This is consistent with the 

explanation of the observed increases in number of radio sources 

to limiting flux densities as being due to a secular power decrease 

- with time rather than a change in the number of sources per unit 

volume. 



POSSIBLE REDSHIFT DISPLACEMENTS 

CLUSTER-RADIO SOURCE REDSHIFT DISPLACEMENTS 

1. CLUSTER DATA. Table 1. Fig. 1 distribution 

2. 

3. 

A 1020 Fig. 2. Cluster richness on couri: s 

Baum's 3 measures 

RADIO SOURCE DATA Table 2. Fig. 3 distribution+ LEQUEUX'S Mpg's 

(1+2) 2-1 TABLES, 
(1+"2)2+1 

Case for Bands - check 3 dimensional distributions 

9 

4. Statistics from random distributions Fig. 4. 
r 

Distributions with~ 

5. 

contraction. 1
2 

contraction for HRXXRX uniform density 
y A./-<J TABLE 3 

The displacement relation Fig. 5, log.i)z fl.log zcl etc. 

3/2 ~ 
.l:lZ = 0.5 zcl , errors, nearbyfmixed systems 

Fig. 6 cl and RS together with 

cl corrected by dis placement 

·equation. 

6. Possible Interpretations 

1. Holmberg Effect 

Em. vs. Abs., absorption blends 

2. Einstein Shift 

Instability (McVittie) 

Fit with astrophysical data 

Zwicky's masses 

Expansion cf. radii (angular1 merge with QuasaKs 

3. Cross dopp ler, radio sources are "high velocity" objects 

radio and cluster relative rotation. 

4. Heirarchized Mach Principle, displacement due to RS+ cl 

different ( , different H, different q. 

y 
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5. Equipartition 

6. Time Dilation (see G. C. Chiu p. 9). 
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The 'A-E II Effect 

A systematic displacement of bands in the redshift distribution of 

radio sources with respect to the bands in the distribution of cluster 

redshifts is observed. Since, in general, the radio redshifts are 

derived from emission lines while the cluster redshifts are derived 

from absorption lines, the question arises whether this might not be 

11ahsorotion . . 11 ff some DXEIX~XXER vs emission e ect. 

Several possibilities may account for this A-E effect. 

1. Absorption bleds vs emission sharpness. 

The blends would be systematically altered by the redshift. 

2. A different Hubble parameter for :tadio objects than 

3. 

clusters. 

A nffxmc different q , acceleration parameter for 
0 

clusters and radio source. 

4. An Einstein shift 

5. Equipartition 

The A-E effect does not seem to be in evidence in the nearest portions 

of space. (Like the redshift being inoperative within the Local Group.) 

For values of 2~ , there seems to be no systematic A-E displacement. 

(This is approximately the region of \Jz law). 
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On Super-Organization Among Clusters of 
Galaxies. A. G. WILSON, The Rand Corporation.
The mean redshifts of clusters of galaxies do not 
appear to be distributed randomly. The small sample 
of available mean redshifts is consistent with the 
hypothesis that the clusters are located on a set of 
concentric shells which possess a definite relation 
between successive radii (Wilson, A. G., Proc. Nat. 
Acad. Sci., 52, 1964). If this distribution is real, the 
cosmological principle requires that apparent cluster 
distribution should be on concentric shells for all 
equivalent observers (i.e., observers located in or 
near a cluster). The actual spatial locations of clusters 
must then be at the intersections of the several sets 
of cluster-centered concentric shells. This requires 
structure in the angular distribution of cluster centers 
as seen by equivalent observers. 

The investigation of regular structure in the dis
tribution of clusters may be investigated further by 
combining the angular positions of clusters with the 

mean redshifts to generate additional "quasi-red
shifts" by triangulation. If a linear redshift-distance 
relation and Euclidean space are assumed, the quasi
redshifts may be derived by the ordinary law of 
cosines. If these assumptions are valid and if the 
spatial distribution of clusters is regular the frequency 
distribution of quasi-redshifts should be a ·set of 
discrete peaks or resonances which represent the 
allowable separations between clusters. 

The frequency histograms of the quasi-redshifts 
show a set of peaks distributed among a "noise" 
background. Statistical tests show that over fifteen 
of these resonances are not likely to be random 
fluctuations, ( observed occurrence minus expected 
occurrence>3u). It may be inferred that at least a 
subset of clusters manifests structured distribution. 
The noise may be due to breakdown of the Euclidean 
and linear-redshift approximations, to the coexistence 
of two or more independent organizations, and/or to 

. actual random distributions. 
It is further found that the ratios of the values at 

which some of the resonances occur are 3½, 2, St, 
81, 13½, suggesting the distance ratios which obtain 
for closely packed spheres. 

The unlikelihood of the occurrence of these peaks 
and ratios in distances between clusters distributed in 
a random uniform manner suggests either that some 
form of super-organization exists among the clusters 
or that we are observing the vestiges of a structure 
whose angular and linear ratios have been preserved 
under a uniform and isotropic expansion from a time' 
when the universe was in a highly compact stage. 
The latter hypothesis if physically consistent, would 
be corroborative of an oscillatory or other evolu
tionary model. 

Alternatives to,the vestige-hypothesis must account 
for an organization extended over 109 parsecs, the 
value bounding the separations of the clusters in
volved. It is difficult to explain such an extended 
organization without the introduction of physical 
communication processes not at present recognized. 
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ON SUPER-ORGANIZATIONS AMONG CLUSTERS.OF GALAXIES 

A. G. Wilson 

The mean redshifts of clusters of galaxies do not appear to be 

distributed randomly, but rather show a tendency to be distributed in 

accordance with functionally related discrete values (Wilson, A.G., 

Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. Vol. 52, 847, 1964). This may be interpreted as 

implying that clusters are located on a set of shells which possess a 

definite relation between successive radii. The cosmological principle 
. 

requi~es that all equivalent observers (observers located at clusters) 

· should view the clusters as ·similarly distributed. - (For present purposes 

we may b.e associated with the Virgo Cluster.) Structured radial. distribution 
' i 

of clusters observed by equivalent observers requires structured angular 
\ l 

distrib_ution of clusters observed by the equivalent observers. Hence 

if the regularity in radial distribution of clusters is real, angular 

· structure in the distribution of clusters should also be in evidence. 

The large numbers of clusters observed in all unobscured directions 

in the sky renders statistically meaningless any patterns selected 

ah initio on the basis of angular distribution criteria,. This di££ iculty 

may be avoided by invoking an independent selectivity factor. A study was 

made of the clus t~rs in Abell' s catalogue (Abell, G. 0., Ap. J. Suppl. 3, 

No. 31, 1958) selected on the basis of membership in the richest classes 

(4 and 5). Though widely separated, these clusters have angular positions 

consistent with structured rather than random distribution (the details 

to be published elsewhere). In addition, the same distribution properties 

observed for the richest clusters obtain in the subset of the rich nearby 

clusters. These non-random angular distribution patterns. lend confirmation 
. . . ol ..f0"19tq sori ol J'l,f/>&i- or;,,_4,,,t}~f..itrtt 

to the hypothesis of the existence~of which the clusters of galaxies are 

members. 
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In view of the same difficulties which arise in explaining super 

or second order clusters as dynamic systems (Zwicky, F. Pub. Ast. Soc. Pac. 

-· 69, 518, 1957), it is co!llpletely unsupportable to postulate the existence 

of a dynamic system with a diameter of the order of 109 parsecs, the 

value consistent with the distances and angular separation of the clusters 
;f. , 

involved. Consequently~the apparent super-organizations to which these 
arc.r«t f; 

clusters belongA must or ginate through physical communication processes 

other than those presently recqgnize~ • 
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0b-ser vatlouaJ f:•i:lef.lee f~ the Possible Existence of11 Super-Organization 

AmongvClusters of Galaxies 
R,r;/, 

The discretization relation observed in the mean redshifts of 
./J'na~ 4 ;',,,, ft.r/:Jrt /ld &f.r c/i,,e,. fo 

clusters of galaxies (Wilson, l).su@~eses the existence of structure 
/) 

in the radial distribution of the clusters. If structure in the radial 

distribution of clusters exists for one observer, the cosmological 

principle requires that it exist for all equivalent observers. From 

the existence of radial structure observable by a set of observers, there 
o?Jt-rv-1ilr 

follows the existence of Qase:r:uaale angular structureiifor members of the 

set. It may thus be concluded that if the redshift discretization relation 

is real, structure in the angular distribution of clusters should also be 

observable. While it is not possible to predict the exact form of such 

angular structure from the redshift discretization relation, the presence 

or absence of angular structure may be taken as a supplementary test for 

the reality of redshift discretization, which at present is based on too 

small a sample for large statistical confidence. If both radial and 

angular structure in the distribution of clusters is found to exist this 
in turn 111• 1

,'- lfj/" 
would/~ the existence of a super-organization or configuration governing 

cluster space-time distribution. 

The question of the existence of super-organizations among clusters 

of galaxies has been an open one for several years. Controversy has 
l"i'o titr f A a-; 0"'1. ,n,Ort f?'hJ-r,,/ c~ 

focused on the existence of second order clusters es special eases of 

super-organizations. Although there is considerable evidence to support 

apparent j super clusterhiJAbell 2, de Vaucouleurs, 3~ Zwicky (4) has 

objected to the reality of such super-clusters as physical systems because 

,m~be. 
the expected velocity dispersion among the Sklmaer clusters of a super 

cluster based on estimated masses and scales is much greater than is observed. 

c.ew, 
Zwicky concludes that super clusters as physical systems~ not exist. 
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lllri.ng the pr~ce era prior to October 4, 1957, an era which some 

of you present can probably vaguely recall, the activity of space enthusi

asts had to be spent about half on research and half on sa.J.esmanship o These 

demi-researcher-demi-prom.oter types voul.d like to ask themselves the ques

tions -we plan to discuss today: What do we want to learn in space and. what 

is the best way to find out. But after realizing the futility of this 

approach they would end up by a.sr...ing the really important question: What 

can we sell on space. In this connection the space promoters rivaled 

Me.dison Avenue in their contributions to the science of motivation research. 

Almost every type of probable and improbable gimmick was used as a lure to 

cast before the military and civilian fund dispensers in order to make a 

se.le. Gimmicks included even such things as the f ounta.in-of--youth packaged 

in a relativistic paradox and giant satellite mirrors f'or incinerating 

cities. (This latter was the space version of Madison Avenue's selling 

the sizzle instead of the steak.) 

But With the sudden and overwhelming success of the oldest and best 

sell, viz., keeping-up-with-the-Joneses, which followed October 4, the pm

poses and cross-purposes of space fiight became very confused in the minds 

of marzy- people o Mu.ch of this was undoubtedly the result of some of these 

earlier sal.es programs; and it soon became apparent to many that vhat must 

be undertaken was a. job of unselling on certain ideas; the type which were 

harmless so long as their execution was i.I:Ipossible, but very questionable 

if actually realizable. What was needed was a responsible, ca.ref'ully 

planned, well-coordinated, and of necessity international, program for 

space exploration. And now, first steps are being taken in this direction • 

For example, the action ta.ken recent1y by the National Academ.y of Sciences 
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and the International Council of Scientific Unions in calling an interna

tional meeting, including the Russians, a.t The Hague, which resulted in the 

appointm1mt of Professor M. Florld.n of Liege as chairman of a. committee to 

review the problem of the cootam1oation of celestial bodies, a problem 

whose importance is only now beginning to be genera.1.J.y recognized. 

It seemed appropriate to the present meeting that before discussing 

specific experiments and instrumentation for a scientific exploration of 

the moon that a few remarks be interjected concerning this problem of 

arriving at a unified scientifically responsible program, or syntax, for 

space exploration. 

The first decision which must be made in defining a coordinated tot.al. 

space program concerns the relative role to be assigned to the rival 

motivations behind apace exploration. Same of these contesting motivations 

are left over from. the sale-of-space program, and some a.rise from. the basic 

drives and interests of various gro~s; and all now compete for the position 

of cha.r'ti.ng the course in the exploration of' space. 

First, there are the motives arising from competition. Whenever in

dividuals, corporations, or governments undertake to extend their domains 

of operation and influence, they are primarily motivated by objectives 

designed to affect their status within the structure of human relationships, 

competing for power, prestige, or veal.th. In the light of past experience, 

it is certainly open to question whether any organization can successfully 

direct so vast an undertaking as the exploration of space vhen guided 

primarily by intre.-human-a.ffair criteria such as political. or military. 

For regardless of what poJ.itical and military advantages are apparently to 

be gained, these stand rapidly to become obsolete when considered against 
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the background of the revolution in know·ledge and perspective which will 

follow the successful penetration of space; and. the space program will find 

itself tied to goals which a.re no longer val.id. 

Secondly, the old standby, the profit motive. An example of the profit 

motive in action in exploration is the case of a recent discovery in southern 

Arizona of a sm.a.11 crater about 20 meters in diameter believed to be of 

meteoritic origin~ Experts were ca.lled in and plans laid for a thorough 

scientific exploration of the crater, measurements of size, depth, shape, 

mineralogical surveys, probing., sampling.!!!~, etc.. Everything possible 

was · to be learned a.bout· this most interesting little crater. But bef'ore 

the scientists could return and begin their system.a.tic st~., some fellow u"ho 

had heard that meteorites had a good saJ.e price took a bullclozer and complet~ 

obliterated the crater searching for specimens • 

Thirdly, there are motivations a.rising merely from capability. A boy 

With a. sling shot is motivated to break Vindws just because he has the means 

for doing it. This motivation has often played a role in exploration also. 

In the Southwest there a.re num..orous a.rcheological sites which, even though 

protected by the Antiquities Law, have been despoiled by pot hunters and 

much invaluable scientific data. lost because irresponsible explorers 

happened to have spades and found an interesting place to dig. 

F:fnaJJy, there are the motivations arising from man's aspirations for 

growth., his spirit of adventure, and his innate curiosity concerning the 

universe. It is here that the scientific objectives of space flight find 

their first cause. 

Each of these contending motivations has its spokesmen, and the deci

sion of vhether to be guided by political, militarJ, scientific, or what 
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have you considerations is now being worked out. It is probably the belief 

of all scientists and a great majority of non-scientists that scientific 

considerations should play the daminan+, role in guiding the space effort. 

But tlv=>-re is a curious thing. To spend effort msJs:ing a case for placing 

scientific considerations in the oornina:ot role in space exploration seems 

on the one hand to be entirely tautological - everybody believes in science 

just as everybody believes in Mother - save your breath, it is not necessary 

to sell science e:ay more. But on the other band in the grov.i.ng space jungle 

of interservice rivalry, ARPA, NASA, private industry, etc., to say nothing 

of the Russians, to preach giving the pursuit of knowledge first -weight in 

the face of what are termed more urgent and realistic considerations, is 

to be guilty of the most naive idealism. This sort of contradiction is not 

easy to explain. It reflects an irrational facet of human nature, a. facet 

which has been With us a long time. We may aJ.l earnestly desire to bring 

about certain ends, then when they fail to materialize, ve look about and 

wonder who bas vrorked to defeat them - and discover ourselves. But be it 

tautology, naivete', or tautological na.i vete', the stakes in space Will be 

high, and science will have to formulate its own plans for space explora

tion and vill have to continue to sell them. 

So, let us look at science's in-house problem. Here the importance 

of scientific values is postulated unequivocally, but there is still the 

problem of establishiDg aOJ:OO method of handling the conflicts vhich will 

arise from competing experimental projects, and to seek hov to avoid the 

despoiling of one type of' scientific data while searching for another. It 

becaznes necessary to define a unified responsible approach to experimenta

tion in space, enumerate the significant criteria, and decide vhich criteria 
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are to take precedence in arriving at decisions with regard to purely 

scientific objectives. 

Ideally, it woulcl be desirable to have a general exploratory strategy 

from which the plans for exploring any specific unknmm environment, such 

as a new planet, could be derived. Such a strategy or syntax would allow 

for a.11 foreseen contingencies, miniro17.e errors, and be the plan most 

aila.ptable for overcoming and exploiting unforeseen contingencies - in other 

words, it would consist of the pre-application of complete hindsight. This 

order fore. definitive syntax of exploration of course will be capable of 

formulation only from the experience of exploration of large numbers of 

diverse type of celestial bodies; but nonetheless because of the existence 

of conflicting requirements todey, we a.re ca.ll.ed on here and now to f Ormu.-' 

late a preJimin,ary syntax based on an experience in exploration limited to 

a series of fragmentary exploratory efforts on a single planet. we can only 

hope that principles drmm :from this limited experience will help to lead 

to the criteria needed for the making o:f decisions in space exploration. 

The general pattern ·which seems most often to have governed the ex

ploration of, and the extension of human influence into, a new region can 

be outlined as follows: 

l. The assembling of a.11 pre-knm1ledge available concerning the 

region to be explored, which can be obtained by indirect methods. In the 

case of space, this pre-knmrledge comes n:.ostly from the researches of the 

astronomer and the astrophysicist. 

2. After the assembling of the pre-knowledge, extensions of what is 

known must be made for specif'ic exploration purposes. For example, the 

astronomer has not been concerned with landing a space ship on the Moon 
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and has not made all of the observations or performed any of the simulation 

experiments which would be useful. for this purpose. This is an operation 

which is only nov being proposed or conducted by non-astronomical research 

organizations. 

3. From the available pre-knowledge and its augmentation follows the 

design and constructlon of the prel:lm:lnary exploratory equipment to be used 

in direct exploration. This includes the designs of experiments to obtain 

the knowledge required for more sophisticated exploratory equipment and 

subsequent experiments. 

4. The eve.J.uation of the new know·led.ge acquired from the prelirn::lnary 

probes and the revision and modification of both hardware and plans for 

experiments on the basis of the nm, data. 

5. The iterative repetition of Step 4, each repetition leacUng to an 

extension of knowledge, refinement of data, and the construction of new 

deVices for promulgation of human influence and control over the alien 

environment. 

These five steps a.re basic and automatic for e:tI:,/' approach depending 

on successive approximations. And for a long time successive approxima:

tions in ha.rdw.re and experimentation will be the only method available 

for exploration. Hence, it is found that criteria derived from scientific 

·considerations a.re inextricably interlocked With criteria decreed by state-

of-a.rt. 

Because of this interlocked aspect it is one of the first problems of 

a syntax. to decide the relative roles of scientific criteria and feasibility 

criteria. It would be easy to permit stat&-0f'-art criteria to determine 

the entire manner in which space expl.oration u:n:f'olds and not bother about 
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determining the proper sequence of events which would be dictated by sci

entific considerations.. For example, hit the moon with an H-bomb because 

the state-of-art permits it, rega.rd1ess of whether there is any reasoned 

scientific justification for it e But this irresponsible ha.~

dig philosophy of exploration has al.ready proven ruinous to science on 

many occasions and it is an attitude to be on guard against. 

It is clear that the freedom afforded by a very advanced state-of-a.rt 

would allow close adherence to a syntax of completely independent scientific 

criteria. But in the present case where state-of-art and scientific exp].OJ:

e.tion are proceeding more or less hand in hand, the latitude of departure 

from purely state-of-art criteria is limited. However, this does not vitiate 

the vaJ.ue of having a scientific syntax. For within the constraints de

creed by state-of-a.rt at a:r:,;y- given time, there is always the freedom to do 

or not to do a given experiment and there is the freed.om to do it now or 

wait until later. It is these freedoms which make meaningful the formula

tion of a syntax independent of feasibility considerations. 

Further., pJano1ng is never constrained by feasibility. If it were, 

progress would halt. Plenn1ng permits extrapolation in state-of-art inputs, 

with the assumption of items not definitively known but reasonably antici

pated. Only execution must be totally bounded by the state-of-a.rt con

straints. Hence, for the guide.nee of pJann1ng an independent scientific 

syntax must also be derived. 

This question of scientific versus feasibility criteria. is pointed out 

trenchantly in a. lunar experiment proposed by Lederberg and Cowie. (l) I 

quote from their article in the June 27, 1958, issue of Science • 

Moon dust 1s cosmic material captured by the moon's gravitational 
field and presumably left '\llldiaturbed by atmospheric and biol.ogical 
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alteration. It should therefore contain a continuing record of cosmic 
history as informative With respect to the biochemical origins of life 
as the fossil-bearing sediments of the earth's crust have been 1n the 
study of its later evolution. (Ref. 1, p.1473) 

Since the seru:U ng of rockets to crash on the Moon's surface is 
within the grasp of present technique, vhile the retrieval of samples 
is not, we are in the awkward situation of being able to spoil certain 
possibilities for scientific investigation for a considerable interval 
before we can constructively realize them. (Ref. 1, p.1473) 

At the present pace of missile development 'W'e urgently need to 
give some thouglt to the conservative measures needed to protect future 
scientific objectives on the moon and the planets. (Ref. 1, p.1474) 

Here the space planners are faced nth e. difficuJ.t decision, which ma:y 

not prove to be critical in the case of the moon, but which illustrates a 

be.sic problem which ma:y frequently came up in the exploration of space. 

Whether to perform experiments A and Bas soon as is feasible and risk per-
' 

haps destroying the chance of ever performing experiments C and D, or post

pone A and B until state-of-art vill allow C and D to be successfully 

studied. On wha.t basis should this decision be ma.de? 

Another factor on which the relationship between the scientific and 

feasibility criteria depends is whether the evolving state-of-art is de

termined directly by the scientific requirements or by some other require

ments. For best scientific results hard,rare should be developed explicitly 

fran the research requirements, rather than experiments being tailored to 

a. ha.rd.ware vhich evolves primarily a.ccording to extra-scientific considerations. 

By nov it should be apparent why a syntax is needed, lrby criteria must 

be decided upon and weighted, and what som~ of the basic difficulties in 

decision m<"lking will be. As one proceeds into the formulation of a syntax, 

the following questions will have to be analyzed: 

o What do we wish to find out? 

o What are the possible experiments for finding these things out? 

o What is the best place to perform the experiments? 
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o What is the best time to perform the experiment with regard to the 

present and anticipated state-of-art? 

o What is the bearing of the information received from the experiment 

on future experiments and on the subsequent development of the state-of-art? 

What we Wish .to find out, what experiments we wish to perform, and 

vbat questions we wish to ask are, of course, a function of what we now 

know. Certainly vein 1958 can ask better questions about what to find 

out about the moon than Pythagoras or .Archimedes could, had they been given 

the opportunity for space exploration. Nonetheless we a.re uncomfortably 

aware that we still may not be asking the rig.ht questions and that our plans 

for experimentation TNJ:Y' result in unfort,ma.te and unplanned consequences 

such a.s the premature contamination mentioned by Lederberg. This demands 

fl.exib'ility in the syntax • 

In addition to setting up a systematic approach to the acquisition of 

new facts, the syntax of space exploration should seek the detection of 

presently unknown para.meters. This must be mentioned because instrumenta

tion designed to measure ma.gnitudes of known para.meters is not likely to 

detect new parameters. Let us take a very simple-minded example of this. 

Suppose we are familiar With all the properties of tl:e circle but a.re not 

familiar Vith the third dimension and With bodies of circular cross-section 

like cones and cylinders. We a.re about to make our first excursion from 

the plane of the blackboard into three-dimensional space and a.re designing 

instruments to measure the ra.dii of circles we have long observed in the 

pl.ane of another blackboard. Bl.It in leaving the plane, for the first time 

the conical or cylindric natures of our circles are exposed to detection. 

Will our radius measuring devices discover these new attributes? 

So in addition to instrumentation for measuring familiar aspects of 
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phenomena., it is necessary to lay the groundvork for the search for new 

parameters whose detection .Inav" be possible for the first time because of 

being in space. Thus, research on how man thinks and how he develops aware

ness of hitherto unknown attributes by noting new differences and new sim

ilarities, also constitutes a basic part of the exploration of space and 

ohould find same place in the syntax. 

Many possible criteria and other aspects of a scientific space syntax 

have undoubtedly occurred to each of you, and at some future date it is 

hoped this group mey- Wish to formulate a syntax for space exploration. 

But before closing this prologue, I would like to point out two other types 

of mistakes which have been ma.de in past expl.ora.tions. 

In an article in the May 31, 1958, issue of The Saturde.,y Reviev(2 ) 

forty of history's most villainous characters were singled out for an all

earth, all-time Rogues' Gallery. The selections ranged from Herod to Himmler. 

But it was of special interest that in this list of forty who contributed 

so much to human suffering, it was seen fit to 1.ricJ.ude a man whose name is 

unknown but who is nonetheless responsibl.e for one of the major crimes of 

history: The unknm.'ll sailor of Columbus' crew who infected Europe 'With 

syphilis from. the New Worl.d. To his case may be added the atrocity of 

Bishop Land.a. vbo burned the Ma;yan Codices in an arrogant attempt to eradi

cate the cultural contributions of a less advanced civilization. 

It is not clear at the present time when, where, or if space explora

W'ill find analogous opportunities to repeat these blunders. But it is 

hoped that man v1l.l have accumulated enough wisdom when these opportunities 

co.me that space explorers will add no new names to the list of all-time 

villains • 
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Present. astronomical knowledge regarding the solar 
system is reviewed with emphasis on facts which may 
be of importance to the astronaut. The baaic 
difference between space environment e.nd ter.reatrial. 
environment are set forth, and the materiel content 
ot space ·which might otter a collision threat to a 
space vehicle is discussed. 
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Those vho first venture into space vill, unlike earlier navigators 

pushing across unexplored secs, find that much of' the region to be traversed 

bas already been charted and something of the.character of 'both space iteelf 

and potentis.J. destinations ,in space is lmoml. But there is al\/Wfl the 

difference between indirect knowledge and. first-hsnd. experience, the diff

erence between reading about how to fly an airplane and act~ pilot~ 

one, and this difference undoubte~ vill shov up trenchantly on the first 

flights into apace. Hovever 1 t is useful. to review brief~ ao:ina o£ ~

present aatronom.ical. knovledge concerning the solar eyatem vith emphrulio en 

facto which~ be of importance to the nstrooout. 

Before entering into deacriptive details, a fev ~ortmlt b:uiic diffor

enceo bet,raen space environment and terrestrial enviroxcent ahould be men

tioned and kept in mind in our discuasions of apace. Firat, the configurc.

tiona of bodies in apace are never staticJ relative diatancca a.re c.l~--cyo 

chs.nging. Second, the description of the solar system in terms of diotancco 

alone, iD inadequate. The astronaut must think also in tel:'IlSl of all the 

orbital ele~nnta: the cccantricitiea, tba inclinationo, the nod.ea, the 
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epochs, o.nd the perihelions as well as the semi-major axes. 

The third general. difference ie the relation between energy expended 

and distance traversed. In space thio ~ill be c~'1'lpletely unlike anything 

in terrestrial. experience. The laws of motion and encrGY a.re the subject 

of one of the lectures in this series. 

Fourth is the matter of the scale of space. It is always most difficUlt 

to visualize the tremendous distances involved. The Moon, which is the 

closest sizable body, is over 30 earth diameters distant, while the sun 

is 12,000 earth diameters away. One of the most. convenient methods for 

expressing the scal.e of space is by the time required for light to move 

from place to place. Light traveling with a velocity of 186,000 miles per 

second can circle the earth about seven times in one second. It traverses 

eartlrmoon space in 1.3 seconds; goes to the sun in 499 seconds (or 8.3 

minutes); and goes from the sun to Venus in 6 minutes, to Mars in 12-1/2 

minutes, to Jupiter in 43 mim....-tes, and to Pluto in 5-1/2 hours - and, leaving 

the solar system, to the nearest star in +lt.25 years. 

A fifth difference which the astronaut roust bear in nli.nd is that space 

travel will be performed in vehicles which a.re intermediate in size bet'i,-een 

the sIM.11 particles L'1 free space and the massive planets • While the motions 

of the latter a.re influenced only by gravitationnl forces (New-tonian and 

relativistic), the srna.ll :particles are, in addition, subject to magnetic, 

electrical, a..'1d radiation forces~ It is to be expected that future spa.ce 

ships will, as intermediate-sized bodies, e:x'})erier.ce to sane extent the 

effects of a.l.l of these forces. 

One of the oost iI:::porto.nt aspects of the spGcc enviro1~1ent deals with 

tho l!l.:\teriul content of space. /:, disci.:ssior, of the pro-pertics t:'-'ld behavior 
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of the s!!lalleat particles, atomic particleo, free electrons, nuclei, end 

molecules will be the subject of a later lecture. Let us first consider 

somewhat larger bodies, ones in the ra.ne;e from cos~c dust t9 ch\Jl:lks of 

rock (i.e., sny 20 microns to a f~w meters) commonly cO.:Ued meteoroids, 

These bodies are sufficiently numerous and of such size that encounters 

and collisions with a apace vehicle become probable. 

The definitive e.nswer to the question of the likelihood that a space 

ship, satellite, or missile, or arzy body on trajectory outside the earth's 

atmosphere, will encounter a meteroid must await data actua.J..l,1 obtained in 

space. The best answers that ce.n be given tod~ are derived from optical 

or radio observations of meteors made from the earth's surface, 

But at this point a digression is needed to introduce an important 

unit of measure vi th which the astronaut should be acquainted: the o.i.rbrono:ner' e 

measure of the brightness of heavenly bodies by means of stellar magnitudoa. 

If t 1 and t 2 are the brightnesses, luminosities, or luminous energy 

radiated per unit time of two bodies, then the corresponding magnitudes ·x;_ 

and~ a.re defined by the relation o.4(~ - n1i> a loe;10 (L1/L2 ). Magnitude 

measure is thus a. logarithmic measure of brightness ratio, A differa:ca of 
. ~ 

one magnitude is equivalent to a brightness or luminosity ratio of .f100·= 

2.512; a. difference of 5 ma.gnitudea is equivalent to a ra.tio of 100 in bright

ness. Using this scaJ.e, the brightest stars in the sky have apparent 

brightnesses measured in mae;nitud.es of about O or -1. The fc.intest ota.ro 

which ce.n be seen by the naked eye are about +6. The North Star is +2, 

Venus -4.3, the full moon -13, the sun -26. The faintest star detectable 

in the 200-inch telescope ha.s a magnitude near +23 or about 10-8 aa bright 

a.a tho North Star. 
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Fiv.ire 2-1, based upon the observational and theoretical results of 

the Harvard Meteor Program, gives the m~ss and size of meteoric particles 

as functions of the visual ma,enitude. Figure 2-2 gives the number of such 

meteroids striking the earth per day, and the number striking a }-1n.eter 

sphere in the neighborhood of the earth per day. This last number is de

rived from relative sizes of the earth and sphere wlth the introduction of 

an earth shadow factor of one-haJ.f. 

It is estimated by Whipple that a meteroid of magnitude 17, moving 

with a velocity of 18 km/sec, of which about tvo per day will strike a 

3-meter sphere, will penetrate an aluminum skin of 0.01 .cm, whereas a 

meteoroid of mo.gnitude 5, one of which will strike the sphere every hundred 

years, would penet.rate 4.5 cm of aluminum. .A critical size would be one 

which penetrates 0.5_ cm of aluminum. One this size will hit the sphere a.bout 

every 50 days. 

But the probability of striking meteroids depends upon where the ve

hicle is in space. Figure 2-2 applies to the immediate neighborhood or the 

earth. What about meteroid distribution at greater distances? Here good 

data are lacking. What is known, however, is that (a) the snm;lJ.est dust 

particles (micrcmeteoroids) a.re concentrated in the ecliptic or plane of 

the earth's orbit, and (b) most meteoritic :material is cometary refuse and 

is consequently largely distributed along the orbits of cOJ:'~ts. 

Let us first review sc:ne of the evidence for the ecliptic concentration 

of cosmic dust. After evening twilight, especially near the 21st of March 

in northern latitudes, a faint tapered band of light can be ·seen extending 

up from the ho:-izon centered along the ecliptic. This band of' light, 'Which 

can be photoelectrically traced through the cowplete night slcy, is called 
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the zodiac!ll light. Spectroocopic obuervH.tions of this light shmt o. eon-

tinuous spectrum like that of acatterec1 sunlight. The color of the zodiacal 

lieht is nearly the same ns that of the sun but shown o.1)11roximately 20 per 

cent pola.rization. These observational fo.cts sucgest that the zodiacal 

light is ca.u.secl for the rr.ont part by sunlight scattered from oma.11 dU5t 

or meteoroidal particles at least 20 nicrono in diameter. Since light 

scattered by free electrons is strongly polarized, it is probable that free 

electrons represent a fraction of the particles present. This ia a.lee 

substantiated by the fact thB.:t the total light present seems to vary with 

solar activity, being least when ionizing radie.tions from the sun are at 

a. minilm.ml. However, since scattering by gas atoms and molecules alters tha 

color of the light; it must be concluded that the zodiacal particles (except 

for the free electrons) a.re much larger than molecules. 

It has been suggested that the zodiacal light is s.n extension of the 

Fraunhofer or outer solar corona. This idea is reinforced by the rnct that 

the corona he.a a color o.nd continuous spectrvm agreeing 'With the zodiacal 

light. But most interesting is the compo.rison of the brightnesses, aa 

shown in Fig. 2-3. 

This lenticular layer of small meteoroid.al particles muot extend from 

the sun vell beyond the orbit of e2.rth1 being concentrated toward the 

ecliptic or fundF...w;.ental. :plane of the Bolar n~t8ten1. Fm:ther, this dust 

cloud is probably continuou.s:_y 1.Jeing resu::_,1)1.'..ed by ccmetary wn.rrtaGO a.""ld 

possibly by z:ntcria.l fro:n aoteroid collisions. It is nt the same time 

being drained off by the action of the Poynting-Robcrtson effect, -which 

co.uses the particles to s:p iral i21 tow<'-:::1 tbe GtL"l. Jt hus been estimated 
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FIG. 2-3 

CHANGE OF BRIGHTNESS OF THE SUN'S OUTER CORONA 

AND THE ZODIACAL LIGHT WITH DISTANCE 
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of the orbit of Maro vould reach the sun d.ue to thio effect. 

One of the most intcrcot:1J1r, feo.turca of the zodiuca.l light is its 

broadening nnd intr~nsifko.tion in the niGht alcy exIJ.ctly opposite the :poeitic :1 

of the sun. This phenom0non, cnlled the counterslow or eccenschein, conaiatg 

of n. very fa.int patch of lieht extcndin3 nbout 10 dev:ees o.lon5 the ecliptic 

o.nd for 6 degrees o.t ric)1t anG,].es. One explo.nn.tion of the counter glow is 

thllt in this area. the pe.rticlcs e.re seen in fuJJ.--phase illumination r..."ld a.re 

consequently much brighter. Another expln.nut1.on is that radiation preoaure 

pushes a to.il of atmoopheric particleo from the enrth out into space opposite 

the sun. Rut most probably, the countercµow io due to the concentro.tion of 

interplo.n~tary particles nt one of the earth-sun Lagrangian or librntion 

points. Theae points o..ro pointa of m.etaotable cqUilibrium which occur 1n 

the three-body problem. There aro five ouch points; throe lie on the lino 

Joining the co.rth o.nd sun, e.nd two form equilateral triangles with tho earth 

rind sun in the plane of the ecliptic. Smal.1 bodies may become tra.ppod in 

those "gravitational sinks" until a. perturbing force a.llows them to oaca.po. 

S40h may be the explanation of the counterGJ_ow. 

The ~.a.jor concentration of the smal.lcst meteoric material (producing 

no visual effects when striking the earth) is in the ecliptic, but other 

concentrations are intimately associated vi.th comets and other ~odico. 

The -visible meteors, or shooting stars, n.re of two types - thooe nsoociutod 

with showers a.nd thooe which are sporadic. The sho,rer meteoro are of 

cometary origin; the sporo.dics are probably traceable to aateroido. 

Next let us review a few fo.cts concerning comets and. meteor showers. 

Co:::ictary orbits are of tvo general types, parabolic and periodic. No 

comet has yet been observed with a definitively hyperbolic orbit. Thia 
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mcnns that most co;n".'!ts, at thie present t:i;n-:;, must be a part of the solar 

systen and not visitors from interstellar space. Hovcver, at acme past 

time they may h-'lve been captured by ple.ncta.ry perturbation after orbiting 

in from outer space. Comets on so-called parabolic orbits probably reo.l.ly 

travel in exceedingly elonsated ellipses with periods running to centuries. 

(A comet with a major axis eq1.11ll to the distance to the nearest star would 

have a period of 100 million years.) These comets which travel in parabolic 

orbits a.re usunlly hie;hl._y inclin~d to the plane of the ecliptic, half even 

being in retroc;rade orbits. The mcn.n r,1crihclion distances of parabolic 

comcto is about the same as the earth I f., cl::.ctance from the sun. 

The periodic comets have orbits more like those of the planets. Only 

one periodic comet (Ho.lley•o) travels in u. retrograde manner, the incliner 

tions of most being less thn.n 1+5 degree:.;. 'The eccentricitieo are commonly 

in the neighborhood of 0.5 (the moot eccentric planetary orbits are leas 

than 0.25). A few periodic comets have their perihelion within the earth's 

orbit, while most aphelions arc neo.r the orbits of one or the other of the 

major planets. SO!:lc median vo.luco for periodic comets are: period, 7 yoara; 

semi-major uxis, 3.6 astronomical unito (n.u.); perihelion distance, 1.3 a.u. 

Thus meteoric nl8.tcrial driven fron comets by oolar radintion or thermal 

processes muy be fow1d cl:c1ost :::,;.r..y.rr.ere in the inner po.rts of the solar 

syntem, wi.th create st coucentr.:!.tiona not far from the earth' o meun dis ta.nee 

from the s\.U1. 

Scm.2 of the rr.ost intcrestins :'act,~ ,::':.:,o·J.~ ccrr-,•::ts a::c associated vith 
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Jupiter (100,000 miles), the nucleun :l.s only o. few kilometers in diameter, 

reaching a size as la.ree as 1000 km only in rare ca.sea. As the comet np-

proaches the aun e. tail is usually forced out by the ro.die.tion presr,uro of 

a1mliV1t• The tail sometimes extends millions of miles a.t maximUnt size. 

The tail of the creat comet of 181-J.3 stretched twice the distance from the 

earth to the sun. 

No accurate l'l1D.::rnes of c01,tets have been determined since they a.re not 

mnssive enoU&h to exert any mensurable perturbo.tive forces on other bodies, 

But is io estironted that typical masses a.re of the order of 1012 tons (earth n 

approximately 1021 tons), and the densities are such that in a thousand 

cubic miles of u comet's tail there is lesa m.atter than in a cubic inch of 

air • 

In 1911-9 Whipple hypothesized a. comet-model which sa.tisfe.ctor1ly cxpla.ino 

a great I!l..'lJ'.\Y observed facts about comet. Whipple holds that a comct'a nuclouo 

is n cosmic iceberg, a porous mass of solidified gases or ice plus some 

solid particles. The substances present are largely water ice, a.mmonin, 

a.nd methnno mth some carbon dioxide and cyanagen. There is also tho 

possibility of the presence of free radicals. AB the comet approaches tho 

sun, these gases evaporate, sending out jets which form the coma and tail. 

Some of the encri:_;;y of the jets may come from the free radicals. 

The structure of the tail is determined by several forces: orbital 

momenta of the pru:ticlcs, ejecticn velocities on evaporation, rndio.tion 

pressure, e;ravitaticnal, and possibly other fields. Oftimes the tail sho'W'S 

a. larce ru:iount of structural dctn.il clue to a sort of "rr.nss spectro51"0.ph 

effect" separntin3 particles of clifferent size • 

But what is of special interest is tho.ton each trip near to the oun, 
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the comet is partially disintegrated by the nction of these forces and lenvea 

a. "wake" of smn.1..1 solid particles and ices. So the regions of space where , 

an notronn.ut ia likely to find hieher than a.verae;e densities of meteoric 

mnteriaJ. are along the orbit of comets, eHher "live" comets or old dis

integrated comets. 

Whenever the earth passes throueh one of these cometary wakes e. meteor 

shower results. Hundreds of shooting stnrs arc observed to emeree from a. 

small area of the sky called the radiant, the direction being determined by 

the orbit of the comet wake :L.'1 space. As the wakes or meteor streams become 

older, the po.rticles o.re spread out thinner and both the size of the radiant 

and the period of time over which the meteors o.re observed increases. In 

genera.1. these small solid particles or bits of ice, a. few microns in size, 

• which cnuse meteor shower□ will not cause penetrative disasters to a. space 

vehicle, but they may in time cause considerable skin attrition. It is the 

sporadic meteoroids that are likely to cnuse trouble in space flight. These 

bodies a.re most probably frac;ments of asteroids whicn have resulted from 

collisions. Like comets, none seems to have a definitively hyperbolic orbit. 

However, these sporadic meteoroids may be quite sizable, form fireballs, 

• 

c.nd frequently strike the earth. (No meteor observed during a sl::ower ha.a 

been known to strike the earth.) They range from a few e;ram.s up to thousands 

of tons like the large meteorites (or even smaJ.1 asteroids) which cause 

craters like the Bo.rringer Meteor Crater in /u:izono.. 

Let us now review briefly a fev facts concerninB the minor planets or 

asteroids themselves. Since the discovery of the first aoteroid on January 1, 

1801, the orbits of ~~re than 1500 of these bodies have been determined • 

However, their totul m:,':lbcr oust run into the hundreds of thounr,, ::J, it 
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ha.vi~ been estimnted that there are 8o,ooo brichtcr than the 19th mn,enitude 

alone. Only those which ho.ve been observed oufficiently for an orbit to be 

computed a.re cataloe;ued and assic;ncd mnnbcre and nn.mes. Most of the asteroids 

follow orbits which lie between the orbita of Mars and Jupiter, occupying a 

place in the solar system where Bode'L Law predicted a major planet which 

' does not exist. But some asteroids depart considerably from the meo.n orbits. 

At one extreme there is Hid...9.lgo (94h), having the la.rcest asteroidal orbit 

lmown. It has o. perihelion at 2.0 a.u., not far beyond the orbit of !,~i.rs, 

and a.n aphelion of 9.6 a..u., nearly a.t the solar distance of Saturn. At 

the other extreme is Icarus, which has a perihelion of 0.19 a.u., taking it 

well within the orbit of Mercury (0.39 a.u. ), and o.n aphelion of 1.98 a.u., 

beyond Ma.rs. 

A study of the distribution of the orbits of asteroids shows that man,y 

are grouped in families. But perturbations over millions of years obscure 

the original picture and possible clues to the origins of the asteroids. 

One family of asteroids is of special interest. It occupies the equilateral 

Lagranr;io.n points in Jupiter's orbit (Fig. 2-4). These asteroids - known a.a 

the T:rnjo.ns - number nbout 12, some leading Jupiter, some following. Searches 

have been Dl.'.lde for possible Trojan-type asteroids associated with the equi

lateral Lo.gra.n(jian points in the orbits of other planets, but none has been 

found. 

The distr:!.bution of the periods of the asteroids shows a series of 

gaps (Fig. 2--5). These are the effects of the perturbo.tions of Jupiter. 

The period of Jupiter is 11.9 years. It is found th:lt there are no asteroids 

with pcrio(u; of 5.95, 4.76, e.nd 3.97 years, i.e., exn.ctly 1/2, 2/5, and 

l./3 of Jupiter's period. There are also depressions in the distribution 
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FIG. 2-4 

THE TROJAN ASTEROIDS 
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FIG. 2-5 
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curve for orbits with periods which 1/2, 1/5, 3/5, and 3/7 of Ju,piter•s 

period. Orbits whose periods are exact fractions of Jupiter's period are 

called resonant orbits. The effect of perturbations on these resonant orbits 

is to render them unstable and force the asteroids into other orbits, a fact 

which might be of interest to astronauts; similar effects would operate on earth 

satellites whose periods were exact fractions of the lunar period. Thus 1£ a 

satellite were placed on an orbit "W'i.th a period of say eY..s.ctly 1/4 a month, 

it would soon move into some other orbit. 

In recent years high-povered, wide-field photographic telescopes have 

recorded thousands of faint new asteroids, some of them on orbits which 

bring them close to the earth. In 1932 an asteroid, later named Apollo, 

passed within 3,000,000 kilometers of the earth. In 1936 an asteroid wo 

discovered which passed at only 1,000,000 km, and in 1937 an asteroid swept 

within 8oo,ooo km or roughly twice the moon's distance. Orbits are now 

kllow for at least 10 such objects which come within the earth's orbit. 

Undoubtedly there are scores more, and over hundreds of thousands of years 

collisions with the earth must occur. 

What are the sizes of the asteroids? The largest asteroid (and the 

f irat discovered) is Ceres vi th a diameter of 730 km (Mercury is 5000 km, 

Hara 3476 km), The sizes range on dew to a few kilometers. Aooumiilg that 

the rnt1o of reflecting power to eize ie the same for snw.ll ~ateroido no for 

Abooluto magnitude ••••••••• 5.0 

Die.meter (1:m),,, ••••••••••• 270 

10,0 

27 

15.0 20,0 

0,27 

8inoa tho number of bodieo increaoeo by n factor of 2,7 vith each l'll!lenitudo, 

thoro ere probnbly 1001 000 notoroid!i with dicmctcro in oxcooo of 250 m.otcro, 

It ia eatimo.ted thnt c.ll the notoroido together would ~o up n ophoriccJ. 
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body about 1000 km in diameter with a mnaa leas than one thousandth the 

earth's mass. 

While large planets are stable o.nd pursue orbits relatively unperturbed 

for millions of yeru:s, the aoteroids suffer frequently from perturbations, 

and collisions occur from time to time. It is felt that all of the asteroids 

may have originated from the collision of two planets between the orbits of 

Jupiter and Mars, one planet being larger than Mars, but smaller than the 

earth, the other being about the size of Ceres. Subsequent collisions 

between the original fragments have resulted in further fragmentation and 

the process continues, wearing the pieceo down to meteoroid.al chips. 

The rem.arks of this description of the matter to be encountered in 

space have been restricted to the smaller bodies of the solar system -

meteors, com.eta, and usteroids. Later in the series some special facts which 

are of interest to astronauts concerning the sun, the moon, and the planets 

will be discussed. 

But in concluding this brief survey, it might be well to say something 

of the larger setting in which the solar system itself' figures. The neareot 

star outside our solar system is in the star system of acentauri, ~ first

magnitude star in the southern sky about four light-years a.way. cxCenta.uri 

is a double star whose tvo components orbit about one another. The star 

"Proxirna," also associated with this system, is actually at the present 

time the star closest to our solar system; 11Proxima." itself may be nlso be 

double. It ia not known whether this atar system has any planets, but 

observations of some other neru-by stars, e.g., 61 Cygni, indicate, from 

vobbles in their ~otion, the presence of orbiting <lark bodies with oaaaes 

comparable to Ju:pi ter I s. So the::·e is indirect evidence for the existence 
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of other planetary systems. Within 20 light-yea.rs of the sun there are 

only about 100 stars and possibly one or tvo planetary systems. 

Kuiper estimates on the basis of the ratio of the masses of components of 

double eta.re that 12 per cent of e.11 sto.re have planetary systems. When 
11 · 

-we reo.lize that there o.re some 2 x 10 stars in our ge.l.a:xy, this leaves 

20 billion with planetary systems. It aeenw reasonable to assume that out 

of thio number there must be some with earth-like planets, and probably on 

some of these life similar to our ovn. 

However, communication with such planetary systeinB is not conceivable 

with our present state of knowledge. When we reco.ll that our galaxy is 

some 1001 000 light years across, the sun being an insignificant star some 

30,000 light years from the galactic center, circling in o.n orbit of its 

own every 200,000,000 years as the galaxy rotates, we•reaJ.ize that trying 

to grasp the nature and acaJ.e of the universe beyond the solar system ia 

futile. Nor ia interstellar space a.nd the galaxy the end. Beyond a.re the 

millions of other galaxies all apparently rushing from one another at 

fantastic speeds. 

Today no one of acute awareness beholding the do.vn of the first apace 

age can fail to feel that man is about to enter upon his greatest adventure. 

Where it 'W'ill end we do not know, but whenever man's environment hes been 

altered he hns discovered hitherto unsuspected ruts in his thinking. And.• 

certainly the differences between ms.n's terrestrial environment and the 

envirom::ient he will encounter in apace will furnish a greater alteration 

than any to which he has ever been subjected. It wouJ.d be surprising indeed 

if, with the penetration of space, many generically new concepts do not 

make their impact on both scientific and social thought. 
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From what we already know of the na.ture of apace, our ideas have been 

repeatedly forced from their restrictive channels. The Copernican revolution, 

the diocovery of the multiplicity of vorlda, e.nd, recently, the obaerva.tional 

evidence supporting the possibility of extra~erreatrial life have all caused 

o. profound revision in our way of looking a.t ourselves. Perhaps f'olloving 

the first flights into space, the proposal by both Khruachev and Western 

spokesmen to substitute the goal of the mastery of space for wars of mutual. 

destruction can be so implemented as to serve as an adequate che.llenge for 

man's basic aggressiveness and as a yardstick of the relative effectiveness 

of competitive social and economic systems • 
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I. Introduction 

Assuming the Einstein Field Equations 

(BAB is the 

( IJJ 6 -: OJ IJ 213 J 
,?')\ tfrtc,,, ~ef'(JY' 

Ricci tensor, hAB is the ~•~/\~' B = BAB h AB J J f~ rfc.; /~A
ct,,-rv.W-w< 

K is the relativistic gravitational constant, and TAB is the momentum-energy 

tensor); and employing an averaging operator which leaves all tensor structure 
[, g j [).J 

invariant, Edelen (1963a, b} has derived consequences of the General Theory 
O.. I /oW' · · · 

of Relativity which permit i:he formulatiJn ef observational· tests of the 

theory in its general form. 

In particular, under assumptions that (a) the boundary of a galaxy may 

be represented by a geometrically stable time ,it like hyper surface~, 

imbedded in a four dimensional Einstein space, (b) the time sections of~: 

- depart from oblate spheroidal symmetry by only small time ~ independent :~eviations 

and (c) there exists a jump type discontinuity in at least one component.of the 

momentum - energy tensor across the hyper-surface (but with no further assumptions 
. [I J.,[).] 

concerning the momentum-energy tensor),t Edelen (1963a, b) has shown that the 

ellipsoid defined by the constant time section of~ has a semi-major axis which 

is proportional to a function f(n,m,e,s) where m and n are intege~s, with 

n > 0 and 0 ~ m < n; ~~ e is the eccentricity of the ellipsoid; and g is a 

physical parameter which represents the jump in energy density at the surface 

of the galaxy. 

simple form 

(1.1) 

Fore equal to zero, the function f assumes the particularly 

-1: ' 1: 
r = g 2 [n(n+l)] 2 

where r is the radius of the galaxy. Equation_ (1.1), is exact for e = 0 for all 
,_ /1 ·-

-values of m and n. However, it is also a good approximation for € ~ O.l 

- for all m and n (see table Ia, b) since for these ranges the derivative df/d~ 

is approximately equal to zero while at£= o, df/d~ =0. 
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According to present classification systems, the only morphological 

types of galaxies having£~ 0 are the early ellipticals. Equation(l.1) 

thus may be interpreted to predict for EO and near EO galaxies, diameter· 

sizes which are discretized in proportion to the eigen sequence 
I 

r,;' ~ ...... )t- w!1..:.,l'\e11Jr. Tl, . 1 J I / 
12,, y6, v12_, ! 2~, ••• , ~~is _COnS~~nt. J'/1~ ::1#Y)b'"e~tr/e,_,7 -e, t.,,,i,./1 ~ .. {!. I) 1v;// /4 Ir.' ,-,.,,tJ f,,& L--t1e'/:,., f},-,r C N" -/ )" 1> 6""7 §y,...,_ - ✓~- , 

In the present paper we shall attempt to construct an observational 

test of th4:S'discretization hypothesis using as few additional assumptions 

as possible, and apply the test to various sets of published and unpublished 

diameter measurements. 

II. An Observational Test of the Discretization Hypothesis 
·f,L"'- • 

-0:tA: first task is to determine under what conditions the discretization 

prediction as it is formulated in fU, [tj, or in the introductory sectio~, 

is testable. In order to do this it iwll be necessary D investigate the 

following epistemological or technical question~: 

1. 

2. 

Is the quantity£ of equation (1.l)observationally interpretable. 
{/,,..~ \,.;~.,./-- ruf;,,•c f;'~ 6'11@ 

What are the eff~~~ the parameter ~ ~ w/// 

-te~s.tal>iJ i I jt oi; the hypothesis k l~f-.:1/e. 

3. What are the effects of unknown axis orientations on the selectability 
low hve,, ~ ecc&,,,,fr1c/l-_J 

of a suitable test xamplecofAellipticals. 

4. How can observed angular diameters be converted into linear· diameters 
.,/ I . 

w/270 /2 1,,11/I Jo.a meaningful in equation (1.~. 

Each of these questions will be discussed in turn. 

1. The E. of Eq. (1.1) is defined as the radius or semi-major axis 

of an ellipsoid whose boundary is a surface across which there is am:x 

assumed jump in some component of the momentum-energy tensor. While r is 

thus well defined in terms of the mathematical model ..hen the question arises, 
I 

does an r defined in this way exist in the real world, and if so it can be 

iden(tt.tified with the properties of some observable quantity. 
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In observations to date no jump discontinuity~ to exist in any 

observable parameter of early elliptical galaxies. It might seem in enc sens~ 

that this lack of observation raises an argument against the validity of 
"no.I ,,-,,,.,/7 4.. ~ 11'>/ ,}f,_ev/.. 

the discretization prediction. But this is not so1 C.e-rta::u-l¥-,1fnot all 
ii)\ -rt,,J 

components of the momentum energy are observable, but even 

if no jump discontinuity were still 

. . fkc.~41 
not invalidate the argument~=e3nee 

~ 
observed, this lack of 

Ci{,$';- '-'M--zfd- ,'.;--i 

if they were and 
«6J:.t~q; 

observation would 

the co:udit.i:-orr of the existence of the 
(f'i_~ ti . c::...,,,.) a 

jump discontinuty in the mathematical model isAsufficien~ btR not necessary cN(/1e-,.. 

for discretization.. Hence, even if discretization exists and is observed in / 
/11:r/ic..~fl~'I • ;'&;!:,_t.;j(ZJ}J_~, 
ne-ces-s-i-ty that a ,jump discontinutfy exist. ~ ~ _ the rea 1 world, there is no 

lhEts lack of observat ion,(.or 
t),([f-itt? {/ • 

even the'- noni,w~} of a jump llixn:sm: 

discontinmity, while not invalidating the theoretical argument, non-the-less does 

1>reclude the possibility of a direct observational means of defining a 

diameter which would be known to correspond to the theoretical.r of Eq. (1.1). 

In the absence of the availability of this direct definition, we may, nonethe~ 

less, proceed to construct an observational test if we arewilling to introduce 

a new assumption, namely that one or more classes of operationally defined 

diameters (such as isophotal, micrometric, effective, etc.) are 

propoetional to!:· But it nrust be realized in introducing such an assumption · 

that a failure to confirmEq. (1.1) with such classes of operational diameters 

does not disprove the discretization hypothesis - the defect may lie in the 

~ proportionality assumption. \\This assumption imposes a strong additional 



constraint on the structure of early elliptical galaxies and constitutes a 

basic departure from the original discretization hypothesis. The essense of 

the assumption is that discretization , if it exists, should be manifest over 

5 

·,:,I 

a range of sizes rather than only at some unique size as the Edelen discretization 

hypothesis predicts. Such a strongly modifying assumption while undesirable 
b e_,c,,{U,f.,U 

is unavoidable~ in the absence of observable jump discontinuities or some 

other structural feature leading to a unique definition of diameter, our 

test must be based on diameters defined by arbitrary operations on the 

luminosity distribution of the photograi:fiic image of the galaxy. It is the 

arbitrary element in the definition of operational xmdm diameters (e.g. the 

intensity level selected for the isophotal d-iameter or the percent luminosity 

to be included within the effective d:iameter etc.) which i~t~ggc~~is 

necessity of proportionality over a range. 

In the event of confir~ation of equation (1.1) by a set of operationally 

refined diameters it is probable that some range, does exist and could be 

manifested if adjacent similarly defined sets of diameters were tested, anµnot 

- probable that one has fortuitously found a unique set of diameters for which 

~ -·-~ •-·~ --· -· 

discretization holds. Nontheless, in the event of confirmation of equ~~ion (1.1) 

I? l. 

_ by a certain set of iiqiHx:ax:ai:i:yx operationally defined diamaters ''\ :for/the 

proportionality assumption were found to be invalid for adjacent lets of 

diameters some Tu~te different conclusions would have to be draw}~ and it 
-j,'-;f'i- .,-J. • f 

is well to hold,without investigation of this possibl~.it_,y n .. o. / coru:irmation o 

discretization hypothesis shouldkR be held as definiL -

---·~·--·-~--

the 

~ 
___ : -- ~~It is important that the 

,../-

~ exhibited. 

proportionality assumption be idependently? 

--· -- ----------------
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({f (,\_ 
In the case of opem:ional diameters defined by isophotes ~, fixed 

intensity, J. proportionality is well approximated in the outer. parts of 

galactic images. Hubble (3J found that the luminosity profile of elliptical 
V 

galaxies are well described, except in the innermost parts of a gala.x), by a 

relation of the form 

log I= log I - 2 log (R/A + 1) 
0 

where I~ is the intensity, I the central intensity, R is the radial 
0 

distance from the center, and A a scale parameter constant for each profile. 

When the gala.Jty scale parameter A has been determined the log profiles 
t t t ' 

r;G,,t-1 "-{,;,;i 

constitute a family of parallel lines d~ by the single parameter I
0

• 

It follows that at a fixed intensity, for galaxvi and galaxy j 
J 

log (R./A. + 1) 
l. l. 

log (R./A. + 1) = constant. 
J J ,e-

r 
and this constant is independent of the intensity picked. Therefore, ·in ~he f 

_______ \~ [ 

Ollter parts of the profile, for R/A >> 1, Riis proportional to Rj 

over a range of intensities. 

2. A second features of Eq. (1.1) bearing on the feasibility of an 

-- --- - -·- _..._ __ r"" 

orr~Jl 'vf,!vw C{,J,,J'i;.,,,,,-U✓ b7 
observational test is the valueAor the parameters which represents the jump 

in energydensity seen by an observer moving along a trajectory of .. the 

~rrotational isometry which generates~ (Edelen, (2)). The theory makes no 

assertions concerning the constancy or range of variability of s• The two 

• 
extreme possibilityes are thats may be an absolute constant, or that it may 

be different for each galaxy. In the former case, equation (1.1) may be 

readily~~;in the latter, any discretiation determined 

'by the ,rn(n+l) factor would be complete.ymasked by the variations in!;, and 

confirmation would probably be impossible. 

In the absence of any a priori knowledge concerning!;, we can only note 

that in addition to s being an xk»mx absolute constant, two other possibilities 

render Eq. (1.1) subject to test. The first possiblity is that!; may assume 

only a small number of distinct values, where by small is meant a number such that 



the sample of diameters which exhibit the i n(n+0 discretization for each 

7 

separate value of sis large enough that Eq. (1.1) may be considered independantly 

=onfirmed for each s with statistical confidence. The second possibility is the 
(:&'- ;,,</ ."--

identification R£ in galaxies having the sames of some observable related to s 

which can be independently measured. 

In view of these considerations, it appears that an observational test of Eq. (Ll) 

is feasible under certain conditions which can only be known a posteriori. That is 

to say, the feasibility of a test will be established along with confirmation of 

Eq. (1.1) in the event of positive results. Whereas in the case of negative results, 

it will not be possible to say whether the discretization hypothesis is wrong, the 

proportionality assumption is wrong, or thats varies in such a way as to conceal 

any discretization. Thus, the discretization hypothesis in its present forlill.llation 

svoh 
is~ that it lends itself to observational confiqlmation but not to 

___ o_bservational refutation. "'.: . 
.,,,..Sever--il-aaditional complieati:ens are; ,tnuol;vep: inva test !i'.li,.the--{iiscretiaarton "'2) ~L ' 1f}"i:t( ... ,.,,,•JN,zba,':.h-,1 ,' , 1 · 

c.J I,,, ~✓ ! '/ c( < ·:'--i (.IYvt,·,;,.'1...Jl 
~yp0$hesi~. Equation (1.1) applies to EO galaxies and, to within spe~if'ab¼e 

deviations, to ellipticals of small~ eccentricity. However, samples of· 

elliptical galaxies to be tested must be selected on the basis of their ~.· 
['f-J 

apparent eccentricities. Hubble (Ap. J. Vol. 64, 1926, pp. 321-369) has shown 

that in any sample of elliptical galaxies with random orientation of axes 
J 

of symmetry that only 55% of the apparent EO's are true EO's and the remruin¢d~r 

are ellipticals with larger true eccentricities so oriented as to give an 

apparent ellipticity from Oto 0.05 (corresponding to a range in eccentricity 

from Oto 0.3). It is thus probable that any sample of low apparent eccentricity 

galaxies will be "contaminated" with galaxies of larger true eccentricity for 

which equation (1.1) does not hold. It is therefore necessary to investigate 

the probable degrees of contamination in our samples in order to determine 
i.-,/! o i- ..., v 1 ~ 

whether discretization tests ~ be statistically vitiated by this effect. 
I\ 

l. 

i 
i 



. j 
cl..,7r~ "f 

First, let us specify more precisely the fit of Eq. (1. 1) in terms of the 
/\ 

~ eccentricity. The deviations in diameter from the values given in 

Eq. (1.1) as functions of e may be computed from the theoretical eigenfunctions 
(.,-., ::C 

for m = O, -~a1ue¢ ~f :lillo Wi'l:iea will be assumed to correspond to the 

elliptical galaxie0. In Table Ia the percent increase in diameter over the 

e = O diameter of Eq. (1.1) is tabulated against the value of e and the 
( ,vi Li~-t,,,_,., "VJ 

branch number n /<let:~ from the table of the eigenfunctions~ in 
c4vi~J,·"" 

reference~). The -deFi;nat ie-R is seen to be about 1% for all branches out to an 

eccentricity of Q.2; less than 7% out toe= 0.5, etc. Table lb gives the 
I t..1-je. 11 

dJ,,~&'J.u! maximum es'i::iruat:ca per cent deviation for leng~:i::. ~ corresponding Iv :,,4.-r/Pvv 

true eccentricities. Thus if the true eccentricity is always less than 0.42 

the per cent deviation will be ft five per cent or less for all n. 

It is thus seen that the tesbtble sample for eq. (1.1) consists not just 
! 

of true EO's but of all ellipticals whose true eccentricity is less than or equal to 

a value corresponding to some specified deviation, as given in Table I • 
..,,,..l✓ i o/ It..., 

Without here stating the statistically acceptable precision$ for the test, 
1 I' l ' 0 i .; 11 I I I ('11 "•/',n,-•(' rr ~, 1"•1yf 'l .I'ff(C /'H: 

4t is eyideot<::t:hat the deviation t.18-ed should be .:taken the same as the precision 

s:.i rJ.v.... 
of measurement. For example, if the diameters are known to within-~ eq. (1.1) 

t,·./;, /lv ..JC,-""-f ,t..:-u • .,i ;;l, vi't. f, o---z 
1 

/.tJ, .. fl (), 'fl. 
may be assumed to holdhto the same precision out to true eccentricities of~, etc. 

With the test sample defined in terms of the true eccentricity and degree 

of precision, it 'is now required to define the sample in terms of the apparent 

eccentricity. The apparent and true eccentricities are related by thG..-±s111a I io-n

ea= et sin cp 

where cp is the angle between the axis of the galaxy and the line of sight. 
!-,,-,-. 11fvJft-,iJrv, evr kci<,, 

Let us a~~ume~that the accJptable precision is 5%. Then any galaxy with an 

, '' 
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apparent eccentricity of less than 5 per cent will be admittable to the test 

sample. In order for ea to be~ 0.05 

0.05 
sin~ must be~ --

et 

The values of sin~ and ~ corresponding to different et 's are given ~ i-... flv. 

table ~ te;{.ow . --71(..,{Lle. Ji 
~t1'F?E:I:'.e 

Ranges of sin~ and 9 for ea~ 0.05 

tp 

0.0 0 to 1.000 9 to 90° 
0.1 0 to 0.500 0 to 30°~ 
0.2 0 to 0.250 0 to 14.5° 
0.3 · 0 to 0.167 0 to 9 .6° 
0.4 _____________________ o __ to_0.125 ______________________ 0_to_7.2° 

0.42 ____________________ 0_to_0.119 ______________________ O_to_6~8° 

0.5 0 to 0.100 0 to 5.7° 
0.6 0 to 0.083 0 to 4.8° 
0.7 0 to 0.071 0 to 4.1 ° 
0.8 0 to 0.063 0 to 3,6° 
0.9 0 to 0.056 0 to 3.2° 

The dotted band dividing the table into two parts corresponds to et= 0,42, 

which from Table lb is the limiting value of et for a galaxy to be testable to 

within a precision of 5%. All galaxies above the dotted band are testable regardless 
. . 

of orientation, although those having e ~ 0.05 will be rejected from the sample. 
a 

The galaxies below the dotted band will not be testable since their major 

axes deviate by more than 5% from the values of equation (1.1). Those below tra 
, I 
·t't~ 

dotted band whose ¢'s are greater thanAgive¾in the right column will have values 

of e ~ 0.05 and hence will be detected and rejected from the sample. The 
Q, 

remaining galaxies, those below the dotted line with ¢' s less than giver. in the 

right hand column will neither be testable nor detectable as interlop~rs and will 

- constitute the contaminating portion. The contaminating set is thus a subset of the 

set of galaxies below the dotted band for which¢~¢ = 6~8~ 
0 



·-
i 

to 

} 

f/4,i 
If we assume~that the axes are randomly oriented, then the probability 

of an axis falling in this contamination cone will be 

J.. 
Thus for a. precision of 5%, the per centag~ undetectable contaminating galaxies 

/: 

0 
1 - cos 6.8 = 0.7% 

Table IIi giv~es the per cent contamination for various precisions 

Table IIU 

% Precision 1 2 3 4 5 10 

cp~ 3.0° 4 .25° 5.75° 60 6.8° 10° 
0 

f.3,,v..,..tl rY~ 

o/oContamina t ion 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.6 o.7 1.5 
I 

per centagefof contamination given by Table IIf, 
, Ci//i;vv · _ ~, 

~ bas'3d of) random orientation of axes, "the discretization hypothesis tii'.~'iw~ 
I' J,,j . ~ ,_JHvr_ ti-li-

b e restated in the form of a prediction that Eq. (1.1) is valid forAEO~ 
. ~-

and low apparent eccentricity samples of ellipticals as governed by- Specified 

Pw 
w //tz 

(f }~t-, 'i1l,✓ 
Uctjt,l-1~ ~ V,'v,c; .. /~ ck-krhl4/4Ju~" #11'1'>1 

~(... . 

j. 
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4) The fourth problem in the construction of an observational test of the 

discretization hypothesis, the conversion of observed angular 

diameters to linear diameters, involves the cosmological questions which arise 

when objects located at different distances whose observed xwhnm:ilmn radiation 

originated at different times are to be compared. Since it is desirable to hold 

the number of additional assumptions entering into the test hypothesis to a minimum, 

it will be best initially to test samples of galaxies for which cosmological 

effects are negligible. These samples will in general be either galaxies with 

small redshifts or galaxies located in the same volume of space, such as 

members of the same cluster. If then it develops that discretization effects do 

exist and are readily observed in these samples it is evident that we will have 

at our disposal a yardstick for calibration of linear sizes of galaxies and', 

hence possess a tool for cosmological exploration when samples at different 

distances are compared. 

First let us consider the samples which in internal comparison should be 
~iv 

relatively free of cosmological effects. The first sample consists of,.,,,large 

bright presumably nearby galaxies. The problem of distribution of these galaxies 

in distance can hmmn be met by assuming that the redshift is essent~ally an 

indicator of distance and that the peculiar component of the redshift due to 

dynamical effects other than the general expansion is negligible. This evidently 

is not a bad assumption. The size of the peculiar component has been, estimated 

by de Vaucouleurs (5) to have a maximum value of lo 
Neyman and Scott (6) have es~imated the mean maximum as 

km/sec. More recently 

km/sec. If 



• 

• 

• 
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Zwicky (7) fio~\argumen~ based on ll!a~um observed negative velocities 
\ / \ ,/ \ _,,,,---" ' ' 

estimates the peci:rl:±ar com~e>et/fo be as ~£ ___ 1<in/ sec. If f the 
be 

estimates quoted from the first two papers are to~~¢ used as mean values, 

the Zwicky result must still be assumed to be a possible value and caution 

exercised in assuming the peculiar component to be negligible especially in 

cases of closely interacting objects where large dynamical velocities are 

clearly present. 

Under these assumptions the conversion of angular diameters to linear 

diameters is straight forward. Assuming Hubble velocity-distance relation in the 

form 

HLi = CZ 

where H is Hubble I s t constant, ~ is the distance, c the velocity of light 

and z = 8;?/j{ is the spectral shift; the linear diameter S should be 

given to good approximation by 

log Sf= log e1\ log cz - log H 

where 6/ is the angular diameter. Any discretization properties of S may 

thus be investigated for an EO galaxy for which 6' and z are known. ¥¢w 
., 

However, Discretization, if it/J. exists, should be measured in galaxies as 

they are at a given cosmic time and not as they appear to a particular observer. 

Hence, in order to eliminate preferences given to the observer's particular location 

in space, it will be necessary to correct the observed quantities for light 

travel ti~e. The~, S, and 0 of the above equations accordingly mihHmx must 

represent miuxrnxrje:mpmxmrndximn;timsn,:Q 1 1 1 lm ohs et ved • ataa,., the distance, 

+1 line~r, and!;ingular diameters reduced to a common epoch; fw,,,.,{_ M.Jt a ~bdh'vu( l,Ni It/~ . 



°"- ffi.e IJCiJ'1'-r { jovre(y lt'~e/m?/,l1ccr( c~o1cleyqf1-tnc ~ . 
iJov/2Y"rr-...Ot,,-.[ re/J,(',/t,,,,,/?tf;tl¼ :hr l~✓la;-- dt'er,,,,,tlt,-J/14i1Y i.e dar/J--e.,/· 

Equation (l 2) is derived frem purel:) kinematical eonsi~-i-0ns and does 
ci/'rec fl 1. . 171,() lo //ow✓ : /. 
-not inchtde higher order redshift or eyoJutianary effects. It shoU"l.:t;1f,;' 

hwevor, be applisable leeally. If a signal leaves a galaxy at /time t' 

when the galaxy is at distance 6. 1
, then the distance 6., of the galaxy at 

time t, when the signal is observed will be. 
0 . 

b. = 6.'t + cz (t
0 

- t) = b' (l+z) 

or in terms of the linear and angular diameters, 

$ $ I 

- = - (l+z) 
(} 0• 

where S' and & 1 are respectively the observed linear and angular~ diameters 

corres~nding to epoch t 1
; and Sand Oare the linear diameters reduced to '.their 

values at epoch t • 
0 

If t~e linear diameter has remained unchanged during the light travel time 

(t - t 1
), then 

0 

/;)= 0'(l+z)-l, 

• Ith 
whb~~ is the kinematic correction to angular diameters applicable "'t~ all models. 

Lllo!fle [8]) LJ' 
The above relation may then be rewritten in terms of observed angular diameters o 

~as 

log S 1 = ,log B ' + log z - log (l+z) + log (c/H) 

or 

(1.2) log S 1 = log IJ• - log u + log (c/H) 

The q'l!_antity u = l+.z/z will be designated the "synoptic redshift.'' . , 
, 1 1.-fvc.li.~ {l,l} 'J der../veci t=r.,_-;.,,, )or,,/ 1,;,-,,,,e.,,,.,,.,f;c1- . c .-1i,,~"-t.~,fu,~ f'1--<,/ d~ --u,?' 

l-.zCtvcU h,,,lu.. a,.~ rcdJ/2,-1/ or € vt;;/v/a;'1.<7r7 e#/.ec:J'.; . .rt- .r.f.p ,,,,,j .l,p,..-fv<--i"' 4-
IJ'- ; 1 , 11 H~l -Ehr more distance galaxies, various cosmological models introauce 
(' l'R!J/f /,/C'rl'J• Cfi r~ 

modifications involving different powers of (l+z) into the diameter distance 

relation. To be as inclusive as possible the tests for discretization among 

non local samples should therefore be based on generalizations of the form 

(1.3) log S = constant + log {) + log z + u log (l+z) 
I 

';1--v( ;?' /i 
(Y"':_ -/ 

' } . " 

I J ~ /1 10/,,_ ( rJ' :: + I 



- where the parametero- should be empirically determined and compared~ 

with values predicted by various cosmological models. 

The basic test equation of the discretization hypothesis may now be 

writetn by combining the logarithmic~ form of Eq. (1.1) with either 

Eq. (1.2) which is valid locally or with the more general form of Eq; (1.3) 

when a cosmological parameter u must be derived. The local test equation: 

(1.4) log G' - log u = constant + ~ log n(n+l) .. 3:z log ~ 

where (} • is the observed angular diameter u ~ (l+z,fz, n is a positive integer 
'"-

and 5 is a physical parameterJ of unknown distribution as discussed in 

Section 2. 

The general test equation: 

(1.5) log 0 ' + log z + er log(l+z) = constant + Y~ log n(n+l) - Y::i. log :~ 

where <ris to be determined. 

ff/ In the special case ot the second type of test sample, namely galaxies belonging 

1 

to the same cluster,!test equation takes a simple form. 
I' 

-~ s<q?-p:t;Aach .. to-eh--is··-guestion•-is'~to--sel~~~iest··_·sainphror-apparent low 
./"'---- 1,21) IV 

6:1e111dc1ty ell1pl lials, located in cJusters. @:t"lf the cluster mm.mlnm.;i:1ilp 

membership of each member of the sample can be established by redshifts or some 
ct-m ~o/ ,,.m hot .6u-.; ./ /1< •l'a-ai/,le 

other suitable criterion, then the spread in distance~should be small and linear 

diameters should be directly replaceable with angular diameters. An estimate of 

the size of error introduced by this approximation Af the size ef error introduced 

by chis approx-imatioa may be made by assuming that the member galaxies of a cluster 

are distributed in depth along the line of sight by an amount equal to their 

linear distribution at right angles to the line of sight. If 11 is the distance 
@ 

to the cluster and f/J) is tits angular extension (measured in radians in the 

-e A __ /,'"'),. plane of the sky), then the relative distribution of depth, CD 
4 



- For example, if the Coma Cluster has a diameter of 2°, its member galaxies 

will have a 3% fluctuation in relative distance. Whenever the relative 

distances are of the order of or less than the acceptable error in the diameter 

measurements, as will be true for the Coma Cluster and beyond, angular 

diameters Uncorrected for distance may be tested for discretization effects 

directly. Thus for purposes of tests in clusters the test equation may be 

written in the form 

(1.6) log 0' = constant - \ log J+ \ log n(n+l) 

. where f)' is the observed angular diameter. 



• 
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III. FITS OF OBSERVED ANGULAR DIAMETERS TO THEORETICAL DISCRETIZATION 
SEQUENCES 

The difficulties in obtaining a uniform set of angular diameters of 

elliptical galaxies have been discussed by several authors, Hubble ( ), 

de Vaucouleur ( ) • These difficulties in defining and measuring 

diameters have been such that it has not been possible to obtain sets of 
.¾I iYL1 i-'Vll~.-. .. ( 

measurements~ sufficient accuracy andl\consistency to be useable , , u 

r i i-o /(/)Al' J 
for the law of redshifts or other cosmological investigations. Similarly, most 

published diameters are also unsuitable for discretization tests. For 

example, the Shapley Ames Catalogue ( ) which would provide a large test 

sample of early ellipticals, turns out to be unsuitable for discretization 

tests because of the large per cent of diameter measurements which suffer 

round-off effects. 

As discussed in the first part of Section II, several sets of similarly 

defined diameters (such as diameters defined t by different isophot!l inte~sity 

levels) should be tested in order to establish the existence of a proportionality 

range. It might seem that different sets of published diameters which include 

the same galaxies might be substituted for this purpose. But unless the 

operational definitions used are identical this is not necessarily so. It will, 

non~the-less be important to test data which may be too limited for 

proportionality tests. This is because, while positive results may not be 

regarded as definitively establishing discretization, negative results demand 

rejection of the test as formulated in Section II. 

Accordingly in this section the angular diameter measurements from. three 

published sets of data are compared with the predicted discretization sequences 

and a measure of the degree of fit between the observations and theory 

established for each sample. The statistical significance of the fits will be 

discussed in Section IV. 



The first test sample consists of the hmxinx bright EO galaxies from 

A. and G. de Vaucouleurs' Reference Catalogue of Bright Galaxies~ (Univ. 

of Texas Press, 1964). The data from the de Vaucouleurs Catalogue consists 

of all galaxies classified by the authors as EO for which redshifts and 

diameters are available. The first column in Table III gives the NGC numbers 

with the parentheses indicating gm:sih galaxies whose classifica~ion as EO's may 

be uncertain but whose major and minor axes are given as equal. The second 

column gives the common logarithm of the apparent major axis 9r diameter in 

tenths of a minute of arc. The third column gives the veloc~FY corrected 

·for galactic rotation. The fourth and fifth columns are resp~ctively the common 

logarithms of the velocities and the synoptic j<Jelocities, u ='-,(c + V ) /V • 
-, C C 

' ~ 

The sixth column gives the B-V colors reduced to the diameter D and corrected 

for galactic absorption and redshift. The seventh column gives the spectral 

class given by Humason, Mayall, and Sandage, (A. J ••••••• ) and the last column, 

again from the Reference Catalogue, gives the blue magnitude to diameter D. 

Details of the magnitude and color systems and the corrections\are given in 

the Catalogue. 

The angular diameters are derived statistically from published values of 

micrometric diameter by several observers, The Reference Catalogue being 

based on 30 different sources. (See de Vaucouleurs, A.J •••• ). The redshifts 

are either Humason-Mayall-Sandage values or recent determinations by A. and G. 

de Vaucouleurs. 

The tabular values are carried to a larger number of places than the 

precision in the individual measurements warrants. This is done throughout 

in order to minimize round-off effects (@ discretization must not be that 

- established by rounding off). 

The errors in log Dare not known, but if they may be inferred from the 

internal errors of the various measurements used in arriving at log D's,, 
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a ~alue S ± 0.01 (i.e. 3%) may be taken. This error will be assumed 

throughout the range of log D for the galaxies reported in Table III. The 

error in the redshift is more or less independent of the size of the 

displacement resulting in a large relative error for nearby objects and a 

small relative error for distance objects. 

(which is a mean !value for nearby galaxies 

. / .. ---~ ... -· ··---, 
A constant error off' 70 km/sec, 

r. / . ......._____ ___ p,,.,,,, 

reported in the HMS Catalogue) 

is assumed for 6.VC. The errors in log Ve and log u range from almost 0.2 
;JJf 

for the nearest galaxies in Table lf/Jto about.0.004 for the most distant. 

The redshift and diameter error~ are equal at about 3000 km/sec. 

Tne functions A= log D + log Ve and B = 2 + log D - log u are 

tabulated in Table IV together with errors o. = oA = 6B estimated from 
.--n Of. 

the considerations of the previous paragraph. ~The o's are -i:ftGaaded more fe-r-
9va.,fih'e.{ 

r-elath-e wei:gl:rt:s of the A I s au:o: B 's=:-tJ:i:a.n to be taken as a d4~c:t measure of, the 
,..,nfq✓ n0( / , \ _, , , 

internal error.'" bvf ar-e/1 retq/,'v-e v""tc&t)p..,',.,_,_frea; 3 __ .-, J-c1ecl1\1f-:, 
W .P /A.cf I b. 6 11 c;-rtLkr.' /IA); 4t 

According to Eq. (1.4), there should exist a positive integer n, such · · •· 

that for :mnk each Bn from Table IV 

B - \ log n(n+l) = constant - \logs n 

to within some specified deviation (such as theo's of column 4). 

Further, in order for the test to be interpretable s must assume only a limited 
I 

number of values. 

In order to detennine whether such integers exist, the unknown constants may 

be eliminated by mnmaxipx comparing the differences between B's with quantities 

of the form\ log i(i+l) - ~t log i(j+l) with i ~ j. 
If 'II 

To do this a ]. 
l38 

difference table is compared with a¾ log n(n+l) difference table. The 

important ::v:mibmm differences are those between the lowest values of B which 

presumably should correspond to the differences between the lowest values of 

\ log n(n-1-1). Fits for larger values of n have little significance unless they 

are part of a sequence which also fits to the lowest values of n. 1'abl:e Va is a 

difference t:able eeastructed froro the smaJ Jest 1talues ef B. The ·;alues of -£ 
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TABLE IV - NGC A B s 
4458 3.543 0.065 0.08 

4552 3.590 0.113 0 .1 

4283 3.973 0.494 0.03 

1889 4.018 0.538 0.02 

1374 4.065 0.587 0.03 

1379 4.165 0.686 0.02 

4339 4.219 o. 740 0.03 

5898 4.229 0. 748- 0.02 

5812' 4.270 o. 790 0.02 

7507 4.276 0 .797 0.02 

4636 4,279 0.801 0.04 

5953 4.330 0.850 0.02 

1399 4,378 0.897 0.02 

1407 · 4,392 0,914 0.02 

5173 4,399 0.919 0.02 

• 4915 ' 4,442 0.961 0.01 

2673 4.455 0.972 0.01 

5061 4,456 0 .976 0.02 

3348 4.499 1.017 0.01 

382 4,539 1.054 0.01 

4782 4.546 1.064 0.01 

5930 4.548 1.066 0.01 

5846 4.571 1.092 0.02 

751 4.604 1.119 0.01 

596 -4.602 1.122 0.02 

2694 4,613 1.129 0.01 

4783 4.626 1.142 0.01 

83 4,769 1.282 0.01 

4926 4.885 1,397 0,01 

741 4,901 1.416 0.01 

4827 4.924 1.436 0.01 

• A = log D + log V 
C 

B = 2 + log D -·log u 
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I _1,3 
'1°! 'i 
SJ 

U~~'/2~ 
{) '·~: }(> 

j. 

:i. U9 
l. L'.? 

J. 

'i 

6 
(6) 

(9) 

n.aEb 

0.961 
0. 96] 

l.023 

l.126 
1.126 
1.U6 

l. 279 

L 

+0.001 

0.00-0 
o.on 
0.015 

-0.006 

-0 .007 
+0.003 
+0. 

-l-0.003 

0.000 

P -:: 0 ~ 1/i..9 
n 

-0.070 

n,n 

0 .0:? 
0.CL, 

0.01 

0.01 
0.01 
0.02 
0.01 

0.01 
0.02 
0 ~01 

0 ,01 
o .en 
0 .01 
0.01 

1/2 log n+l) 

log rn.(ml 1) 

rn. 

3 

(J 

( 7 
( 7 

8 
( 9) 
9 
9 

11 
( 12) 
lJ 
13 
13 
11, 
15 

16 

• 
() 

'"r,; 

0.08 
{} ... in 

0, C::170 't' 1..\/,., 0.03 

(1 \1'< 1 0.006 (' 

- (l ,._'{, () c, \ 

0 t0,00(:, 0 ,(i/ 

U. d{)..:i -0 .007 0 l.!l 

0.804 -0.00J 0 .01+ 
0.859 ··O .009 0.02 
0.'}08 -0.011 0.02 
0.908 t0,006 0.02 
0.908 •0.011 0.02 

0.991 -0.015 0.02 
1.024 -0.007 0.01 
1.060 -0.006 0.01 
1.060 10 .00if 0.01 
1.060 +0.006 0.01 
1.091 +0.001 0.02 
1.120 -0.001 0.01 

1. V:,7 -0.005 0.01 


